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business of Maine is done by ont-of-Stnt«
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companies.—are so meager as to fail to meet
the expenditures of the itisnriuie department

and leave
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It i.- difficult to suggest much Unit is
new in the operations ot the farm for this
opening month ol the year The labors
ot the season are simple and not so exacthere is the
ing a> at Mime other times. J
de-ti oh in the barn that is now especially
pendent on our care, and its tlnitt and
chiefly upt»n juuicious anu
pi -speritA
lagement " e can stint it in
i neglect to give it minute
onl attention to promote its comfort
r, wth. but the result will
!
inevitably
foot our pockets sooner or later. There
be
not hi! g to
gained by neglect, and
iutoivst. ought to kad us to give it
arnost thought and study.
attle s 't nnfrei|Uontly suffer in winter
w
.; id water
They are turned out
crimps twlec a day. and left out long
to help themselves if they would,
iinf s,
..t > ut immediately after a
feeding t dry food they will not alay s incline to drink at first, and the
nd will not wait.
to
ej are tied up again and compelled
«
■>. ...i
inwards night perhaps before
tin. They may then
extremely cold water,
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i. is it good plan 10
-dp animals exposed to the cold storms
the yard through our long winter days.
! ,i-\
stami a considerable degree ol
a:
.1 win. i.t much suffering, to be sure.
leave them out in all
n s. .',
tarui !
wto-ri it' th-y isoidil 1 \‘lVC
-at —
r elu
the} would very quickly seek
shelter In the barn. But we would not, on
the
tiler hand. Keep them too warm,
t

i.

hat

is.
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about as

objectionable

the other direction.

Our New

general rule,
tillmvtion. They are in too
(uses
open and cold, though,
and then, there is a tight and poorly
lated stable that is an exception. For
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red at this season, we like to have some
is,
'Special]} Mvedes and rutabagas,
hey make n very palatable change trom
( attic relish them too, and we
ry hay
-licve m humoring tiie appetite a little.
MangoHs an better to feed out later, say
liter' the ih-t of March The mangold
i.-cps improving in quality, it is said, till
—

the

spring.

It
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h

ijuite important
prut ide

at this season ot

sullieient amount ol
vtirm bedding lor stock, and the “orts”
and •'.•irscr hay and straw that are rejected h\ me cattle may be used for this purAt other and warmer seasons sand
i-jsf
makes a
cry clean and useful litter and
wi- like to use it
lredy, but it does not
inpart that warmth that is needed in exwen.t
cold weather. Leaves that were
oilected i:i the fall are excellent for this
; airpo.se. and they have the advantage
that they aro not so lull of weed-seed as
arse hay from the mangers.
Jf we
had jilent.i ot leaves we would use them
freely for bedding now. They make capital
manure also, and if any farmer
neglected |
to store up a lot of them it was a mistake
That might to be borne in mind to correct
next year.
Alter attending to the chores
about the barn and the woodpile there
will -till be some leisure time to devote
to reading and study
Educational labor
be great want of our times, especially
in this eountr
We need all the light we
an
get To iurni profitably in a severe climate and a somewhat sterile and exhausted soil. Now it would be perhaps ungraiuus tc intimate that farm labor in New
England is not as educated and intelligent
as that in
any other portion ol the civilized
<
world
criainly it ought to lie with our
boasted system of common schools, lint
-oinehuw or other the practical results
when compared with those obtained in
England and Scotland do not seem to
lustily such a conclusion Farming in Engiio. t ;
iwt -i.iiiitciliirrmt but we know
it is profitable, for the tenant farmer even
ran and does afford to pay Irom five to
Twenty-five dollars per acre, annual rent,
and necessity compels him to bring the
Highest degree of intelligence to bear upn ids tanning operations.
If we should
admit, therelore, that it does not pay to
oe a farmer here, we must admit tile want
nf gieater intelligence in the management and the development ot our lands,
ear to
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certainly

tin* same

intelligence ought

pay better than in England, on account
of the numerous markets by which we
are surrounded and which aro so
easily
accessible, and the lower price which the
wnership of land involves. We can see
uo real reason why farming, with the
same
intelligence, should not pay as well
here as in England, hut we cannot compact with England in the system of agriuiture which we now practice, and any
one, observing the results carefully in both
'■ountries, would say that we were something lik< a half a century behind the
on tiier country.
This ought not so to be,
and it will not always continue to be so.
V> t- shad advance our standard,
slowly
perhaps, but surely, by the freer and more
liberal use id manures and fertilizers, the
more general adoption ot
sheep husbandry and the freer use of capital improvements.
Some think our market system is
all against farming.

no

Unbelief.

There is no unbelief.
Whoever plants a seed beneath the sod
! And wails to see it push away the clod.
Trusts he in (toil.

he got only by breaking through
1 hi-, !-■ a bad way to do, but it is

:

glory. I sat mo down to rest, boing
aweary with much climbing over rocks
and down fallen trees, for to pluck these
lair little blossoms which spring never
brought to us at home. A moment after,
! was s're smitten with fear, lor behind
There is no nuheliel.
me one lightly rustled in the thick leaves
Whoever savs, when elouds are in the sky,
•Tte patient,'heart ! bight brcaketh by and by," and broke twigs under his feet; when no
Trusts the Most High.
wild creature or savage came forth—but
Master l’hilip! Perad venture Aunt PrisThere is no unbelief.
w
inter’s
held
ol
snow
"ueatii
sees
\\ hoeu r
cilla would say I made unmaidenly show
The -ilent harvests of the future grow.
ol pleasure at his company.
He 3at himGod’s power must know
self down beside me and we had no need
There is no unbelief.
for speech whilst the first brightness faded
Whoever lies down on his coileh to sleep,
off from the waves. In truth, it was very
Consents to lock each sense in slumber deep.
like heaven unto me. Alter a time he laid
Knows God will keep.
his hand upon mine and said;
"I love
There is no unbelief.
thee, Hope Allerton, and desire thee for
Whoever says “to-morrow,” the unknown.
my wife.” What more he said there is no
The future t’austs that power alouu
use that I write; 1 shall not forget it.
He dares not disown.
The manuscript is here so mutilated that
There is no unbelief.
We gather from
The heart that looks on w lien d-ar eyelids close. much of it is illegible.
And dares to live when life has only woes.
it, however, that sympathizing with PruGod’s comfort know
dence Tinker in her despondency, Hope
entreats Philip Mather "to have pleasant
There is no unbelief.
conversation with her. and speak unto her
A»d say by day and night, unconsciously,
The heart lives by that faith t He iij deni.
wise words of comfort" The next d;ite
God ku'oweth why.
of interest is
.1 une 3d. Pruclenee i inker hath a strange
Ou» Little Puritan.
spirit! Aunt Priscilla made relation of her
behavior in this manner: “Yesternight,
_\| v
great-great-grandmother, whom, as Philip walked with you down the path
never having seen, 1 can not describe,
to tliu wood, I took the Scriptures and sat
once found this record of a life that was I me down
upon the door-stone to read. A
lived out long before she was born. She little time thereafter I lifted
up my eyes
t.mud it. among reties ot old colony days. ami beheld Prudence
Tinker, with a bunch
The sunbeams of a morning long past of blue
posies in her hand ; she stood undickered through the garret cobwebs on- de:- the
big elm and gazed after you. 1
to her and over the then musty, worm-eatcalled unto the young woman, and made
en treasures. Out of the leav es of a journal
had she planted herself there and
of Puritan times, she read page niter page inquiry
did she think to take root? Her countewhich seemed to till the air about her as nance was not
pleasant to look upon ; so
with the faint, sweet fragrance ot passed for her
ease, 1 made mention that
greater
in
is
to
wild roses. My grandmother
me,
it was doubtless good tor her to -bear the
turn, a memoir of antiquity, yet the little
in her youth.’ Whereupon she east
yoke
journal has not quite crumbled into dust— the posies under her heel and spake out
there is letl to it yet a suggestion ot odor
hotly, -Mistress Priscilla, it thou liadst
and ot color. Only if you put it by a story borne
the.yoke in thy youth and died unol to-day, it will he like the ghost of a der
it, 1 could not. mourn that thou didst
’’
white violet in the presence ol a heavy- not live out all
Ot a certainty
thy days.'
breathed blood-red tulip.
Prudence Tinker hath too glib a tongue in
HOPE ALI.F.KTON'S HH ltN.W.
her head.
Mow, as for me, I have pity ot
Southampton, August oth. ltVjO. All poor Prudence’s case, and 1 marvel at Aunt
things being made ready, we shall, by the Priscilla's ways. If one hath a spot which
good providence ol (tod, set sail to-dav. hath soreness, verily she suffereth pain unIt is a matter of much sadness to Aunt til she prieketh it.
dune 1.8th.
Priscilla, as also unto myself, that sundry
Sometimes i think it is not
ot our near friend* are in the lesser ship. the loss of Peleg’s affections 'that has so
We have, however, great hope that both embittered Prudence, but that she vexeth
ships shall sail unto a pleasant country; herself after Philip; in which case I tremand that we shall salute our friends upon ble lest she cast, even now, a snare for
dry land once more. My thoughtsgo back him. and so ruin my happiness.
to those we lelt at Delft Haven and at
June loth. Last night the wind did
Amsterdam, and my heart is heavy that 1 make such commotion we were in great
shall no more look upon their laces. Philip fear the house would come about our ears.
Mather hath talked much w ith me of late. Aunt Priscilla had ill success with sleep,
1 find it not wise to think too long upon and 1 was in sore trouble with bad dreams,
his words, lor that they cause me distrac- ll did beseem tiiat the precious stones had
tion ol mind, albeit there is a certain dropped out of my rintr. and I arose in the
He night and lighted a candle, like unto the
sweetness in the recollection of them.
saitli that he shall sorrow for my depart- woman in the Scriptures, and searched the
ure. y et lie asketh me not to stay, neither
house, hut found them not. Aunt Priscilla
doth he make as if he would himself go. says it is an iil dream and bodes no good.
i have need to pray more, for I find within
June Kill. Prudence Tinker stirreth
It plenseth my spirit within me. She keepeth a watchme movements of vain pride.
that Master Philip hath ful eye that I get small speech with Philip.
me overmuch
likened my tearful eyes to the blue heart's- Shecalleth him her friend and councillor;
oase with the dew thereon.
she runneth to him all times tor advice
August lUth. It was cause for great sur- and she ilatteretli him unduly. [ myself
prise to me to find that ol a truth Philip do know that there is not a man like unto
Mather was to *ail with us; yet when 1 him in the colony: yet it is for me to confound him of our company I made little fess tiiat and not for her to so declare—
mention of my thoughts: only i have said and that to iiis very countenance. It. was
unto Prudence Tinker certain sharp words not w ise in in
to advise tiiat he comfort
that trouble me to remember, the more her, hut ! have supposed kindness was
not only because they were not kind, but
better than cunning.
that there was therein a shadow of an unJune 80th.
I like not at all tliu going
truth.
on of this matter!
it seemeth to me Aunt
She said: “Tell me, i pray thee, why, Priscilla is most blind she was never wont
;
at the last, Master Mather hath conic with to be so slow in
spying out tiiat which was
us P'1
stirring—yet it may lie my imagination
1 l:noic not.” 1 answered, for l liked runneth
Furthermore,
away with me.
td-irt.
I"-**i.»
not
so look through me.
oyrm
Aunt Priscilla, albeit she is so stern,
yet
“Am I my brother's keeper ?'
I have sinthhiketh I am passing fab ami attractive;
ned in the letter by perverting the words and therefore because
she herself doth not
of tlie Holy Scripture; also in the spirit liku Prudence
Tinker's person or mind,
by allowing anger entrance into my soul. she see!h not liow another may—as indeed
It was meet that Prudence Tinker should it .seemeth to me
Philip Mather doth.
humble me by (lie answer: “Xay, nay.
July nth. Certain words of Prudence
!
I
trow
itis
not
at
all
as
>■
hrntln
Hope
Uu/
Tinker's have come to my cars this day.
thou desirest to keep him.”
! have given the ring to’ Aunt Priscilla,
J
hath
Prudence
inker
an handsome
and she hath returned it to Philip Mather;
countenance, and many times her words wlnit she hath said to him I know not. It
are smoother than butter; yet 1 feel not
was of necessity that 1 told her, for she
drawn out unto her in my aUections.
saw at last the sore vexation ot
my soul.
Aunt
Priscilla
20th.
wutcheth
August
August 1st. there is no trust save in
over mo and I have no need of lather or
God! ! would lain go unto iny Father in
mother care. To be right truthful, I could heaven. 1 am like unto a homesick
child
wish she guarded me not so strictly. From in a
strange land. The women are most
daybreak even unto the going down of the kind to me. 1 know not why, for my
sun, she lettetli me not out of her sight. trouble is unknown save unto Aunt Pris1 am now again joyful in my spirit. 1 cilla.
They say 1 stay too closely by the
mourn not, neither do I greatly miss the
the color hath all
spinning-wheel—that
friends left behind me. i had thought to
gone out of my face. It may well be so;
be weighed down with heaviness upon for it seemeth also to have
gone from
their account. I made mention of ihis to
everything without me.
as
for
a
last
moment
1
met
Philip
night,
August 2nd. Tho women bring report
him on the deck, lie was pleased, wherethat ilobamak and Squanto have been
fore 1 know not; moreover, he said : “Perdealt with by tho Indians,
adventure thou broughtesl thy best triends treacherously
and that Captain Standish and clivers others
with thee.” I thought of Aunt Priscilla,
have
to N'amassaket, and—Philip
partly because she is my best friend, and Slathergone
has also gone with them. 1 spake
also for that 1 did expect she must in a
myiuind to Aunt Priscilla, that I had conmoment appear, as most assuredly she
fidence that he would not fall a prey to
and
looked
not
me
did;
lovingly upon
She reproacheth me for light- those heathen. She mado answer: •‘•Veneither.
is mine, 1 will repay,’ saith the
in
so
headedness
talking to Master Mather geance
Lord—let the Lord’s will be done.” She
—yet I have her word that she disliketh is
very wroth with Philip, and desires not
him not.
to behold his countenance again.
As for
November
1020.
After
Cod,
11th,
Cape
me. 1 can not hate one whom l have loved.
at
we
have
iell
in
with
sea,
lono; beating
(Nodate.) Philip has come again unto
the land called “Cape Cod.” Philip Mathhis home and is exceeding ill, by reason
er saith it is so called as they take much
of toils, weariness and exposure endured.
fish. We are not a little joyful at having
They say iiis fever rageth fiercely. () may
come safe to land, as our ships did meet
Cud turn death aside from him and let him
with many bad winds, and in places did
have long life in tho land. I would far
leak, which put us to great fear. Ofttimes
rather that he should be happy than that
we did cry out like Peter:
“Lord save,
1 myself should, and if it should he so that
or we perish.”
Also many ol us were in
Prudence Tinker can be unto him a true
a bad state by reason of boisterous storms
and faithful wife—1 ought rather to be
which caused our inward parts to heave
than writhe under the thought
and toss like the very waves of the sea, pleased
thereof. 1 have not grace suflicient.
our
mouths
with
bitterness.
always filling
1 his morning, as I sat idle before the
December
1020. It is decided that
There is

■

it is the fault
fed properly
*, * difficulty in inducing them
It is a great convenience to have
light into the barn or into some
place in the barn cellar, where it
.: five/." over, and where stock can

equalizing nriutiiN* of taxation.
While i! is incumbent o:t legi. lator.-: lo restrict the Slip
exj»ndiiim •. with the tiarron.
1
emits eoiis'sVm with a due r* aa I m the
PUbll welfiuv. it is at the sale na' theh .'.|ly
to seek to so distribute am1
.rab/e j,0 |,r..nv
taxation grow ing out of tie- v. er uu-’a .timed
existence, a* to avoid making the bunion fall
t:i
undue; degree on those. ..da; m
I uUeilve illdus:lies on \vhl< h tin- ;to';'■
|,y r,f
>') largely
I
mi.'1, ;i
uep'-nd-. \\
| r: heal mfornn.i i.-n a> v. i ! b •: ! ... mci.
’>■.
i conest and Inrliful i•; re'i.-L-rior t!
lat'-uu-nts
! “• -m ir property, it is of out><- iv;to
i deve-.o any sys!. m of taxation which will ho
absolutely equal; as capital which i> represeuted by stocks, bonds, loans and
currency cannot
be reached by the assessor as
readily as Llmt invested in farms, houses, stores, mills, workshops, ships, and other visible property. At
the same time, this liability to
inequality should
be corrected so far as it is possible. !?o far a $
capital is invested directly or indirectly in banking, railroad, telegraph,
express and insurance
business, it may be and should be reached. The
last legislature Inaugurated
steps in the right
direction with reference to a part of theae Interests. I earnestly hope tha’ you will continue
to press forward measures
looking to such u
system of taxation as will tend to equalize the
public burdens. In my judgment, it is possible
—certainly so with an amendment ot the State
constitution—to ultimately provide for nil expenditures tor State purposes by a just tax on
national and savings banks, railroad, insurance,
tel
graph, and express companies, wildlands,
and a tew other interests, without
assessing *
single dollar on the several towns and cities
REVENUE FOR THE PRESENT YEAR.
Under th
practice which lias always pn>vailed in the
Treasury Department, of distributing the State funds in moderate sums In
banks located at convenient points in the State,
without charging or receiving anything for the
u^e of the same. Lite Slate has received
only the
small revenue derived from deposits in Boston,
where most of the interests on the State debt
has been paid. 1 see no reason
why the cash
balances in the hands of the Treasurer, averaging $>*250,000, should not all be deposited in such
banks as are willing to pay a moderate interest
bo* the use of the "aim*; and I recommend legislation to this $nd.
i- nder existing laws the tax' on shares in National Banks owned out of the Slate,
goes to
the municipalities where' the banks are located.
There seems to he eminent propriety in
having
the tax on such non-resident sour
go into tli«
State Treasury for the benelit of ni! the
people
‘d the State, as is the rase in Ma<>m iuisetts and
Rhode Island; and I recommend legislation to
this end. Should the legislature think it
expedient to impose a tux on the receipts of express
and
on
the
of
companies
property
telegraph
companies, additional Mate revenue ootid be
derived from these sources. It ma> be reasonably expected that the reveiim- derived from
these sources, and from Saving- Ranks and
public lands, during tin- eurreir year, will be
equivalent to the amount that will be required
to meet the ordinary current State
expenditures.
There will then remain to be } n>\n.l, q for by
taxation a >11111 equivalent to tin appropriation.*,
on account of the public debt, ami lor
public and
Free High school purposes—about two mills on
I he dollar of the State valuation for
hools,
and :» similar assessment on account of tin* public debt in case it shall be decided to r m w u
portion of the loans, and otherwise thru- mills.
Could reliance be placed mi the prompt payment of the tax on railroad ami iuMirai
Companies during the year, a State tax of three m,t
a half mills on the dollar, instead of 1 >ur. u
mg
be sutlieicnt to mod all Stale expend gin >,—a
reduction of one ami a half mills from t! at
last, year, which would extend gratil
/ n-q. t
to the people of the Mate.
■

....

It they

fair balance to go into the State

■-

■

feeding.

a

Treasury, as was intended; inasmuch as the
balance now paid into the treasury fails to meet
Hi'' payments
by rtie State for the printing of
the tlepartnient. I reeomm; ml, t'tei-eibre, that
these lees be moderau Iv :u reused.
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I have done be to re times; it restcth
much to think of Philip sleeping.
10th. We are compassed about with
sorrows.
Wc are sore pressed by trouble
in this dreary new land. My heartlongeth
for the better country.
December 2nd. The day is far spent;
the night is at hand. I shall soon go out
through the gate of darkness; but 1 know
that my Redeemer livetli, and that soon it
shall be well with me.
After this is a blank leaf. Doubtless
the Death Angel wrote Finis thereon;
and so, for more than two centuries, the
pale anemones may have blossomed over
the maiden from beyond the sea, who laid
her head to rest in the Pilgrim’s land.
[Aldine for January.

spin as

Whale

nie

The

A

storm.
noceros

I saw wife
Bottom Drawer.
the bottom draw of tho oid family bureau this evening, and went sottlv
out, and wandered up aud down, until i
knew she had shut it up and gone to her
sewing. We have some things laid away
in that drawer which the gold ol kings
could not buy, and yet they are relics
It you goto Philadelphia or Charleston,
which grieve us until both our hearts arcv C., you will lirnl a market
sore.
1 haven't dared look at them lor a
system which
meets this difficulty, gives the producer an
year, but 1 remember each article.
There are two worn shoes, a little child's
opportunity to bargain directly with the
consumer and take his fair share fit the
hat with part of the brim gone, some
profits on what he bas raised. We had
stockings, pants, a coat, two or three
the privilege, only a few
spools, bits of broken crockery, a whip,
years ago, ot
and several toys. Wile—poor thing—goes
visiting almost all the large markets in
to that drawer every day of her life and
hurope, and there wo found everywhere,
that no proud monopoly came in to assert
prays over it, and lets her tears fall upon
its claims on what merely passed
the precious articles.
through
ts hands, that the
Sometimes we speak of little Jack, hut
poor farmer as well as
the rich, the one who had toiled little as
It has been a long time, but
not otten.
the one who had toiled much, could come
somehow' we can’t got over grieving. lie
into market and sell to the
was such a burst ol sunshine in our lives
consumer, j
that his going away has been like covering
saying a part ot the three or four com- !
missions which hero vex and
our every day existence with a pall. Someannoy the j
public. \\ ill the time never come when
times, when we sit alone of an evening, 1
0th,
sent a messenger,
this system can be
here ? Must divers of our number go to seek out a fair spinning-wheel, Philip
writing, and she sewing, a child on tho
adopted
“Come, for 1 have a great long- street will call out as our boy used to, and
we wait till then for
fanning to pay ! place for situation. Prudence Tinker made saying:
to speak with thee!’’
both will start up with beating hearts and
Ploughman
relation to Aunt Priscilla that Robert Cop- ing
1 ran in great speed the whole way, and wild hope, only to lind the darkness more
pin the pilot had knowledge of a good
came into the room where he
harbor eight leagues distant.
lay! llis of a burden than ever.
si,‘c- tie*
ii. M
It is still and quiet now. 1 look up at
passage, of tile law lor ihe
Mather hath countenance was of a color white like marApril itutn.
rmnp
of
in
this county, says
protection
sheep
gone with Squunto and sundry 01 oui peo- ble. and the lever left him as a child for tho window where his blue eyes used to
the Manassas Gazette,
many ol our farm- ple to plant the corn. This morning 1 had weakness. lie made with his hand a mo- sparkle ot Uiv ooming, hut ho is not there.
ers who were before its
passage afraid to conversation with Peleg Bruster.
His tion that many who watched beside him 1 listen lor his pattering feet, his merry
engage in the business, are now purchas- heart seems greatly turned to
Ta- should stand back, and when I came so shout and his ringing laugh, but there is
Molly
ing large flocks, many of them being su- bor, lor which Prudence Tinker "hath closo by him. lie whispered, “There hath no sound. There is no one to climb over
perior breeds, and we arc gratified to much grief, as she had
thoughts of him been a grievous mistake, Hope Allerton ! my knees, no one to search my pockets
know that so lucrative a
business, which herself—at least Aunt Priscilla doth say as 1 love and have loved none other than thee. and tease tor presents, and 1 never lind
in the
past has been confined to a very much. I ouee had a thought that Prudence Wilt thou wear again my ring ?” 1 was the chairs turned over, the broom down,
lew, in consequence ol the
ravages of looked upon Philip Mather with favor, and not able at once to answer, because of a or ropes tied to the door-knobs.
dog-., will now prove, a good investment this
1 want some one to tease me for my
displeased me, lor that I think they sudden swelling within my throat; yet on
to itn wlin may choose to
in it. would not walk
in unity. Pru- account of that which lie saw in my face, knife; to ride on my shoulder; to lose
oiigago
together
it is fai more profitable than the
growing dence hath a bold spirit, and Philip is not lie put underneath liis pillow his hand, and my axe; to lollow me to the gate when 1
of crops, and at the same time will
great- like unto other men, in that lie is liner in drawing forth the ring, put it again upon go, and to be there to meet me when l
ly improve the lands upon which the his inward nature, ii it be that I discern my finger. Then those who stood by whis- como; to call “good night,” from the
sheep are kept
him aright. 1 have sorrow tor Prudence pered among themselves that if lie were little bed, now empty. And wife, she
in the Bulletin Association ol Wool now, and shall strive to be a softer com- near death it was not right that he should misses him still more; there are no little
Manufacturers, in an article on judging forter unto her than Aunt Priscilla, who, longer lfct his mind lie exercised over this feet to wash, no prayers to say; no voice
wools, the author summarizes as follows: i as ever, thinketh she hath good uuder- tiling; yet I can not think God would he teasing for lumps of sugar or sobbing
If you find the fleece of nearly equal fine- | standing ol the whole matter. When we wroth even were Philip in his last hours; with tho pain of a hurt toe; and she
were
ness from the shoulder to the
gathering lagots this morning, she for surely the bringing of light and peace would give her own life, almost, to awako
thigh; of j
Prudence counsel to this effect; that into a soul can not lie an evil work. More- at midnight and look across to the little
nearly equal length on the shoulder, rib, gave
I would lain have kissed him, for I crib and see our boy there as he used to
set her affections
upon things over,
thigh and back : and of equal density on I she should
above. 1 much tear Prudence was not forgot the company about, but Aunt Pris- be.
the shoulder ami across the
loins—you
iio we preserve our relics, and when wo
may conclude that you have a nearly per- soothed in the spirit, lor she muttered un- cilla led me away, saying it was not fitting
I looked arc dead, we hope that strangers will
to herself that certain people, of whom for a maiden to stay longer.
fect slice)).
she had knowledge, would do well to keep back, being upon the door-stone, and I handle them tenderly, even if they shed
Ge°. S. liobinson of
Vermont, writes other Scripture in mind: that which saith, saw his face “as if it had been an angel’s.” no tears over them. [Chicago Fireside
know
from twenty
years trial, that I “Study to bo quiet and to do your own 1 feel it borne in to mo that he will die; Friend.
-uiphur led to sheep in their salt, will business.”
but lie is mine now—it may be I can
give
ilrive away and keep
away ticks—about a
17th. Philip hath given unto me a him unto my God, if never to any one else
May
In Sonora Countv, California, a low days
tablespoontnl to two quarts of salt, well ring which ho saith is long in his family. —mine !—mine!
a mule was drawing a load ol lime,
ago,
mixed, twice a month, through the'sum- It has three blue
1 iirough much
stones, with a small diapain Philip lias passed which encouraged by a brisk shower went
mer.”
mond in the contro. It is like unto tiie from tliis life into a better.
The wagon
into vigorous combustion.
October 2nd. Prudence Tinker found took
lorget-me-not. The inside of the ring
lire, but the mule, resenting this deThe editor of the Koine (N. y j Sguti- hath a small locket wherein to
hair,
me this morning
put
weeping, and asked of monstration in the vehicle, and with a view
uei has been siiown "a design for an
up- ft came about in this wise: My spinning me wherefore. I answered, “I)o I not perhaps ol investigating it, stood still.
holstered front gate, which seems destined lor the
day being at an end, I was minded know that underneath this spot Philip The driver suggested that he proceed;
to become
very popular. Tho foot board to go a little way into the woods; for al- Mather lies?” She answered with little but the mule
put his fore foot to the front
is cushioned, and there is a warm soapthough Aunt Priscilla doth warn mo of softness, that “It is as likely to be some and laid his ears to the rear,and maintained
stone on each side, the inside step being
the
befall
lean
will
not
think
harm
one
as
else
danger,
lie, seeing
ground leveled his ground. In due time the tiro on the
adjustable, so that a short girl can bring me. 1 like much the thunder of the sea, so that not one grave is known from anwagon singed the mule. Then it scorched
her lips to the line of any givon mous- and the roar of the wind in the
treetops, other.” She knew not that I had assur- him. Then it blistered him. Then it roasttache without trouble. If the gate is occu- which
roaring also rcsembleth the noise ance of the very spot; for on that day they ed him. But he never moved. There was a
pied at 10.80 p. m., an iron hand extends ol waters. But this night at sunset there buried him I measured by steps ouch
way principle at stake, and he calcinated in his
from one gate post, takes the young man was no tumult, and f rememberod me of from the elm tree and the
rock.
tracks in support of it. When the process
great
py the left ear, turns him around, and he wondrous chapters in the Revelation ; for
November 6th. I have a grievous pain had ended all that was left of what had
18 at once started
I saw upon earth and ocean a
home by a steel foot.”
light like as in my side, and a weary cough. I cantnot been a mule was a half barrel ol ashes.
In
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Gentleman of the Senate and House of
sentatives:

Standing

] of State bonds at their par value. If either <'r
both of the sinking funds are to lie continued—
j and
till' sinking fund ot Isas camiot be entirely
1
Ib-pre- | dispensed with without, an amendment f the

ADDRESS.

the threshold of anew year and
confronted with grave public responsibilities,
it is lining that we should seek Divine
guidance
in the discharge of the duties respectively imposed upon us.
For the abundance of the
necessaries nud comforts of life, the general
health, the uninterrupted peace and good order,
and the intellectual and moral influences with
which we, as a people, have been favored during the past year, there is occasion for devout
gratitude and thankfulness.
In laying before you the information required by the Constitution, it affords me
gratification to be able to present so favorable a report
of the financial, educational and other
important interests of the State. So far as I am
aware,
has
been
every department
conducted with
fidelity, integrity and prudence, and with the
single purpose of promoting the public welfare.
I need not remind you, upon whom devolves
the responsibility of authorizing and
directing
public expenditures, that, in the present depression of business, there is special and urgent
necessity that every appropriation should receive the most rigid scrutiny. So far us my
limited authority may reach, 1 shall most
earnestly endeavor to apply the same economy, tide lit y and scrutinv lo public expenditures that a prudent, business man would apply to his own affairs.

I constitution that u ill admit of a renewal of t"
munieip.al war debt hem which it wa.s created
to meet.— 1 recommend th:P tiie last
difficulty
to which 1 have referred he obviated so far as
possible by authorizing the treasurer to make
investments also in the securities of other New
England States.
Should the legislature concur with me in the
advisability of renewing that part, of the public
debt maturing on or before June 1889, the sinking fund of 1865 may be abolished, the State
bonds in the same cancelled, and the small
amount of TJ. S. bonds in the fund transferred
to the sinking fund of 1868. All the State bonds
in the latter sinking fund
may also be cancelled,
together with all the bonds of this State maturin
Oct.
1889 which may hereafter be puring
chased.
thus there will remain in the sinking
fund of 1868 only $83,300, in Ufiited States securities, to be increased hereatter bv such
purchases ol similar securities or of bonds of other
j
New England States as may be rendered necj
j essary by the inability to obtain bonds of this
! state at par. The probability indeed is that by
such an arrangement not only the
sinking fund
! ot 1863 can be abolished, but also, by an exchange of securities whieh would be feasible
when bonds of our State are tio higher than of
the other New England Mates, the maintenance
ot the sinsing fund of 1868, in evea a modified
form, be rendered unnecessary.

at

THE STATE

j

I HE RAILROAD TAX.

FINANCES.

I’.y requirement of an act of the last legislaConsidering tire gigantic burdens imposed
upon the people of Maine, as well as every ture. the governor and council have assessed a
r oiger died iu 1820, 93 years
other loyal State, by tbe war for the preserva- a tax on the tranchise of the
following railroad
I can remember hint well, lie was tion ol tbe national existence, the financial con- corporations, incorporated under the laws of
*

moorings.
Captain
old.
ot that

which JL>r. Franklin
say here, that
when the statue was dedicated on School
street, iu Boston, 1 offered his son, then
83 years old, a place in the procession on
that day, and to pay all his expenses; but
1 could not move him. lie was the nearest relation upon the island to Franklin !
In November, 1807, tbo ship Union,
Captain Edmund Gardner, who has just
completed his 90th year, was only a lew
days from the island when he was struck
by a sperm whale, amt tile ship immediately sunk. They took to the three boats,
some twenty-three men, and in
twenty
days landed at the Azores all well. The
ship Union was built in 1793, and was the
tirst ship that ever had shipping papers or
a contract between captain, officers and
crew; all belore that was done verbally.
Then again we had the ship Essex, Captain George Pollard, cruising in the Pacilic
Ocean away off shore 105 deg. west, near
the equator. When the boats were ail engaged among whales the mate’s boat was
stove, and he returned to the ship to repair her, and while so engaged a large
whale (sperm) came upon tiio ship, and
with such violence as to make her heel
ari l shake like an aspen leaf.
The whale
glanced off to windward and when two
miles to windward turned and came down
upon the ship and struck her a most deadly blow on the bows which caused her
to heel over nearly on her beam ends,
and back again only to till and sink 1
This was in November, 1820. And when
tli3se men's story was related by letters—
tiuir sufferings in the boats, eating eacli
otter, and some ol them my old playrace

of

giants

from; and let

cone

mates

at

me

school!—every

one

was

over-

its recital and would weep in the
sticels; l'or ail ol it was read in front of
th? post-office in a public way.
Mr. Benjamin Lawrence is the onh one
left upon the island out of all that number,
and lie and Thomas Nickerson in Brooklyn arc all that are left ot that ship's commit v
Lawrence is 75 years of age and
Nickerson 07. fliey were in open boats
on the ocean ninety days, and taken up
on the coast of ( hili, February and March.
1 lie Essex was an old China ship
1821.
trom Salem, and brought her last cargo ot
tci trom China into Salem in 1801, when
our merchant.' purchased her. ('ommodore
Owens had just relived Commodore Itidgelyon the Pacilic station, and he acts nobly
in sympathy and aid to those who were
saved and carried into Valparaiso.

by
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darling, and greet the festive morn!"
lie's sick sometimes, and I’ve known
that: woman to coax him for two straight
hours to take the doctor's medicine, turn
over his pillow twenty-two times, keep a
wet elotli on his head, pare his corns down,
and then wish she had a quail to make him
some soup.
When lie gets into a fight
down town and comes home with his ears
bitten up and his nose pointed to the rioilii- |
cast, she inquires how the horse happen- I
ed to run away with him, and she says
she is so thankful that he wasn't killed. I
She has an excuse for any thing, and she
never admits that any one but herself is to
blame about any thing. Lor’ bless her—
I hope she’ll slip into heaven and never bo
asked a question.

pull out

of the Boston

dents in which that former Nantucket
speciality, the whale, bore a conspicuous
part, gives the following from among his
many reminiscences of the olden times:
I see it reported that a vessel has been
struck by a whale near the Gulf, stream,
and another had her anchor hooked up by
a whale and went out of a harbor much
taster than she was ever known to
go
while under sail! This is not new in style
to us here at Nantucket, nor is the
striking
a whale at sea, as
you will perceive.
Just one hundred years ago tho father
of the late Walter Folger, the astronomer,
was at anchor in Newfoundland, in one of
the bays in one ol our whalers, only a day
watch on duty for the night, when they
perceived the vessel was going with great
speed out of the harbor. The man upon
deck called all hands out, and when the
captain got upon deck the vessel was well
out to sea, still going into darkness!
It
was soon
supposed by the sensible skipper
what caused the new movements, ami the
officer was instructed to cut the cable, and
they at once put the barque back to her

Coming Wife.

"Arise,

GOVERNOR'S

Advertiser at Nantucket, having seen the
recent account of collisions and other inci-

[From the Detroit Free Press. [
She’s a little bit of a woman, all patience
anti sunshine, and I’d spoil the best silk
hat that money could buy for the privilege
of lending her my umbrella in a rainShe's married, and she's got an old rhiHe makes it a
of a husband.
practice to come home tight at eleven
o’clock every oilier night, and has for
years, and ho can't remember that she
over gave him a cross word about it. When
be falls into the hall she is waiting to close
the door and help him buck to the sittingShe
room, where a good fire awaits him.
draws off his boots, unbuttons his collar,
helps him off with his coat, and all the
time she is saying:
“Poor Henry! How sorry I am that you
had this attack of vertigo! 1 am afraid
that you will be found dead by the roadside some night.”
“Whazzer mean by verzhigo ?” he
growls; but she helps him off with his
vest, and pleasantly continues :
“I’m so glad you got home all right. I
hope the day will come when you can pass
It is dreadmore of your time at home.
ful how your business drives you,”
“Whaz bizshness—whaz yer talking
'bout ?’" he replies.
“Poor one—how hot your head is !” she
continues, and presently he breaks down
and weeps and exclaims
“Yez zur—zic’s a ’orse—wearing zelf
out (bast's can—wishzi was dead !”
Next morning she never refers to the
subject, but pleasantly inquires how lie
slept, and if his mind is clear. His boots
may bo missing, and he yells out:
“Whar’n thunder’s my boots!"
“Right here, my dear!” she replies, ami
hands them out, all nicely blacked up.
It she wants a dress, or a hat. or a
cloak, and he yells out that household expenses are eating him up, she never
“sassos” him back, nor tells him she could
have married a Congressman, nor declares
that she will write to her mother and tell
her just how it is.
“That’s so, my dear, times are hard,"
she says, and she gets up just as good a
dinner as if he had left her iilty dollars.
lie may come home tight at supper
time, but she is not shocked. .She remarks
that it is an unexpected pleasure to have
him home so early, and she pretends not
He sees three
to notice his stupid look.
chairs where there is but one, and trying
to sit down ho Strikes the floor like the
fall of a derrick.
"Whazzer jaw /hat chair way for?" he
yells, and she replies:
■•It's that hole in the carpet— 1 knew
you would stumble 1" and she helps him
up and brings him a strong cup of tea.
They do not keep a servant, and when
cold weather came she never thought of
planking herself down in a chair opposite
him and saying:
“Now then, you'll either get up and
light the fires or there won't be any lighted—mark that, old baldliead!’’
X<>, she didn't resort to any such base
and tyrannical measures.
When daylight
comes she slips out of bed, makes two tires,
warms his socks and then, bending over
him. she whispers:

correspondent

Stories.

lest

other

ships

m

strange

ways, and perhaps they went m some such
vay. We had a ship. Harmony, cruising
ell Hrazil Hanks in company w ith another
of our ships—the I.eo-—with onlv a
small watch upon deck, in a beautiful night,
vlien at midnight a whale leaped out of
water and lay square across the deck, and
the ship was crushed and sank even with the
water. The men etuno out in their night
slothes and w ere taken on board the Leo and
brought home to Nantucket. They never
saved anything from tlie Harmony; all
Each ship had at the time 400
was lost.
barrels oil on board. The Harmony was
one of the first ships Mr. Retell sent ii’om
Dunkirk. Trance, David Starbuck commander, in 1790, to the Pacific Ocean, and
return there February, 1799, full of sperm
oil
The

Gnuesia

of Criminal*.

meeting in New York last week a
l physician presented some of tho most rej markable statistics which have ever been
Ill

a

obtained in the science of criminal reform.
While reading of llie efforts of the Prison
| Association, the New York Times says
the attention ol the doctor was called to a
county on the upper Hudson, where there
1
was a remarkable proportion of crime and
poverty to the whole population. The
county contained but one town and only
small villages, with a population ol some
forty thousand : yet tho number of paupers in its almshouse wras four hundred
and eighty, or about one in ten, not reckoning a considerable number assisted by
out-door relief. Dr Harris noticed certain
names which everywhere appeared in the
criminal and poor-house records traces of
certain families. These again seemed ot
up county, and he was led to follow them
up to bo connected, and he was induced
to search still further the genealogies of
those families.
<Jrdinaruy it is extremely uuticiut to trace
cities
the descent of a criminal family.
such families become broken up and their
members are scattered everywhere. In
villages, though lines of descent may be
followed, yet the retributive laws ot Providence usually carry the effects of crime
only "to the third or fourth generation,”
and then the race comes to an end through
physical and moral degeneration. In this
ease, however, it happened that the physical vigor of the particular family traced
Lv.nu>

evil

r.r it.5

members lor their

and enabled the investigator
to trace them during six generations of
wickedness and misery. Some seventy
years ago a young girl named “Margaret”
was left adrift in one of these villages—it
does not appear whether through the crime
or misfortune of others.
There was no
almshouse in the place, but sbe was a subject of out-door relief, probably receiving
aeeasionally food and clothing front the
officials, blit never educated, and never
kindly sheltered in a home. She became
the mother ot a long race ot criminals
and paupers, and her progeny has cursed
the county ever since. The county records
show two hundred of her descendants who
have been criminals. In one single generation of her unhappy line there were
twenty children; of those, three died in
infancy and seventeen survived to maturity. Of the seventeen nine served in the
state prisons for high crimes an aggregate
term of fifty years, while the others were
frequent inmates ol jails and penetentiaries and almshouses!
Of tho 'J00 descendants, through six
generations, front this unhappy girl who
was left on tho village streets and abandoned in her childhood, a great number
have been idiots, imbeciles, drunkards,
lunatics, paupers and prostitutes; but 200
of the more vigorous are on record as
criminals. This neglected little child has
thus cost tho county authorities, in tho effects she has transmitted, hundreds of
thousands of dollars in the expense and
care of criminals and paupers, besides the
untold damage she has inflicted on property and public morals.

destiny,

“Death is

nectady

a

sad

woman as

thing,” remarked a Scheshe stood beside

an

open

grave, “Yes, poor thing,” replied another,
“how ho did like to sit down to

biled dinner where the pork

was

a good
just right.”
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dition ot this State is more favorable than this State or doing business therein
could have been reasonably expected. It ap- Atlantic & St. Lawrence,
830,078 84
pears by tbe report of the State Treasurer that Hoston A .Maine,
20.342 25
the aggregate receipts of the treasury
Maine Central,
23.410 47
during
the [last year, including cash on hand at the
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth,
22.423 00
beginning of the year, were $1,858,904.33, and Dexter & Newport,
1.439 514
the disbursements during the same period Portsmouth. Great Falls ,t Cotiwav,
5L0 On
$1,537,718.54 leaving a balance of $'322,185.84 St. Croi\and Penobscot,
210 27
in the treasury Jail. 1st, 1875.
Portland Horse Railroad Co.,
394 00
Hus ax
Of the receipts, $1,109,802 was from the State I
aggregates &lo.3,W9.23, and accordtax ot live mills on the dollar,
$67,996 from ing to the terms of the act, has been assessed
public lands. $142,258 train the tax ou savings <»n railroad companies whose stock has a market
banks, (about §72,009 of this tax being still un- \aluo. That portion of the tax which represents
paid), §13,S2S from the tax on railroads, $3.- stork held ill this State—about two-fitths—goes
889 from interest on deposits, $2,210 from du- to municipalities, and the remainder,
repreties on commissions, $1,749 from 'licenses to senting non-resident stock, goes to the State.
peddlers, and §1,422 from iusurarfee depart‘>y •l'1 terms of the act one-half of the tax
"a* payable
ment.
July 1st, 1^71, and the balance
Ot the disbursements. $5,176 were on account January 1st, ls7J. The S'. Croix A Penobscot
of rents of shores belonging to the Penobscot company paid the whole of the tax assessed on
Indians and $8,065 ou account of taxes assessed tlii* corporation before it became due. The
on wild lands for the belied l of
counties,—sums Portland Horse Railroad Company also paid
which simply passed through the treasure— the assessment on this corporation in a satisfaethe
actual disbursements §1.524.497. i t«>ry manner. The Roston A Maine company
leaving
Of this amount, $81,900 were paid on account ! also promptly paid that part of the tax on this
of special and exceptional appropriations for j corporation which fell due July 1st; and, in a
rebuilding the carriage shop in the state prison, note to the Stall* Treasurer, the President of
re-arranging and repairing the reform school tiir company ha* indicated a n ad i lies* to also
building, finishing the chapel building connect- pay that part, ot the tax which fell due January
ed with the insane hospital, ventilating the i>!,a- soon a* the directors shall be assured
that the tax on tlie other corporalion* assessed is
state house, building roads and bridges mainiv
in Aroostook county.and ill aid of the 'ollcge of to be* enforced. The* HoxtcrA Newport comand
Mechanic Arts, Maine (One nil pany appeared bv their attorney lx fore the
Agriculture
governor and council to urge a claim for exHospital and industrial School tor t i iris.
Tims, after deducting these special appro- emption from taxation in consequence of a propriations, the expenditures of the past year ap- viyion in their charter which will hereafter he
pear to have been §1,412,597. Of ibis amount. referred to, and also by virtue of a special act
§711,126 was on account of war debt, peiiMon- nl the legislature in In.7, exempting the shares
to soldiers and a id to soldiers'
orphans, and "t stock in tin- corporation from assessment.
Neither of the other companies has paid any
§407.477 on account of public and free high and
Tin: MIX'CATION \ I. I N IT. UTS I 6 OF Til II M A ! ]
normal schools, witli a considerable sum dill part ot tin* lax assessed upon them, or given
due ou account of educational purposes. The an) explanation for non-payment. Prom unofThe statistics presented in the report <-f th
ordinary expenditures, therefore, during the lieial source' it has been ascertained that tin* Superintendent of Common Schools uninistaUM
[last year, have been $320,094. ora little less Atlantic A St. Lawrence and Maine Central blv indicate a gradual improvement in tin* eduthan one and a half mills on the dollar ot the companies claim that a clause in their charters cational interests of the State. Notw it
hstamling
state valuation. While this statement indicates ; exempt* them from all taxat ion, until the direct- then* has been no material change in the census
that the expenditures of the State arc control- ors of the corporation shall report to tin* legisnumber of scholars, yet the number of pupils
led bv considerations of economy to an extent lature that, the net income of the company is
registered during the past year, tin* average atrarely observed in public affairs, vet in my “ten per cent, on tin* cost ol the road and its tendance, the average length of the sol
s,
and
incidental
judgment there are some directions in which appendages
expense.*,” (which number of sehooi-hoiisrs in good condition aim
the expenditures authorized by law mat be | report has not been and is not likely to be made ) the amount of M*hw«d money voted in inunieiml even tin n that the only assessment on the pa I ties,as Weil as that distributed by tie St ale,to;
somewhat reduced without injure to tin■ public interests. On this subject I shall roiniciin:
corporation shall he a limited tax on the net in- xdiool purposes, have all materia.'> iliereased.
come
of tin* road above-aid ten per cert. So
cate with tile legislature at an early day.
During tin* past decade t In- amount «-l mom y apl.ir as the Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, and the
propriated per scholar for school purposes has
thi: £ aii
1' utsmouth. Hr. a' t all* A
been
doubletl, tlit* coinp* nsation of male Va.-hci s
Conway companies
< >n iii«' iirst of
January, is75, tin* Si ate *!«• l»t. | are concerned, no reas.ui Inis been even unotli- im-re ised fifty p« r cent, and of h-male teachers
after deducting the sinking funds. was £5,5bl.- !i cialiy intimated for tin ir refusal to pav the tax nearly one hundred per cent., and tin length of
schools teu per eeiit.. while tin* 41m i y of tin07b—a reduction of £321.575 during'tin* pa-l. asse--i'd.
I in' act relating to taxation of railroad eom- instruction has greallv improved. Ten
year. Tier nominal public debt, however, as
years
represented by uueaneelled Slate bond*, was iunv> i>ro\ ides tiiat “ii any corporal ion fails since then* was no normal sell k>1 in tin Mate;
$7,OSS,'TOO—a reduction of $7)0,000 during the 'o pay tlie ta\ assessed, the State 'Treasurer now. there are two m sueecs-fiil i-eratiou. A
same period, by the payment and cancellation
may forthwith commence an action of eontract decade since the permanent school fund, now
of the loan t<> this amount which matured in the name of the Stale, t<*- the recovery of tlie increase,l to sbiil,snb, was |,->- than half that
March l>t. 1^71. The balance of the amount -ante, with inbre-q.'' I*»y advine of the attorney sum. \\ ithiu that period the amount of money
set apart for the reduction ot the public debt
general, ennenrn d in by t he e vi -nt p <.uncil distributed to municipalities by the Mate for
(.£271.575), has been paid to tin* sinkiiig-tuiuU, and my-••If. the treasuVer ha deferred com- common school purposes, has !- ,*n increased
now
which
amount to £1,527,321.
The aggre- mencing action* again-t th- delinq lent .com- from less than titty thousand •! »i;ais to more
gate payments from the treasury, on account panies lor tile taxes due the State, until the leg- than three hundred and seveutv-ti\,* thousand
of the State debt, during tin* paM war, were i.-ktliire ran have an opportunity :<> provide a
dollars, and including the amount contributed
$070.55s, of which £352.050 was lor interest, method of enforcement of a tax :i--e**ed by ; by tin Mate for free high srho, I- ami normal
;
>tate
as
authority
£321,575 for maturing debt and sinking-funds,
prompt ami ollective as i> schools, to more than tour hundred ami tw «*nty
ti' <•. thousand dollars; and will reach the prefix
and £5,021 for premium on bonds purchased given to municipalities for the eollection of local
and expenses: although under the sinking-fund :i.-.*i'•incuts, and as other Si ate* Iia\ e authorized year more than four hundred ami lifty thousand
dollars. Of the aggregate expenditure* for
system a larger proportion than thi> is a-sigu- for the collection of a similar tax on railroad-.
'llm renie.lv provid' d bv the aei would neecs- public school purpose*, about three-tilths arc
e*t i>» ili(* Uneresi aecono
a..*i. i.,s- |1<w.
1
tu o-iipbs l»v tie*
miuire a similar paymeni every year, mi ac- ':u ;i\ po*t;.oiie Hi** payiuem oi a *uig!o ooii.u e-’*-1
Mate,—whereas ten or fifteen years «dm:c wai Iv
count '»f tin* public debt, an annual assessment i •>l the tax a-'ev>cd oil til" railroad companies,
until
the
was
bv
all
raised
those
legal points
of three mills on ewrv dollar ot the State valupaid
liiunieipalilics.
by
corporaThe tree high school system adopted tw
court of
ation is rendered rccessary h»r this purpose. tions should be finally settled by th
last re*url, which might ean*e a delay of sev- years since has been more >iiec{s>ful than it*
At the close of the present year, when the tax
eral year*
A* it is competent foi the legislamost ardenl friemls dare 1 to hope, ami promises
assessed tor 1>71 shall have been applied n*
ture to eiilarathe
the objects for which it was contemplated, tic
remedy without impairing to ex*'rt a -till greater induem-e t-u good in the
the
oi
the
tax
future. During the pa*i year Id I. tow ns have
1
reassessed,
be
State debt will
reduced to about £5.220,Ouo.
validity
already
Thus in ten years nearly m*\on million dol- commend ihe immediate. | a->ag“ of an act maintained bin terms of nee 1.ig! 1 sehotd*, givcost
of ing instruction to about U.noo pupils, hi
lars have been paid by the people of Maine on ameiidatnrv of section third ot chapter
of which .* little lews
account of the State debt—nearly three milthe_pub-lie law* of eighteen hundred and seven- of not far from jfjluo.uo'h
e
which
will
he
shall
authorize
mtribured
tin*
than
the
Mate.
Juty-four,
$>tO,iH)0
lions being for the reduction of principal and
by
Supreme
ITobablv the i**gislalurc will m»t consider it
four millions on account of interest. Should dicial Court, on information by the Treasurer
the present rate of taxation be eoutinued, the <>f State, to issue an injunction of the ousiness prudent, under existing eir'-mn*rum-« •*, to take
balance of this immense war debt would be of any delinquent railroad corporation, after any steps at the pn sent session looking to tin.
extinguished in fourteen years from this date. reasonable notice, untie all taxes due under the establishment of a s\stem of'school >14 -rvisioii
intermediate between the .State Superintendent
Thus tlie same generation that met the persou- act shall he paid, with interest and costs.
It u certainly surprising that anv railroad | and several School Committees.
I he best inI al reponslbilities of the terrible contest to preI serve the national existence, would also be ! company should refuse to pay so light a tax. j terests of the State, however, unque-tiotiably
when
it
i*
demand
the
ot
such a ->*tcg;
unqiiestiouabh in ihe power of the I
early inauguration
| called upon to bear all the litnucial burdens
which it imposed upon the S'ate, amounting legislature to authorize municipalities to make ! of school supervision and inspection a- w bi
in the aggregate to more that, twenty millions the same assessment upon tlie n al estate of the give increased ellieieiicy to our public schools,
of dollars, exclusive of burdens borne in con- corporation that is made on other property, it is not so much more school money that la
which in the case of all the companies assessed needed, as iris a nn»iv systematic and prod table
tributions to the national treasury.
Surely
others, who are to share the fruits of a strug- under the act of lvSTl. would be at h ast twice, use of the means now devoted to this vital ingle which has scarcely a parallel in history, and in tlie eases of several companies from terest. Our Normal .Schools arj duin^ most
to eight times as large as the tax whose
valuable servi< c for ihe State in lurui*hmg tb*:though they cannot participate in the terrible four
sacrifice of blood, will esteem it a privilege, as payment, i* refused. And even such an assess- common schools with trained teachers; and
ment
would
lie
these institutions should receive generous conand
lor
taxation
just
equal,
well as a duty, to aid in discharging the pecunithe principle ,,t the well-settled sideration at the bands of the legislature. A
ary liabilities which it entailed on the country. proceeds upon
maxim that he who receives the protection and
proposition from the Trustees ot Bridgton
80 long ms business was conducted on tile
|
advantages of a State, ought to sustain the bur- Academy offering to transfer to the Mate the
j speculative basis which it assumed during and dens in
to
his ability. Certainly property of that "institution, on condition that
proportion
immediately alter the war, and protits were
! supposed to be unusually large, it was wise to railroad corporations created, protected and it be used for normal school purpose, 1 am informed, will be presented fur your consideratake advautage of the opportunity to rapidiy given extraordinary powers and privileges by
reduce the public debt. But in "tin- present the State, ought to willingly contribute to the tion.
in me judgment oi many o* mu' oest euucain
proportion to their property.
financial condition of the country, and indeed public expense*
To what ever xtent they escape just and equal
tors the time has arrived tor this stale to imet
in the near future when business shall have resumed its normal state, so large an annual as- taxation, to that extent every other tax-payer a law making attend.nice upon some school a
must bear more than hi* -hare of the public
certain portion of the year obligatory upon
sessment as is required by existing laws, can
children between the ages of eight and fourteen
but bo severely lelt. Should tin*, legislature burdens.
annual uddres? <>ue \-*ur
uce,
It is claimed, howev er, Hint several railroad years. In my
| consider it advisable to reduce the assessment
m view of the dangerous inert ase «'r illitt racv
j on account of the public debt to two mills, the corporations assessed uudr 1 th»* act of the last among
eertain clashes of the population, 1
| proceeds would meet the interest on the out- legislature, an' legaliv exempted from the just
the justice and importance «*f an enactstanding debt and extinguish the municipal obligation to bear their pro rtion of public ! urged
of
i< sentiment
this character w In n \ er
war loan of 1808, which matures Oct. I, 1889,
expenditures, by a pro\ ision <f their charters, ment should be advanced suffi. ientlpub!
\
t
sc ur
and which cannot be renewed without an
that i< alleged to be m tie.- nature of a contract.
« \tcnt.
amendment or the constitutional provision by The character of this pr«-\ ision. and the circum- I iis enforcement to any considerable
The discussions which have taUi-u place on this
which it was authorized.
stances under which it was introduced, concluwithin a year or tw
have ecrtainiv
The remainder of the outstanding loans, con- sively show, as it seems to me, that there was I question
attention to the dang- j- which
aroused
stituting about one-half of tin public debt, u<* iiiteuiionon the parr of the legislature whieh threaten?public
free institutions from the increasing
mature mainly in 1880, 1883, and June, 1889,
granted the charter, to more than temporarily
ranks of ignorance; and the indications are s
and as they are subject to no constitutional exempt the corporations from taxation. If it
that
such an enactment would not be
had been supposed that tie* provision \va> so hopeful
limits as to time of payment, they may he resuffered to remain a dead letter, but would or.
newed by the legislature, tihould it be deemed ; contrived as to exempt such corporations from
the
prove in many c ases an instrument
expedient to authorize such a renewal. I sug-, i all taxation for at least a quarter of a century for contrary
good, that 1 commend the important subthe new bonds be made payable in and practically lot* an indefinite period il not
I gest that
to
favorable
consideration.
your
ject
sums of $200,000 annually, commencing with ! forever, no one believes that it would have re1890, in order that the necessity of a sinking ceived the least favor. There certainly can be CO LI-K(»K OF AOUICri.Tl RE AND MECHANIC
fund may be avoided; and that they he is>u«*d
no further equitable claim under si> remarkable
AK IS.
only as, by exchange or sale and purchase, ! a charter exemption. Neither do 1 believe that
The report of the Trustees of th
State Colan
be
for
bonds
of
at
least
there
can
substituted
can
be*
claim
for
substantial
they
exempany
equal amount of the loans which they renew. tion in law : for any prt>\ ision in a charter which lege of Agriculture an Mechanic Art? represents
as
that
institution
rapidh increasing it.?
As a long bond is a more desirable investment pretends to exempt a corporation from taxation,
than one maturing earlier, the treasurer would must be held to !>•* void—fir
because it is not number of student? and its usifulnc*?; and
undoubtedly have no dilliculty in substituting in the power of one legislature to hind success- my ow n observation conlirms these ronsiusions.
The trustees a?k for an appropriation of twentytlie new for the old loans, long before Uk* lative legislatures not to exercis in behalf ol‘ the
to meet unvnr t xponses
ter should mature.
people so essential a sovereign power as the seven thousand dollar.?
and
outstanding liabilities, pur- hase apparatus,
to
a
tax. and secondly because
right
impose
1HK SINKING l I NI>S.
such a provision is in eontraventr
*f the con- erect a tarm-house. and make pr< i ai.it on* for
the construction ot another college l» hiding.
hat “all
To provide for the payment, of the v.ar loans stitution >{ Maine, which deelnrt
I here is no doubt that this sum i? much need* !
of nearly four millions, negotiated m Wi3 and taxes upon real estate, assess.*d by au ‘loritv of tie*
present year to put tin* institution m a contliis .Stale, shall be apportioned and assessed
1864, at their muturity in isso, iss3 an.I June,
dition of the highest usefulness, and that large
1889, the legislature in lsUo directed an annual equally, according to tin* just value thereof.”
sums beyond the interest of the fund derived
assessment of three-fourths of a mill on every
1 \.\ ON IN Sf RAN
1; t-OMl'ANIK*.
from tin* national grant,w ill alway b lv-jnav
dollar of State valuation, and set apart the sum
from year to year, from some sourct x, in unh
All act of the last Legislature requires the
so paid and the income ihereol. as a sinking
to effectually carry out the object fur which the
fund, to be invested in bonds of this State or «*1 ; State Treasurer, between the lir-t day of April
college was established. When tin* iegi?latur<
the United States. This is known as the sink- and the tirsL day of May annually, t*» assess a
accepted the national grant, and thus became
ing fund of 1885. which now, including premium tax of two percent, on the premiums received the sponsor of the new instilution.it deviated i
on U. S. bonds and cash, amounts to $1,047,087.
by insurance companies on contracts made in fronir the wist* and well-established
policy <■: *
Again, to provide lor the payment of the muni- this state for the insurance of life or property leaving the interests of tin*
educati *u t.<
cipal war debt loan of $3,083,990, negotiated In during the war ending the Mist of December private liberality and rare,higher
siipphnu nt* d b\
1868, at its maturity, Oct. 1. 1889,the legislature next previous, after deducting losses paid and such occasional incidental State aid as migld be
in 1808 directed another annual assessment to be certain other items; and in the case of life com« he 1
needed to encourage individual effort.
made sufficient for that purpose, and set apart panies, alter dedu -ting also the reserve on
from a traditional |
reasons for this
the sum so raised in a similar manner. This is
policies issued in this state during the year. A poliey, had their departure,
b>
take
ad- g
basis in a desire
known as the sinking bind of lsds, which now careful examination of this act, the first assessof the liberal national grant, and more 4
vantage
in
ment
under
which
will
be
made
next
funds
to
Both
amounts
April
$180,237.
aggregat
in the belief of many eminent men |
will probably suggest t he importance ot amend- particularly
$1,527,324. of which $1,443,200 is invested ii
that a new class of higher institution? of b arn- ^
ments in order to remove all doubts as to the
State bonds, and $83,300, including premiun
was needed, which should so direct their
|
construction ot certain provisions, and to more ing
in bonds of the United States.
educational work as to turn out yomei men to |
the
the
is
bv
a
which
legis- be better fanners, carpenters, blacUsmi: ’.is ami jji
sinking effectually accomplish
object
Obviously nothing
gained
fund, except so far as it may be rendered nec- lature had in view. As the returns of insur- artisans
generally, in?teml of >o generally grad i
ance companies for the year ending December
essary where a public debt has been contracted
them for | rofcssioual life.
Ml, 1*74, having not yet been received by the uating
so as to mature in larger sums than can be pro\\ lnle these eonsmerat’ons undoubtedl v con
vided for by taxation in any one year. There is Insurance Commissioner, and especially as trolled the legislature,
yet none of the most arnothing in the machinery of a sinking fund some deductions of a very uncertain, and it dent advocates of the new departure imagined
which can add a single dollar to the amount seems to me unwise character, are allowed un- that they were
establishing an institution which
paid by the people through taxation, on account der the act, it is impossible at present to even was to depend entirely on public appropriaof the public debt. On t lie contrary it is a com- approximately estimate the revenue which will tions for its
It was suppu-.d that
support.
plicated and bv no means economical limmeiai accrue to the State from this source. For the while the new college would be an imperial obdevice, having in it llio elements of insecurity; year ending Dee. Mist, IS7M, the excess of prem- ject of public regard, its principal
support
and should be avoided whenever feasible. Bv iums received over losses paid in this Slate, was would come from
private citizens. I regret,
about
authority of an act of the last legislature, this a little more than one million dollars, ot lit** therefore, to observe a growing ter.deue\ to reinsecurity has been guarded against in the case three-fifths of which was on account
gard this institution as a child of the State,
of the sinking hinds of this State, so far as pos- companies; but tin* returns for that year mt 'r l which needs no
private aid or care. I regret
amoun* oi deducsible; but experience shows that so long as Lute light as to tin* probable
this not simply from the fact that it will neco*4
such funds exist there is some danger of their tion' to Ik* made uuder the act.
a
entail
large annual expenditure on tha
Of the t w ent v-seven States which tax the sarily
misappropriation.
State treasury, but also because 1 believe that
Under tin1 acts creating the sinking funds ot business of life insurance, and of he thirty-two it would bo better for the
college 1 * bring it sell
this State, by which investments can be made which tax the business of tire and marine in- into such close
sympathy with the people afl
only in bonds of Maine and ot the United surance companies'—on tin* just principle that can only bo secured by relying largely on pritil
by the Slab should con- ate contributions to further its work.
•States, another difficulty has manifested itself w hoever is protected
during the past year, and is likely to increase tribute toward' the public, expenditures
of
them imposes so light an assessfrom year to year. Under the influence of fre- scarcely one
STATE INSTITUTIONS.
that, provided by this act. Undoubtedquent purchase of bonds of this State for the ment as
The reports of the Trustees of the lusant
an
moderate
so
excess
of
and
necesthe
just
sinking funds, their market price has advanced ly
Hospital and Reform School, and of the Ingpcc
sary power of taxation, will to a correspond- tors of the State Prison, show that those insti
so that it is now impossible to obtain our securities without paying from one to two per cent, ing moderation in claims for deductions, and to tutiotis are in an unusually favorable condition
premium. This may be a good thing for the a prompt response to the requirements of the
THE STATE PRISON.
holders of Maine bonds, but hardly just to the act. The license tees imposed by the statute
The inspectors report that the current ej
tax payers who faithfully discharge every ob- ou insurance brokers and on foreign insurance
ligation when they provide means for payment companies—and nearly nine-tenths of the insur- peuses of the Stato Prison for 1874 have bee
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ineonc from the an:innfnt*- class of eases of wilful murder, ict the law be gumrnts urged in my address to the legislature
rried on 1»\ ««»n \i< t la bur i*o framed as to dearly require thin, without one year since. J renew the recommendations
1‘.‘.
v iuc a
balance of .-‘-J.iW* against. the nv.\ \ u\ is i on hr its v v as ion. "i b consiit utiou then made for legislation that will impose upon
Tni- -n- w \t •; i Inrdlv >o favorable a*
lor rare exceptional eases where inrailroad corporations such just responsibilities
prism:
\*r<»\ i;
for several p-emmis wars, but the Iiis]m rtoi>
ter’. cution ••! the pardonim: power niav be wise
and restraints as will properly secure those pubcould
l»:*v«
lea n iv-i- niul just. If legislators are not ready, so l;u as lic inter* si* which tln*v were created to proThink 111:1 :•
d«
Tie4
srai.u.lv
,ii-j
bii"ino>>
,j
■•ring
d
stafut.
the
to
and
finally mote. Ilaiiroads should be compelled to con>p
goes,
unequivocally
nect at such points as in the judgment of the
press'oil Mid tile fie! «llUt tin* fire ill the pri-O) pro-, ide That the penalty tor murder of any d
one Vt or since and be building operation"' durshall be death. then th re eati remain but 'Kailroad ("mmissioners the public interests
pr
i
of
ih*
•lie e ’nsismnt
past year, have seriou-lv
course, and that is ro fs-fahli-li | require; and, if the roads cannot agree on the
ing a n-.'- p.,.-f
the imjiri'nmm 10 for life as the penalty and pro- i conditions, then on such terms as the OonJaterf i-. d v. ith the industrial operations
\ new hi iek carriage shop, iso t.• t
v ide
tor its prompt, -lire and uniionn enforce} i n.
! missiojiers mav adjudge equitable. Authority
w id.
w itlitwo >*
-eg a-d:
ri-‘s w!mll\ above ment. No principle <•{' 4 riinni.il law is hotter ! hould be given tin Commissioners to require
mid
-'round,
thro*- basemen: i-mios—p» repine,- s<o-ied than that the certainty of punishment iu railroad to furnish any tow n on its line such
the «>!d bidding de-tr-oed
station and transportai i- n facilities as they may
by tir-—ha*. b*en more imj ortant than it» severity.
a a»:i a* a Cost of SkJJ.ObO.
nnpiei* d the past
judge necessary for the public, convenient'!
Ol 11 1*1 VORCK LAW .S.
lb
Inspee'or -k for an appropriation of^iu.Kailroad corporations should be forbidden t >
a
-i
the
V'
laws
of
tiiis
Mate.
hbu to meet »;.• I *a! a lice dll <»li the cost of this
existing
Issue stock or bon is <
pt for a consideration
In*
i>
ihe
Idivur*
from
of
nids
matrimony
may
;,11d
tii
\ j
ii.ii'un
tor the erection
os
budding
money, labor or property ; or to exponri mondecreed whenever any justice of the Supremo
e-f a >.ai; n., r "‘nop and for
the
real
and personal propi'ejiair■" ii.ring
ey or purchase or hold
it reasonable and proper, eon'•ear.
dii
audi- (Mini deems
j>:;"• 11 i- now in excellent
erty lor other purposes than those necessary to
consistent
to
domestic
and
dueivt
harmony
tion, and f»r the fir-t time fully prepared to adcarry on the business for which they are incorvs iih the pesee and morality of society: and (be
vant»e ;. U"lv 'any on t.he industrial operations
porated. A prompt easy and practicable remcourt i> required t- grant a divorce when it anin which th% cnnvmt labor i> employ. d
edy should also be provided by law for the enpears that there has been three years' wilful forcement of the right of every citizen to ho
: in: i. \m>
ktmfv
desertion >r abandonment w ithout reasonable
served by a railroad corporation oil terms which
The repoi L of the Land Agent give h detailed cause, ami may do so for a less period. As
shall be just and reasonable, w ithout distinction
account ot the progre-.- made in closing up the
hearings,,ia libels may be and Usually are held and unjust discrimination.
affair- >u the land oilice. By authority ol‘ a re- under circumstance* which render it difficult
Business a>’i> Indusuii.u. Ini ekkst>.
solve of the last legislature,'gpeh timber land* for the coi.i t to reach all the fuels—the libellant
and rights to eu timber and grass as were not being usually the only person represented and
the shadow of the great
Notwithstanding
involved in the claim- set up by the European publicity i e-ing avoided so far as possible.—and tinaneial disaster which more than h twelveiC North American Railroad Company, were
divorce
take
effect at once and month since palsied the industries and business
a- decrees for
-old at public auction for the sum of -M45.553, a
.••dense tiie guilty as well as the innocent, it is of the country, lias rested on this State during
little nure than one-third of which was paid in by no means surprising that under so liberal, the entire year
just closed, vet there is reason
ash a id for i lie balance notes were given [ ay- not to say loose a statute, divorces are rapidly to believe that our muteriai Interests have sufin
it
able
one and two years.
has been ascertained from fered less than those of a majority of sister
It was not thought multiplying, until
expedient to sell any portion of the land.- set official sources, that 4*7 have been decreed in States. So far as tlie increase of deposits in
apart lor settlement until all questions affecting this State during the past year, nearly half of our Savings Dank is an index, it would seem
the title of the 'state* to them should be iinaiiy
them for desertion.
ns if tiie savings of labor and the protits of insettled. Mo-t of these question- have been
1 hu- the alarming fact confronts Us that undustry have not been so injuriously affected as
settled in favor of the State by a decision ot the der the operation of our divorce laws very nearmight have been expected. The harvest of 1ST!
court laddered
luring the past year; and an iv one marriage out of every thirteen consum- has been for the most part abundant in this
agreement i.a- been entered into by the State mated in this State, is subsequently judicially State, and even above the average ot tiie past
authorities and the European & North Ameri- dissolved. The knowledge of so grave a fact five
years, although hardly up to that oi 1373.
can Railroad Company, bv which the remaining
will undoubtedly give vmi, as it ha* myself, Our agricultural interests, whose overshadowcontroverted que-iion* are to be immediately seriou.-. concern, and lead to an inquiry as to
ing importune demands a just and favorable
sub nitted to t:.. court for settlement.
whether our divorce laws do not require aim nd- consideration in the distribution of the burdens
This will op -a the way for such a disposition incnt. Surely, every good eitizeu can but re- and benefits of government, have mainly been
of the 14b.oco :
of vacant public lands *a t cognize the vital importance of cherishing the affected by the depreciation in the prices of
apart for settlement as may seem wise. It is
deepest c >nv ictioms ot the inestimable value farm products, for which, however, there has
e.-timated that not over 40,0d0 acres of the and sa< cduess of the marriage bond. This K been a compensation in the genera! reduction of
lands thus set apart are .-tritable f.-r scUr-m* lit. demanded not simply for the reason that in the
prie s oi merchandise.
and that the remaining lOu.obo acres are mainly j lamilv relation dice are found the healthiest
While ship boil dug in .Maine has largely invaluable f-r timber, i re. ommend that these ; imluence* autl purest happiness which this lile creased in tonnage the pHst year, vet our lumber1
ii»nd*
examined curly next season ami that affords, but also and especially lroin the iuct ing, commercial, manufacturing and other insuch portions a-, nr- until lor settlemei;'. to- that here i* the ho ne of iiie children and the dustrial interests have been more or less dewith
-uc
When the -a-Tedness of the i pressed, in common with similar industries in
ot:. *r inconsiderable, tracts .of
gether
luj of the State
tnnber land-, a- may prove !■» be owned by the l'-mily is
»-1 si-1 t of, the life of society i*. m
much of the civilized world. It i- believed,
State, be .-old. Whatever dL-po-ilion may be j dang* ul being corrupted in it-s source, ll lias however, that the worst is past; and time early
made of the va cant .Sta?*.- lands suitable Ibi set- I MM-'iunb -aid tka government so depends oil m the ye ir business will begin to revive on a
tlement, it seems to me highly important that j tin- life of ix line, t iut fora homeless community healthier basis. The country is simply paying
nothing shouio. be done to retard their o nv<
anarchy or (k.-poiism would be the only alter- the penalty for indulging in a decade of unparsion 1to cultivated farmIndeed, it is desir- native.
alleled extravagance and speculation, growing
able that y 'll should inquire whether any m- a«if our divorce laws are to leave so absolute a
out of the gigantic expenditures imposed and
to a single judge,—which seems to
ures cun be devised to further encourage the | di-iTciioii
the feverish business habits engendered by tiie
settlement of wild lands 1: id l*v ur» pri-t>»r-. .f line v.*iv questionable,—|>rovi.sion should be
war to preserve the national existence, and
which about h,i.HM,oou snTf- ci' owned by indi- made •-e. iirc i. more satisfactory presentation aggravated by an excessive and depreciated
vidual* and 73i,UUb awes by Hi*- European and of the frets and arguments bearing against the currency to which tiie necessities of tiie crisis
North American Railroad e'ompany. j: may application lor a dissolution of the marriage obliged us to resort. The financial panic fifteen
1 he present statute leaves out of months since, exposed the delusive character
be well to :»e. r in mind that most of the-*..* binds von tract.
are l.-c.a'cd in unincorporated town-hip••nd sigh the fact that in addition to the libellant of a prosperity measured by a false money
are subject to oniy about one-iourth of the a«- land lib'ih'*. there is a third parte, viz., the
standard and resting largely on credit, ami conaessiiiet.it imposed on en: h.ri mve-ted in im- ! } ut-lie, deeply interested in every divorce case.
vinced a whole people that they were living
prove: ends and otlier properly in ineorporat- | 1 suggest whether it would not be wise to re- too fast.
t place-., ia eouaequema
of being taxed only
the past year, therefore, lias been a period
quire the countv attorney to represent the
for .state mikI countv purposes an.I on a v ulna* .Mate at the hearing of a libel for divorce, and of contraction in expenditures and pavment of
1
tion too of only about five million* of dollar*.
of
a
decree.
J
also
i.
.» >ist the
sug- debts, resulting naturally in a decreased demand
granting
This :h !i< i: vvb! be ->•; n, ri
aliy an in- j gest that instead of having decrees for divorce j for merchandise of all kinds and a consequent
:1
effect when made, :• ii such judgments be
i
it J 1 i
\
depression of business. Tiie operation lias been
tiie.se lands as .* permanent investment and di.s-imply interlocutory, to lake effect one year a painful but inevitable one, and it can but re1
oot
ei
unless
dissolved
in
tin
meanthe
tliein
to
a
ft
settlors.
made,
sult in ultimate good. To be sure the primary
.rage
oeing
opening
A i- -o!\'e of ;a
List legislature provided for time by the court.
causes of the financial difficulties which we
the abolition of lie office of I.aijii A:."iit and
This mode of proceeding would serve to
are encountering, are deeper than any questions
also for a 'i'-c'.ntii.uaniof tin- land othee at uuard against fraudulent representations, and of legislation. They cannot be remedied simply
Bangor and a removal of the nook- and paper* give opportunity for affection and reason to by acts of Congress, but rather by the slow anil
to Augu-ta
It can be hardly painful operation of business and social laws.
th.
1 ne of the year lllal passed.
resume iheir rightful sway.
Hie Bangui ofli-je lias been discontinued and of iierwise than riiat supposed grievances which, And yet so far as a depreciated currency 1ms
the boon-and pap:..-* removed, as contemplatumi'.r i'*>s accommodating law's of divorce, aggravated, and in the absence of any step'
ed by the r. -.we. But
the oilice ot Land would be patiently and even cheerfully borne, looking to a change of police must continue lo
Agent is ere a I by tlie rou-titutiun, it.- aboli- and differences which time would reconcile to aggravate these causes, the obvious remedy lies
tion can be eifeeb d only by an amendment of mutual advantage, are under our existing sta- in mi ultimate restoration of the currency to
ute- often made the occasion for the hasty and
that instrument.
the basis recognized bv the civilized world.
iiuwi.-c sundering of what should be the most j
ENFORCEMENT oK TROII1 UITOKY LAWS.
CONCLUSION.
sacred and enduring tie on earth. Nothing!The Alt-.r;it y G< m-ral embodies in his report
Gentlemen of the Legislature! to vou, who
better settled than tic* fact that laws which j
communications liom the sevrrul county attor- make di\*oiv<** easy to be
obtained, encourage j hav e been selected by your constituencies, and
neys, iurnishiug important official statement- hasty and ill-considered marriage*. And noth- v\ ho immediately represent the people of Maine,
and statistics relating to the enforcement ol the
is eommitted'the care of the varied interests of
ing conduces inure to that mutual deference
iavvs prohibiting drinking houses* and tipplingud forbearance on which "doim-.stic harmony” this stale, so far as they may be affected by legistfhoj)s. File-..' s.aiisT.ii s show that during tiie so much depends, as the conviction of the lation. I doubt not that these interests will repast year, in tlm .Supreme (\>urt alone, there parti*'* to tin material contract that they have ceive at your hands that, considerate attention
have been 27C com irtmns. 11 commitments to
u hicb their importance demands. And m vv hatt iken each other for better or for wor.-e until
Jail and 830,S98 colicctcd in tines, under these death doth them part.
ever measures you may devise that may seetn
iawfc—rnoii* of eneli than m any other year, and
calculated to promote the welfare of our beIIPIUSONMEVI VOK DEHl.
Jour times as much in Hues as in ist-tJ. when
loved state. it vv ill afford me pleasure to carnesth
the geueru! ■ ntbiccmcnl of these law s was reAlthough our laws authorizing imprisonment i cooperate.
NELSON DINGI LY, Jit
sumed after th« -lose of the war, which hud r 1 debt vo. re long since modified so ns to large- ;
January 7. 1870.
**ngrossei: i.;
public attention and energies. !y mitigate the evils of so extreme a remedy
Il is significant, also that during these nine or lor the enforcement of tin rights of creditors, i
ten ye^rs of gradually increasing efficiency in
Maine Legislature.
yet they seem to me unjust and unwise. Prac- j
the eufonuoinent ot the laws against drain- tieally they rarely aid in the collection of claim !
Both branches met in joint convention
shops, the number of convicts in iliu Stale Pris- again A a dishonest debtor; it is only the honest i
on lias ‘.alien * :1 more than one-fourth.
hut unfortunate debtor that is reached by them. Thursday
Governor-elect Dingley was
The report of the Attorney General and the Our criminal laws are already sufficient, or
inaugurated, and he delivered his annual
statistics accompanying, conclusively show that may be made so, to reach the dishonest debtor
address.
the laws prohibiting drinking-houses, and tip- guilty of fraudulent acts. Put statutes which
In the Senate Friday. Messrs. Goold and
pling-shop- have it the most part been enforc- authorize the imprisonment of h penniless debted during tin- past year more generally and ef- or who cannot secure the means to pay the Holbrook were declared elected and adfectively ban ever before, and with correspond- cost- •■•fa disclosure, where no fraudulent* prac- mitted to seats
A resolve providing for
ing sandact ry results in the diminution of tice or intent is alleged, operate injuriously to a constitutional commission,
consisting oi
dram-shop- and intemperance. These results the interests of industry and trade, foster an ten
persons, to triune such amendments to
are due. To
considerable extent, to the in- unwise use of the credit system to the ultimate i
liie State constitution as may seem necescreased cili
nev
given to these laws bv the disadvantage <>f the creditor and the not unfresberiiT enton ement act, but more especially to quent oppression of the debtor and his unof- sary. to report February 15th or earlier
the improved temperance s< ntiment which lias fending family, and are contrary to a sound tor action
by the Legislature and submisbeen created by tin: a tive moral efforts put
public policy and the spirit of the age.
sion to the people at the annual election,
m
tliis
State within u few years. Experiforth
KI* iH I UK WOMEN TO HOLD M i !( }
was passed by both branches to be enence has shown that however faithful officers
grossed under a suspension oi the rule,
may striv e to be, their permanent success in the
J:i rcsoon--- to questions propound, d n the
enforcement of any law-, and particularly lawin convention, the following .State officers
rn r and ( ouucil. a majority of the
j j.-t ic
C
O. Ht:iey, Secretary of
opposed by unprincipled avarice and debased of the -upreni! Colin have j/iven ■in |,i..»> were elected
*■•••»
»i»
mnetirp will l»;vy ».!**•
.»*in
mai, uii'.i' r the constitution of Main.', women j Stan
11. M. Pluisted, Attorney General;
and acli\ ity ol the public sentiment which sup- connot -.ft «s Justices of the
nor
hold
lVnce,
B. B. Munay, Jr., Adjutant General; Exports the object they have in s ic\v, in the several
u.y oiln r office mentioned in that instrument;
counties and municipalise-, it is gratifying to but "hat it is
e< utive Councillors, J M. Mason,
George
comp, tent for the Legislature to
know that this s-mtiment has become so pre- authorize
Warren. WilliamGrindie, Henry Williampersons oi ither sex to bold an; mindominant as to secure tin* \cry general suppres- isterial office created l»v statute.
\- there can
Fred
E. Richards, Charles Buifuin,
son,
sion .jt know n dram-shops, and the consequent b» no valid
objection to, out on the e mtrary 1 red G. Perkins. Both branches
marked mitigation ol the evil.- of intemperance
adjourned
great convenience in having women who mnv to
in f ar-liitb- ol the b'atc. In tin* remainder be
Monday.
acting as clerks in public or privat< offices,
ol the .Slate, comprising some of the larger
The resolve prov iding tor a commission
authorized to administer oaths and take ae- 1
cities and \ilhtges, the results are not so satisknowledgemeiit ot deeds. I recommend the pas- to revise the constitution, which was passLiCtory although even then as compared with -age of an act providing for the appointment. of 1 ed to bo
engrossed by botli branches, is as
the condition thirty years since, there has been
persons of either rex, to perform such official follows:
an improvement.
duties. Indeed, if further legislation be necos|
am nappv io near \vim*;-.-* io me n .i<‘iny and
| sury to establish that principle, ! suggest the ! Resolved, That the Governor is hereby auefficiency with which mod i.t the sheriff's ami | justice and expediency of an enabling act ree- thorized to appoint n commission consisting of
county attorney—for tin* latter officer* art* as | ognizing the eligibility of women to office, ui the ton persons to consider and frame such amendimportant n this work as the former—have j same manner as men; for I know of no suffi- menu to the constitution of the State h* may
labored to ent-nve the law s against drain-shops, cient reason
why a woman, otherwise qualified, seem necessary, tobe by them submitted to this
as well as other laws of tli
State, an required should be excluded from any
position adapted Legislature for such action as may seem advisbv the act of ls72, and a- ; reeled by special to her tastes and
acquirements, which the peo- able and for final submission to the people at
order* ot the executive. Xu case has been predie next annual election in September. Said
ple
may desire she should till.
sent* I to me m\olvin.r *urb a
ilful refusal or
commission will assemble us soon as may be at
IKVISION OF THE CONSTITUTION.
neglect" on the part ot any officer, as would
the Stale Capital, and finally submit the re-ult
A* i! will be
of
pibaby, afford ground -v the legislature to
their labors to the Legislature on or before
for
the
iture
to
legisl
necessary
t** him before the body for trial with a view to
provide for the submission to tiie people at the the 15th of February next.
removal by a' dre*.-, although it lias seemed t
annual state election in September next, of an
It is probable that the resolve will be
me ’.bat on the part
f a b*\v officers there has amendment of the constitution
abolishing tiie finally passed Monday, and that the Govbeen’a iabuiv To i-> ail in their power to secure office o! Land Agent, i
I
whether
it
suggest
ernor will thereupon
The •*ufor« erm n: ot *li«* law in the respective would not he wise to unite with tnis
immediately appoint
proposition
«.*auntie*
Vs s'c'i iiV* ;,nd county attorneys are
such other amendments of tiie fundamental law ten prominent lawyers, five from each pot;ip«.mt *d < ;• movable bv the Executive— of the state as may be found necessary, indeed litical party. Already, the namesol Judge
us tbev to me;!
vver*
and a* it seems to me it seems tome that no more favorable
oppor- Kent of Bangor, lions. George F. Talbot,
1
i;
orderto secure the high- tunity could lie had to secure such a can ful rethey should imw
Bion Bradbury and S. C. .Strout, Esq., of
e.*t efficiency ;n the 'execution of the law.*,—
vision ni many features of the constitution of
j
Hon. Artemas Libby of Augusta
but ait* elected by :■!»• people of the several j the state, a- lias for some time
appeared to Portland,
Him *i importance that | many thoughtful citizens to lie desirable.
counties, it is of ti
and Hon. J. C. Madigan ot Houlton have
those voter* who b •! .>*vi* that iho
Liny-live years have passed since the consti- 1 been mentioned.
public intercats wil! be prum-m
by a suppression of dram- tutkm was framed; almost two generations
An order will be proposed in the Bouse
(
!•
.1
or
to*
s
ij
should
cure
the
election
of
have
come and gone; and the conditions of life
shop-.
asking the Governor to reprieve
Monday,
officer* who will effici- ntiy discharge all the and demands on social and political
organizaduties imposed upon them i.«y law.
At the j tion have so changed as to
require important Wagner, the isle oi Shoals murderer. The
same time It should be born in mind that the
modification in th.- fundamental law of this, as idea is to have the execution put otf till it
primary duty of enforcing the laws against j well us oilier stales. At different times within is decided what action the
Legislature will
ot
the past thirty-live years, we have endeavored
d.am-shop*. gainl»ling-*:doons and h *u*<
Ill-fame, rests on the officers of municipalities. to meet these demands by disconnected amend- take regarding the capital punishment
It is of the highest importance that the large
ments, until our state constitution lias become
In the Senate Monday, the resolve for a
police fon-e which is constantly maintained in apiece of legal patch-work, in which the patchcities, and w hich xi enforce the laws much es and out-of-date shreds cover half ot the constitutional commission was
finally
than the smaller number of
more efficiently
thirty-two pages which the revised statutes dcThe standing committees were
local deputy sheriff*. should bn held by the peo- v ole to Lbe instrument, and tiie casual reader passed.
announced. In the House, the resolve tor
ple of those cities to the faithful discharge of j "Hen buds it difficult to understand what is Hie
t.'io dutv which the law and their oath of office
fundamental iaw ot the state. Hut aside from admitting Mr Withee from the Winslow
these difficulties, not to mention tiie ambiguity district and Mr. Stratton trout the
impose upon them.
SpringWe should not. however, fall into the error of of some provisions, many vital questions are field district was
passed. The resolve for
too
much
of
enactment*
expecting
against untouched which ought to he put at rest.
constitutional
commission
was
H
finally
Tiie constitution provides only one wav to sedrinking-houses and tippiing-shop*. Laws prohibiting adultery, fornication, slander, fraud, cure a modification of any of its provisions, passed. The standing committees were
and
Sabbath
announced.
have
gambling
breaking
always i’vvo-thirds ot both house* of the Legislature
been on our statut4 hook; but n<> one has ever must first agree on amendments to lie proposed,
on the one hand denouced these statutes us a
and then such amendments must be ratified by
—The Tilton and Beecher trial is in
failure, or on the other hand concluded that the people at tbe next annual election in SepA jury
their irequent non-enforcement proved official tember. it is obvious, however, that amid the progress belote Ju.go Neilson.
Incapacity and dishonesty, because adultery, pressure of the ordinary legislative business lias been found after a severe contest over
fornication, slander, fraud, gambling and Sab- during the brief period allotted to the session,
bath breaking '-till exist. And yet take the no committee of the legislature can give iliut every member, and a searching inquiry
•State as a whole, especially if two or three of j prolonged and exclusive attention requisite to
into hit antecedents
1
Judge Morris on
our large title* are omitted, and it is very onestiie careful consideration of the various importionable whether the laws against these crimes \ tant constitutional questions which are claiming Monday made the opening for the defence.
are much more dlectively enforced than tlie ! public attention.
At first thought, there might 1
No portion of the testimony has been
laws against tippling-liouses. Again, it should si cm to be a propriety in summoning a consti- !
The great
be remembered that laws against dram-*hops \ union a I convention; but the doubt which exists given at our latest accounts.
moral efforts in the in some minds as to the propriety of doing this
are only subsidiary to
ol the case will be when Beecher
interest
promotion of temperance, m the same manner without first submitting the question to the
.is laws prohibiting gambling-places and houses
people; the delay which would necessarily and Mrs. Tilton take the witness stand
of ill-fame are supplementary to moral inculca- ensue; the great expense ol' such a convention’;
The following is the- report id Tuesday s
tions m the promotion of virtue. Law will ac- tlo' unsatisfactory manner in which so large
complish but li11'i alone; but sustained and bodies, composed in great part of men having proceedings—
applied by a public sentiment which brings no special qualifications for such labor, have
The usual throng of spectators tilled the
vividly horn** to a large majority of citizens the done their work; and the tael that the present
magnitude of the evi:* of intemperance, it has constitution needs only partial rather <huu gen- Brooklyn court-room this morning, while
proved in this State io be an important and in- eral revision, suggest* tiie propriety and wis- outside in the corridors, the crowd was as
dispensable adjunct in the prouiotiou of tem- dom of imitating the plan recently so success- great as ever. Mr. Beecher and his wife
fully adopted in New York, where a commission and son, witli assistant
j*»raiice.
pastor llalliday, occonsisting of a small number of eminent men
THE LAWS FOH TT1U PUNISHMENT OF MVIiDKIt
of both political parties, was authorized to con- cupied seats behind their counsel, while
I renew the recommendation made in my an- sider and frame such amendments as seemed Mi Moulton and Tilton has seats oil either
miai address one year since, that the statute re- desirable, for tiie action and approval of the side of
ex-Judge Fullerton. Mrs. Tilton
lating to the crime of wilful murder, he so legislature, and their for submission to the peo- and Mrs.
Oviugton came in with Judge
a
us
to
establish
as
legislators
modified
penalty
ple.
Morse and J. A. Wheeler and took positions
are ready to be held responsible for, and exii Mien a course snoum tie uiougut aoviaabupect to have uniformly enforced. For the law- in this State, it would be entirely ieasible lor behind Mr. hill. Curiosity was raised to
makers to avoid their propei responsibility in (lie legislature, in the early part of the
present the highest pitch by their appearance, and
so important h matter, by imposing upon tie;
session, to authorize such a commission 10 con- for a short time they had to run the bat
executive department the duty of reviewing sist of
perhaps ten members, w ho, with the aid tcry of all eyes iti the room. When order
every ease, and thereby creating in the minds of the suggestions of the committee on the
had been declared in the room, ex-Judge
of a large number of citizens 1 lie impression
and ol the members of the Legislature,
<}udieiary
that the latter, rather tiian the former depart- and
with the light afforded by the ye- Morris continued his remarks begun on
especially
ment, is responsible for the penalty enforced,— eeut constitutions of other States, could wiselv
yesterday, going oyer the various circumis a violation of that iundainental principle of and satisfactorily
agree upon needed amend- stances connected with the case which have
our political system which assigns to tin- several
action
of
houses
in
season
for
the
the
two
ments,
He spoke at great
departments distinct factions, subversive of the before the adjouri nient, and thus secure the de- already been published.
a recess was
well-settled doctrine that ours is a government cision of the
them at an opportune length, and before concluding
people
upon
of laws and not of men. contrary to the rule
time, next September. Tiie whole subject is taken until 2 o'clock.
in
all
otiicr
criminal laws
uniformly recognized
Mrs. Beecher came over to Mrs Tilton
commended to vour considerate attention,
of the State, and productive of mischievous
iirin.i:
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The
lie

peculiar
opinion in

and delicate state ut

had a wedding in church at
the
other day, that was someRockland
A local reporter, with
an
affair.
of
thing
hues and attar ol
pen dipped in rainbow
roses, in about equal proportions, por-

—They

Outraged Louisiana,

pub-

Louisiana demanded that

j
h v

a >'

o Lit s i; r r l k i;

10. >
IHAl'TLJli XLVI. c
The lir.st week in August was signalized
BY—
by the exhibition at Washington Hall of a
trays it thus—
grand Panorama of the .Mississippi and
die
LI
AM
IL SIMPSON.
organ
VVIL
Above a boautitui iloral cross upon
position. T here was need of the tranquil- front, an emblematic dove seemed poised upon Ohio rivers. t)n the (ilh crime the "HipEDITOR AM) PROPRIETOR.
The the wing, and nestling within an arch of ever- poferaean Arena!'1 It made its entrance
the peace-maker.
M iisi RiPTinN Terms, in advance, $2.00 a year; j itying offices of
above the altar rail appeared a snow to the village preceded by the "Sacred
within the year, £2.60; at the expiration of the year,
be
to
chose
rather
President
represented green
|
white Cupid.
Egyptian Dragon Chariot ot bis and OsiAdvertising Terms, l'or one square, one inch !
All of which is very pretty. Probably ris, drawn by ten Egyptian Camels"
by a man bitter and bigoted in polities,
of J-i.gih in column., $1.*.’•'» for three weeks, mid 26
A fraction of a
e*n
ior each subsequent insert but
knowing and earing but little for any- no better bird than the dove could have Tile "beautiful Dairy carriage drawn bv
Mjuai p charged a? a full one.
Lilliputian Ponies bringing up the
thing save the strong arm ol force—a been selected. Our original navigator, twenty
rear uf the procession, the fotitc cnscmhlt:
man who at the head of an armed troop
to
of
was
see
one
mighty glad
('apt. Noah,
of which surpasses any tiling which lanHi'' M I'ETF.N Gi .1. it <’<•., 0 "?3Te
boston,
and 37 Park Kow New York, are our authorized
stigmatized tho people of Louisiana as them during the heavy wet. Tin; "snow guage can express!"—at least, s» the
Agents for procuring subscript ion* and forwarding
handbills read.
banditti—in short, a military blackguard. white
advertisement*.
Cupid” that nestled, &e., is also ap4(®-S. K. Niles. No. o Treuiont Street. Boston, is
During a heavy thunder-shower on jhe
The history of affairs in Louisiana is
propriate, except his color, which contra- 7th the office ol the Telegraph Company
agent ior the publisher of this paper, and his receipts
interan
take
well known to all men who
and orders are always recognized.
venes the spirit of the recent amendments
was entered in tlie absence of the operator
Geo. p. KoWEJd. & CO., 40 Park Row, New
That the conservaest in public matters.
The
York, will receive advertisementJ for this paper, at
to the constitution, and should therefore and the relay magnet demolished.
will
receive
Their
orders
the lowest rates.
prompt tives are
to-day entitled in all fairness and be frowned upon. It is doubtful if Sheri- burglar was well known here by the name
attention.
of Chain
the general opinion
4^-JiOK.U E I>*»i>u, 121 Washington bt Boston, justice to tho office of Governor and to a
dan would have permitted it at New Or- was that Lightning;
Is an authorized Agent lor the Journal.
he made his way into the office
is
the
of
beyond leans,
Legislature,
majority
on the wire. What the consequence would
ADMINISTRATORS, I-Nnri/TORS fUld Gt »KDI.‘NS
doubt. It was acknowledged on all hands
have been to Lightning, or the operator
desii ing their advertisemenfM published in the JourAgain
nal wiil please oo state to the Court
that such was the case, until tho infamies
The atmosphere was very attractive, cheer- had he been at his po=t. was problematiboard began, by which a ing with tropical warmth, arid fragrant with cal.
SUBSCRIBERS decking to have the address of of the returning
the breath of creamy lilies and glowing carnaAt the annual tall meeting, September
papers changed, must Jtat*:- the Post Otiice to whioh conservative majority of thirty was count- tions.
the piper has been s?nt er well as the one to which
10th, the votes for Governor were as folit is to go,
ed into a radical majority of two. It is a |
That's a good atmosphere to have at a lows:
Hubbard, Demo. 321, Hamlin.
Daniel
43-Bate? St Lock._l Park Row, New York, ! striking commentary on this proceeding, wedding, and the parties that couldn't he Whig, 260, Talbot, Freesoil, 29.
are authorized ugeut- for procuring advertisements
Putnam, Whig, was re-elected Representai that two radicals who were declared electsatisfied with it must be indeed difficult.
for the Journal.
tive to the legislature by 331 votes against
j ed refused to profit by the iniquity and It’s better than “the bower of roses by 263 tor all others.
Subscribers hie reoucsted 10 take notice 01 the
The detention Bendemere’s
date on the colored slips attached to the paper, it declined the certificates
Fakir ot
stream," that Tom Moore
i
During Election week the
is the on 1 v form of receipt now used. For instance,
ami his Fakiress, gave three exhiof two others by illness gave the demoAva'\
15 May M, means that the subscription is paid to that
in
our
about
The
thermometer
slugs
date
When a new payment is made, the date will
bitions of their skill as magicians at
the organization of the house. They office went
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE crats
up several degrees as soon as
iHEIK
Washington Hull.
THAT
DATES
ARE
TO
SEE
REQUESTED
themselves of it, as any other po- it was read. We
I
availed
have
more
The Waldo Agricultural Society held its
CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are requested to
hope they'll
forward the sums due
litical party would.
weddings down there, and that the tropi- third annual Fair and Show here on the
second and third of October. Rev Mr.
But how little they counted on the pow- cal warmth thereot
if-,ii'Ih sending money, state i ti E POS1 OFFICE
may continue to mitiFletcher delivered an address at Urn Uni! to w hich the paper is cent
Behind them was
er of their antagonist*.
gate the rigors of winter
tarian Church on the evening of the first
Sheridan, behind Sheridan was the army
—The meeting at New 1 ork on Alon. day, and in the evening of the second
Governor's Message.
and navy—and behind all was tire Presithere was a large gathering at the l'own
day night to consider Louisiana affairs Hall, with music,
dent of the United States, with the miliThe annual message of Gov. Diugiev.
toasting and dancing.
was an immense one.
Mayor Wickham
A session of the Teachers Institute
w hich w e present to-day, is a state docutary force ot the whole country Such
presided William Cullen Bryant, Peter commenced on the 23d and closed on fche
ment to which very little exception can be members ot the assembly ns Kellogg's
of November.
Uhe Hoard of InstrucCooper, Charles O’Connor, Wm. E Dodge, 2d
taken, in its treatment of any of the topics minions pointed out were forcibly ejected
tion consisted ot Hou E. M. Thurston,
Whitelaw Reid and other prominent citiSec. of tHo Hoard of Education Dexter A.
presented it is excellent in its arrange- by soldiers, until the radicals again had a zens, both democrats and
republicans,
Hawkins, now a prominent citizen of New
the
and
ment, clear in its argument,
general- majority. Such an outrage upon
participated. The resolutions strongly Fork, and Dr. George S. Rawsou of Felfrom
it
is
tree
an
assault
in
such
its
conclusions,
of
the
upon
ly just
people,
rights
tonville. Mass. During the session public
denounced the administration
lectures were delivered by Rev. Mess. Palpartisan bias or bitterness, and presents constitutional liberty was never before
—The Democrats ot tire first congress- trey, Cutter and Ricker and W. G. Crosby,
the Governor as the chief magistrate of a known to this
country, The scene at the
ional
district. Now Hampshire, have nomi- Es«j cl this place, ltev. Mr. Wiswall of
ot
a
is
and
not
as
the
bead
members
conservative
the
political ejectment of
people,
and Mess. Thurston and Rawson
nated
Hon. Frank Jones, one of the ablest Brooks,
thus described by a correspondent of the
party
of the Hoard of Instruction.
In
men
ot
the
state.
most
and
1 tie review o; oui state finances is as New York Herald—
popular
The construction of a marine railway
the second district, Hon. S N Bell, son ol on the flat* near Miller's wharf was comto point
satisfactory as can be expected with the
Vigors was requested by the General
Not being able
it was not completed
out the members to be ejected.
has resolved the menced this tall
heavy indebtedness and large expendi- to comply, Gen. Campbell was summoned and the late Chief Justice,
until March following. On the 26th of
nomination.
We are gratified to see that the proceeded to designate them. As he did so each Democratic
tures,
that month the tirst vessel, a schooner of
individual in turn was taken in custody by two
has a picture repre- To tons, was taken onto it.
Governor demolishes that humbug the
W
The premises
eekly
—Harpers
a
formal
was
after
and,
soldiers,
making
protest,
When
marched out of the Legislative hall.
Grant as Noah looking out of the are now occupied by David W Dyer and
senting
sinking fund, which the mistaken zeal ot Thomas
Son.
Vaughan, of Caddo, a silver-headed
past treasurers had magnified into a finan- old man, was accosted by Gen. De Trobriand ark and welcoming a dove hearing toe
l'iie California lever which was raging
to
his
feet
he
rose
and
bis
guards,
very slowly
olive branch of specie payments. Wouldn’t at tiie
cial cure all. Readers of the Journal will
opening ot tiie year hail not entireand said in most solemn and impressive terms:
remember that ten years ago ihis paper ex- "A General of the United States army has it be more appropriate it the bird bore the ly subsided at its close. A company of
about forty adventurers lor the golden
placed his hand upon my shoulder and com- vine instead of tiie olive branch:’
pressed ;i:ws identical with those ot the manded
As
me 10 leave the floor of this House.
land purchased a bark of zf-f tons, built
a member of this body, duly elected by the peomessage on this subject.
—The Piscataquis Observer, that for
by (Juke* Angier and others, launched
and
as an American citizen
of
(,’addo
ple
parish,
Passing over the subject.-, u! luxation,
has been tlie organ of trout tiie ship-yard of Master Carter, Ocbelieving Hint the rights of American freemen thirty-six years
revenue, Ac., we come to the matter o* are not vet all dead, 1 desire to enter mv solemn that
and one of the best local pa- tober 20th, and named tiie William O.
county,
Alden in honor of our fellow citizen who
the prohibitory liquor law, which the Gov- protest 'against this outrage.” He was theu
marched out by his captors amid the profound pers of the state, comes to us this week was to take the command of her.
She
He silence of the late so noisy Assembly. Almost
ernor treats at considerable length.
enlarged and with new type throughout, sailed tor San Francisco, under command
similar scenes were enacted in the case
entirely
on
a
visible
the
•
>f Capl. Alden, on the morning ot the Sth
people
large
congratulates
of Jeffevs, Luekett and Stafford, of Rapides: presenting a greatly improved appearance.
of Deoeinber; sin; arrived there on theGlh
decrease in tin-number of dram-shops in the Dunn, of Grant, ami Kelly, of Winn, who severand were marched
—The Springfield Republican notifies day ot May following.
The Argonauts of
country towns, but is tweed to admit that ally entered their protests
out amid the indignant hisses of nil assembled.
the better class ol Republicans in congress tier predecessor, the Suliote, were bid
and
towns
the
result}
cities
in
the
Gen.
After their ejectment
large
Campbell approachj'
when they lett us with speech
Trobriand and asked him to request that “they have at last reached the link (rod-speed
have not been so satisfactory
They ncv- ed Gen. Do
and prayer; those ot the W, (> Alden with
to allow Y'igers to take his seat.
YVlltz
•Speaker
in the road. To travel longer with Grant a
rr will be more satisfactory than they aie
complimentary ball at tiie new Foundry
Upon the request being made the Speaker refused to recognize Vigors in any capacity, and and Williams i- to travel toward political and a supper at tiie New
it
a
England House
self sets
better example,
! until the state
stated that Campbell, not being a member of the
on the evening of
death."
Day, the
Thanksgiving
to
its
floor.
no
shuts
its
own
had
and
speak
House,
up
right
rnotliey ol'rumshops
j
upon
29th of November. A list of the managers
and explained, whereCampbell
expostulated
—Massachusetts wa-> at a great .leal of at that Hall will not be without interest to
it is the greatest stumbling
at Portland,
upon Do Trobriand interceded and informed
1 block in the
way of temperance that exists Mr. YY'iltz that he must obey orders. YVlltz trouble in making the lloosao tunnel, and those who remember it; they were SamIho suppression < i intem- still declining to surrender, he ordered up the now they are having almost as much to uel (1 rimrlow, Charles Giles, William B.
in the tat,*.
troops from the rear and the work was accomSwan, John B. Wadlin, Lewis W. Howes,
perance—the need of which no man seexs plished. Y'igers dashed into his seat, and know what to do with it
Hutchinson, George p, Moore
Harvey
the scene in silent
YViltz,
.speaker
gazing
upon
I to deny—.» the most momentous problem
—A Washington special to the New and Xoeth G. Clark
Those italicised have
indignation, stepped slowly down from his desk
with which the morali-ts u : legislators in u most impressive maimer, and in a voice York Post
that Speaker Blaine U out- gone to --walk tiie golden streets"; the
says
broken with emotion delivered the following
others, with the exception of Mr. Howes,
of the time arc called upon to grapple, remarks: “In the name of the
people of the spoken in his opposition to the course are still living hem. Nineteen of tiie
.Slates,
tiie
name
United
and ill
of mv bleeding now
in, i by the peii Thousands arc yearly po:
being pursued in New Orleans
thirty eight passengers on the bark were
and in the name of the God of Justice, I
! nieious mixtures of alcohol, and a large state, enter
again
my solemn protest against this in—A nuTn stopped his subscription to the residents in this place: six of tire in are
dead: three fit them are resident in Caliportion of the young men "ft '-day are be- terference. 1 ientlemeu of the House of Repre- Dexter Gazette because some
scamp had fornia lour onlv of them are now resident
sentatives, your Legislature has been invaded
ing led through evil courses to moral and and taken possession of b\ the military forces x\ itti a
pen added an exclamation point here.
tin' United Stares. Under these circumstances
''
physical death. .And yet who is wi© of
AinofJi*' Hu* v i. >st.is JaunctuMl ln*iv tins
1 do not consider it my duty longer to remain.” to bis marriage notice in it s columns
w i'll,
yrai1
the
enough to propose tho adequate .eiuedy? lie then stepped down amid enthusiastic aplllji, lil’lgS, ». II.
—A State Temperance Convention will
Palmer of about i!U<> tons, China, 176, K.
plause, He tiieu slowly left the hall, followed
The remarks of the message upon tin
hv all the Conservative members. During the
Patterson, 227, 1 IS. hunt, 180, Reindeer.
punishment of murder are just The law progress of the concluding events Mr. Lowell, bo held at Augusta. Jan 2lst, with hull 160;
barques. Alexina. 215. Rhone, 84U.
on
the railroads.
of the Radical candidates for Speaker, pro- tare
making the executive council a court of re- one
Wm. I) Aider,, 271, A. R.Taft, 318. l.ilias,
nounced his protest against the employment of
—The ancient and venerated porgy lias 398; schooners D. P., 12".
view. imposes, a burden where it does not l uited States troops, and said he had been electCity Point, loo,
by civil authority and did not wisli to be not yet. made his
belong, and shifts the responsibility from ed
appearance in the Legis- Abby Gale, 105.
seated by military authority.
The Belfast Foundry .Manufacturing
tiie court where it should vest. Human
lature.
It is remarkable that the people are
was organized on tin; 13th of
I
Company
life is too sacred to be trifled with by mis—The .Maine Centennial Commission
During tlie summer a building
quiet under all this; but the}' have
August.
taken tenderness to murderers. To the
was erected by the company on the site
shown wonderful self-control,
But the will meet at Augusta on the 20th
end that society shall be protected, punoccupied by the one burned in the tire ol
north is ablaze. A resolution introduced
1873. Thai building was burned in the
ishment should bo made severe and cerRockland Nows Item*
in the U. is. Senate by the democrats,
night of June 21, 1851 ; the building
tain—above all, certain
erected in its stead was completed early
I ‘orTtspon dence ol‘ iho Journal.
information of the President, has
It may be doubted, we think whether asking
in the year follow ing.
Listen
to
the
recital
ot
a
Klu-klux
outGaston
of
Gov
Massachusetts,
passed.
the suggestions of the Governor in regard
Our last chapter closed with an enumerOne day last week a
Gov. Allen of Ohio, Gov. Brown ot Ten- rage m our midst
ation of those once prominent in our busito the divorce laws will lie generally apface
as
known
nessee, have each, in messages to their pale
George Kobinson, ot ness community who died this year The
proved. When the power of divorce was
denounced those atrocious marine proclivities, not having the fear ot list embraced, with others, the names of
legislatures,
taken from the legislature, where it was
Hon. Nathan Head, Cap!. Ephraim .McFaracts.
In New York, Virginia, Pennsylva- armed intervention before his eyes, did,
often an cx-parte matter, and confided to i
land. and lion David W Lothrop, all of
with
malice prepense, and alter the most
nia and Arkansas, resolutions of censure
whom halt; been noticed biographically
the supreme judges, with the usual prohave been reported. The belie! is that approved style of Winkle sportsmanship, in previous chapters.
visions of notice to all concerned, it was
Thomas Bartlett, the coteinporaiw ot
the country is drifting into military des- discharge the contents ofa revolving chambelieved that substantia! justice would be
ber into—the air, in tho rear ot a retreat- John ilaraden and Samuel French, and
potism
done. That, there have been a large numlike them a housewright by trade, came
j
ing son of Ham, Ham being bullet proot— here from New
ber of divorces, proves 1 alher a corresHampton, X 11, about
in the upper story, paused not in his forced 130-1. He commenced
A Case of Enterprise.
house-keeping in
number
of
ill-assorted marriages
ponding
it i-j intended that this paper shall not march, but "breathing inepnse as he went” the house on Puddle dock now occupied
rather ihun abuse of the law
The peace
by .Mrs. Isaac Clark and resided there unbe behind any in presenting its readers placed a square between him and his mm
til he built the house on .Market street,
and morality of society an never be prowith the news, both local and general, in derous attachment. George wassoon given about 1825, now
occupied by the widow
moted by compelling those who are hopean opportunity to carve his name on the
a manner as lull as its columns will admit.
of the late Judge Patterson.
He was on
discordant
and
to
relessly
belligerent,
But last week the Journal was put to press prison wall. His little piece was spoken his return from C anada, where lie had
main in the bonds of matrimony
been to visit some relatives, when he was
without any portion of tiie Go vernier's mes- in trout ot Judge Hall, in which he claimed
attacked by cholera at .Manchester, V IF,
Ilie recommendation that special legiswhile the Progressive Age, issued at that his target had been for some time in- and died alter a few hours ilhics-i, mi the
lation may be had to enable women 10 sage,
the same time, had that document very terfering with some of his little games, 15th of June, aged sixty nine, lie was a
perform certain civil duties, since the rethoroughly honest man, possessed the enmarly in full Justice to ourself requires and causing a bad odor to linger around tire
cent decision on that ;;oint, is in accordconfidence of tin1 eommunit; mil w as
his otherwise spotless reputation
His
some explanation, and the statement we
universa 11 y respected.
ance
with the libera and enlightened
Hi*
was
bonds
a failure
were
have to make is this : Gov. Dingley caused eloquence
1 rye lLa!I, hsq., who died
suddenly in
spirit of the times, and wil! meet with
the evening ot August third, the day of
ol the message to be forwarded to put on the market.
copies
general approbation.
1 tie A. 1 Schooner Lueilu A. Snow .slip- the National Fast, was the lather ot tin- late
the press of the state, with the injunction
The revision of the constitution, sugF Hall anil lather-iu-law ot our
tt-at ic should not be published or made ped from her ways in Snow & Fat-well's Joseph
gested by Gov Dtngley, is a very importworthy fellow-citizen, Dr. Richard Moody.
Jan.
1ST
6th.
new
tons,
Registry,
public until alter Thursday noon, the time yard,
He was a native of Methuen, Mass, in
ant subject, and we. are
glad to know that for its
1800 he left his native town and came to
delivery. It was an act of courtesy measurement
the legislature has already taken action in
Engine
company City ot Rockland; steam- Camden; he went thence to Hope, where
and kindness on the part, of the Governor,
the matter. The instrument is a mass of
he was residing when he was elected
for which the editors of the state were er, came in for their levee at Far well and
shreds and patches which need to bo made
Register o! deeds for the new countv of
Ames
Hull
Jan.
6th
tbe
Wednesday,
grateful. They felt that
accompanyWaldo, in 1828
lie then came to Belfast
homogenous. Important alterations are
The 6th lecture in the R. L A. course and for most il not all of the remainder
called tor by -he ( hanged conditions of ing condition was one which in honor
to its terms.
As the Journal was given on Friday evening Jan. 8th. by of his lite occupied the house on Church
the fifty-five veais since its adoption. Once bound them
street, corner of Park street, now owned
was printed on Wednesday
evening, to be the Rev. G. if Porteus of London Sub- by Manly R Dodge He held the otik-e of
iu two years is often enough to elect
legis- mailed on the
following morning and dis- ject, “Genius.He is an orator. Although Register, anil that of Co.i..t_> Treasurer
latures and governors, and for
meetings
fcitj possessed u remark a ole faculty ol leav- with slight interruptions, tor about twenty
in the v-Itj by ..anlfci.-?, wo lelt
ot the fonnoi
The day ot liie state electhat we could not insert it without a gross inghis subject to take care of itself w hile years. Soon alter coming here he became
tion should be changed to November, and
a
member ot the First Congregation'll !
violation of confidence and trust. Judge he rambled where he chose, lie entertainthus avoid making Maine a battle ground
Church and always took a deep interest
of our surprise to find on the following ed by adorning everything he touched. in the welfare ot that
Society, lie was a
just previous to Presidential elections.
morning that the Age containing the mes- One exception may lie made. He failed— prominent member ot the Masonic FraSpecial legislation should be prohibited,
and at the lime of his decease was
sage had been distributed in the city and I as any Londoner would to adorn the Irish ternity
and corporations compelled to
D 1) 11 Master of the 9th District.
organize
He
m the mails
out
nation.
They were pronounced hewers of was buried w ith the rites and ceremonies
under a general law And there me many gone
lhese are-the facts. A wurd of explana- wood and drawers ot water. After re- of the Order; no man,
other improvements that will
probably, ever led
suggest tion
seemsnecessary, and we give it. Com- viewing the various definitions of ■p.niu.s, a life more in conformity to its precepts
themselves, lor the better ordering of puh
In the performance of his
ment is for the reader.
Some of the pa- given by men of undoubted genius them- than he did.
lie affairs and the saving of expense
duties as a public officer lie was
eminently
of
the
he
state
have
declared
il
to
bo
alluded
an
to
the
matselves,
pers
inspiration. iaithtul: he was an
upright man, an exhi reply t<> the Navy \ aril Commission
The Augusta correspondent of the a derived aptitude lor anything or every- emplary and usetul member of
ter.
society,
era' letter, Congressman
Capt. David Whittier, who died October
Burleigh makes Portland Argu-, under date of Thursday, thing. lie believed inspiration was not
a thrust at the
confined to religious thinkers alone. When- 15th, aged sixty one, was the son of
Secretary of the Navy, in says—
ihomes Whittier, F.sq., whose name has
a letter addressed to that official
He
The Progressive Age of Belfast, appeared ever you find true genius, you timl a man
frequently appeared in these annals. He
this morning, with the Governor's message in
says—'
He threw hot shot at
full, anti was read by many before it was deliv- inspired.
Talmadge, commenced ‘-lollowingthe sea." as a proIt is asked u In l did not make mv statement ered. This breach of trust on the
him a “cheap
part of the
theologian.'1 and fession, in early life and was tor many
nt the last session.
The question h proper and publishers is pretty sharply commented on l»v labeling
1 will answer it franklv. Before 1 had taken many.
paid a glowing tribute to the legitimate years a successful and skilful ship-master
lie abandoned that vocation about 1821
my scat ia the House an itonored Senator reThe Daily Kennebec Journal ol Friday drama, declaring Shakspoure to be the pul- and
marked to me that if I opposed Col. Wentever after made this his
place of perworth) at that time holding a sinecure position says—
pit s best friend. The illustrations inter- manent residence. The
only voyage he
in tnv district, a- 1 believed, without authority
The Governor’s address was delivered at woven in the demonstration of the latter made after that time was to Jacksonville,
ot law) that lie would oppose, me.
The naval
yesterday. The Progressive Age of BelIn
appropriation hill was reduced j„ p. cjvj[ ||st noon,
proposition were telling, and their presen- Fla., then an almost unknown region
forty -seven per cent., and 1 thought that some fast. (representing truly the spirit of this Pro1822 lie built the brick block on Main
out
tation
the
most
gressive Age.) appeared
yesterday mornot the drones would then have to
charming part ot the lcct- street, known as Whittier's Block ; a large
go. but as
with the address in full. That’s enterthey remained, upon my return this session I iny
me. \\ hat his lecture
He
lacked in unity, was and notable enterprise for that day
and Mrs. Ovington, and greeted them in a telt that the gag was removr i Another reason. prise
in mercantile business soon aftermade up in remarkable
most cordial manner, and they left the I had the strongest regard for you personally
freshness and engaged
and hoped we might sail in consort, hut my exwards with his brother-in-law Captain,
Following Capt. Burleigh, Hon. \Y. ii. originality of thought.
court-room in company.
1
perience in the iiuiy yard and in the naval Small, radical
now Rear Admiral Joseph Smith ot the
from
New
Congressman
Onr
committee
convinced me that you were a more
representatives left fur Augusta, U. S. Navy; the name ol the firm was
The Constitutional Commissioners.
liis
risky navigator than 1 cared to follow
ventilates
Hampshire
complaints iu a taking with them as retainers a
Whittier and Smith. In connection with
very reGovernor Dingley
Augusta. Jan. 12.
Wo wonder what tlie Captain thinks
He goes with a venletter.
their mercantile business they established
published
spectable
ot
course
our
Of
citizens.
body
has made the following appointments of of iirunt as a “risky
a livery stable and were the first to brine
navigator"geance for the radical ring that controls these retainers were not to be classed as
Commissioners to consider and frame
to this place a "nine passenger coach."
in
New Hampshire, and rakes them members
—The new arrangement with the Boston affairs
amendments to the Constitution, to bo re
of the third house. They only Capt. Smith having been called to active
ported to the Legislature on or before and Maine Railroad will not materially right and left. A Washington corres- Went up .to show that mir reps, had con- service retired from the firm, and a now
Feb 15th. The Commission is to meet at affect the business oi
lirniwas formed under the name of Whitthe Eastern Railroad. pondent says Small’s real ’grievance is stituents.
tier and Patterson, consisting of
Augusta next Tuesday. Edward Kent ot
he was laughed at in the White
that
Capt. W.
will
continue
to
At
Passengers
ol
the
Cobb
of
the annual meeting
go through
Biddeford,
and Edward Patterson, which was disBaugor, William T. llaines
lie
doesn’t
wear
Geo. F. Talbot ot Portland, James C. from this section to Boston over Lite Eastern House,
very good Lime Co. last week, Capt. George Gregory solved about 1831. With that terminated
Madigan of lloulton, Henry E. Kobins of without change of ears, and the superior clothes, and when lie was presented to was elected Vice Pres, in place of Farns- Capt. W'hittier’s active connection with
lie still continued to occupy
Waterville, Frederick A. Pike of Calais, comfort and safety ct the latter road will the President, that high functionary
trade,
in- worth, resigned. His resignation as direct- as an although
office and
the store
Washington Gilbert of Bath, A. I’. Gould ; continue to attract the bulk of Ike
through quired of the introducer—“Where in h—1 or, left a vacancy, filled by the election of now occupied by A,counting-room
ot Tbomaston, William M. Bust of Bel- 1
J. Harriinau and Com'0''
travel.
catch
him
of
Paris.
vou
did
Cornelius Ilnnrahan, of this city
pany
fast, William P. Kimball
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j the United States government should be
1
represented there by a cool, clear headed
! man, of liberal views and pacifying dis-
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consequences.
Under a statute which seem to shift the responsibility of determining the penalty for the
crime of wilful murder, from the law making
to a majority of the
power where it belongs,
Executive Council where t does not belong. It
is almost inevitable that, there should he such

w’aut of uniformity in the decisions of different councils made without the guidance ot any
rule of law. as to lead to irritating public discussions, ten ting to divert public attention
lrom the consequences of crime, and even to
create sympathy for the criminal. Such a state
of things can but seriously weaken the wholesome influence of whatever penalty may be
finally imposed, and thus to a certain extent
defeat the object for which punishment is inflicted, viz : the protection of society.
Every consideration demands that the legislature "should no longer treat this important
question in an evasive and uncertain manner.
If it is your conviction that the death penalty
.should be imposed and inforced in ail or in any
a

OUR RAILROAD INTERESTS.

Tiie report of the Railroad Commissioners furnishes interesting and important statistics relative to the condition of the several railroad corporations in the State, and makes recommendations which should receive your careful consideration. The anomalous condition of the Portland A Oxford Central railroad can but engage
your attention. Two new railroads have been
opened during the year—the Buoksport A Bangor and the Lewiston A Auburn; and tw'o old
railvoads have extended their lines—the Bangor
A Piscataquis, from Guilford to Abbott, ami
the Somerset, from Norridgewoek to Madison.
Other railroads are in contemplation w hich will
supply much needed facilities for freight and
passenger traffic. The entire State can but take
a deep interest in any movements
looking to the
opening of direct railroad communication with
that extensive and fertile and in large part as
vet unsettled portion of our State included mainly within the county of Aroostook,
Without repeating the considerations and nr-
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11c was a kind-hearted, benevolent man
lie was the organizer of an association
termed here in 182d, called the lui'aut
School Soeietv, Uie object ot which wa-1
to maintain a school for children between
the ages of three and seven, and to furnish tuition gratuitously to all whose parents were unable to pay for it. The school
continued lo flourish for many years under
his fostering care.
He was an ardent politician, and never
flinched from the expression of an opinion
in hior the performance of an act which
Naturally ol
judgment duty demanded.fearless
in givardent temperament, and
i„,r utterance to his sentiments, it was not
incur the hostility
strange that he should
ot those who were equally ardent and ol
different political proclivities; but to hi-*
credit be it said, he never forgot his friends
in futile attempts to conciliate his ioes
It was sometimes said of him tiiat he was
arbitrary and over-bearing; but it waneversaidof him that he tailed in the wformanoe of any Christian duty to the
and afflicted or was faithless to his fries*
Captain Dave, as he was familiarly called,
left many sueli by whom he is still kindly

remembered.
Nathaniel Wilson, a native ul this towu
sou of Col. Jonathan Wilson of whom ire
quent mention was made in our earliest
chapters, died at the Tremont House in
Boston on the 27th of,Oetober in his titty

niuth year ; his remaiifs were brought here
for interment. At the time of his decease
lie was a Purser in the navy; an office he
had held for more than twenty years. He
was a lieutenant in the army iu the war ol
1312, was in several engagements with the
Stone
enemy, particularly at the battles of
Mill and PlattsbuVg, where he won the
reputation of an intrepid and gallant
soldier. At the close of the war the reg.
meat to which he belonged was disbanded,
and he was appointed to a place in the
Custom-house at New Orleans. He re
inained there until he was appointed Pur
ser. in 132'J.
He was on the Past India
station in the Constellation, amt reiurneu
a short time before the commencement ol
the war with Mexico, when he was ordered
to the Dull' on the flag-ship Cumberland
At the close ot the war he was stationed
at Portsmouth, X. 11. from which post he
had been recently relieved at the time ol
his death

Although

but

brief

a

ol his hit-

portion

after attaining to manhood had been pass
ed here, he was strongly attached to the
place ot las nativity. Lie provided by his
last will and testament that all his estate,
after payment of certain legacies and an
nuities tor lilt; to his three sisters, two oi
whom are still liung, should constitute »
fund the annual income of which should
be appropriated to the promotion of gen
oral education iu his native town; the
method of appropriation to he determined
The
front time to time by its inhabitants
amount ot the bequest when realized will
probably amount to nearly thirty thousand
It was a munificent gift one for
dollars.
which In will ever be respectfully and
gratefulIv remembered by its ami thus,who are li-reafter to occupy our places
Captain Annas i ampbell was born at
He
Hawke, now Danville, X. 1!., in 177b
came hereto reside in ISOo, purchased the
farm on the Belmont road now owned by
Mr. Franklin Banks, built a log house on
it near the location of the present build
ings, into which he moved with his family
He continued to octhe year following
cupy it until he built the one story framed
house which he occupied at the time of
his death : it is now a part nl the house
occupied by Mr Banks. The only one ot
tiis children now living is the wife ot our
fellow citizen Mr. Sullivan Hicks. Captain
C. derived his title, by which he was always known, trom having held the oflioe
of Captain of a company of cavalry which
lie
was organized in this town in 1803.
None of the
was by occupation a farmer.
various enterprises which were started iu
the early day ■> of our village diverted hi->
He
attention from his chosen vocation
commenced life here on his farm, and there
he finished it on the 12th of December in
the seventy-iourth year ot his age.
Major John Bus-, who died November
3d aged seventy-live, was one ot the many

hardy, strong willed, enterprising
who

men

here to build up a home iu this
comparative wilderness in the earlv part
or a.;-, century
rue precise year vvneu
he came the compiler lias not been able to
ascertain : tint he was residing here and
was a deputy under high-shorin'
Phillips
in 1801. lie was one of the prominent
men of the village imm ctalized in Do!
litV's ballad >1 lie- Creeiie Indian Wai ia
1807
came

••Julm ltu — tlii'ii run, n ilium: ,, ;u...
Art hulinn for to kill:
11,- took :t stake their ln-iels to break,
Priest John-on cried, ’Be -tili" "

Major Russ was at one time exteusivelv
interested in real estate in the village ami
At the commencement ot
in navigation
the war of is id ho was the sole, or prin
eipal owner of a brig just launched she
lay in the dock westerly of the railroad
wharf until the close of the war; at a
heavy loss of course to her owner. Thiwharf which -tood near the dock belonged
to him and was known as long as it re
rite pre
tnained there as lluss's vvliart
cise year when he removed his residence
and business to the locality now known aI’rior to
City l’oint is not remembered
his removal it w as known as Clary's l’oiitl,
afterwards, and for many years as Russ’s
lie was a man of great tnuseulai
Roint
power, but never exercised it to the detri
ment of his tellow men ; like most of our
village originals hr. was a man of humor
11!-but his mirth was never boistcrottwile was the daughter of Maj .Ccn. Oeorge
Ulmer, one of the prominent men in Ihisection of the count: \ in the early part ot
the centurv
Major Rtt-s had a large taaii
!y ol children, one of whom ortlv, Mr
Francis A Russ is now living itt IhisUnvr.
1'lie
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Poultry slew began at
much larger
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—The Senate currency hi I has piss,,,)
the House and is now a law
A letter from an Ellsworth subscriber, date,)
Jan. 11th. and covering u remittance, has uo
signature. The lack of credit on the label will
notify the sender, w ho will ideas,, forward hi.
name.
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The new County Treasurer, George l>. M'Crillis. took charge of hi- office on the llr-l of
the month.
We

indebted to John ( orson. ol Morrill,
curious Indian hammer, of stone, winch
arc

a

had been in hi>

family

7f> j our-.

tion.
There is great scarcity of water in this region,
and the sound of .the grinding is low among
millor*.
yj|-. jiixby has received from the Governor and Council a eommi- -ion empowering
him to solemnize marriages.
The ice cutters have commenced work, and
already loads of that commodity arc hauled
the streets for next summer’s con-

through

oi

t. Rich-

Camden.
uiilhi

a--.

Sunday

harbor

tii

>-s

ming, ih»- tirst time this winter—but it ail
"ii the ebb tide.
,11 :

tie

Services at the Unitarian
day

evening, at

Pastor.

went out
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There

sumption.

Ling, ‘.tie lath.

ards.

closed up its business and ceased to be.
is now a dead-lock in the l.oy market.

k b:.s

'11.Med not !•, let their Iclget

to-.t

.ih-

wn

Mr. Charles l{. Thomhs. of whose illness we
have made mention, is in a very critical condi-

the clock.
1;.'.

The C lub Uooni broken into last

for

'iV.

■e

Hcrvcv i' infusing poetry into his advertise

i'on its wav to this
oti.ono Inishels, the dealers
e..mi

.it
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1

A public installation of the officers of the two
Masonic bodies in this city, i- now talked of.

region.

ihi-

u

cent

County.

and

City

News of the

f reedom slab

ease

were out

0

chap.

<

lunch next Sun-

T o'clock. Rev. damesT. Bixbv,

Sermon from the text, 1 Corinthians,
20th v.,
‘Gloriiy (.bid in your body.”

The female

operatives in ihe stitching room
factory have presented their foreman, Stephen \V. Colby, with a family Bible,
rocking chair, and several other useful articles.
The long pipe Unit leads from the railroad
reservoir across the wharf and supplies the
steamer Pioneer with water, froze up during
of the shoe

Sheridan in Louisiana*.
\t the time our paper was put
was not known to the

military, I affirm before the whole Ameri- Worth y ok Note. A u exchange says there is
a (lay passes that we do not hoar, either
people that the action on the part of scacely
from
press the
coming into ouroltice or in some
military in this city on yesterday is other persons
wav, of the success of Johnson's Anodyne
public subversive of republican institutions in Lincmontfin
the cure ot coughs and colds, so
can

to

lasMveck, it

that Gen. Sheridan had assumed
command at New Orleans, under secret
instructions from the President, and that

generally

under his direction, and by authority ot
the President, a series of high-handed outrages upon free government and constitutional liberty had been perpetrated.
following despatches from Sheridan
sent to the War

The
were

Department—

New Orleans, dan. I.
Hon. W. W. Belknap, Secretary of War,
Washington, 1). O.—
it is with doe]) regret that 1 have to announce to you the existence in this State
ot a spirit of defiance to all lawful authority and an insecurity of life which is hardly
realized bv the general government or the
country at large. The lives ot citizens
have become so jeopardized that unless
something is clone to give protection to
the people all security usually afforded by
law will be overridden. Defiance to the
laws and the murder of individuals seems
to be looked upon by the community here
from a standpoint which gives impunity
to all who choose to indulge in either, and
the civil government appears pow erless to
punish or even arrest.
1 have to-night assumed control over
the Department of the Gulf.
P II Sheridan, Lieutenant General.

New Orleans, La.. Jan. 6,
think tiie terrorism now existing in
.1 at ah -pruce when released.
Louisiana. Mississippi anil Arkansas could
be entirely removed and confidence and
ii \..u wan:
know whether u man can be
fair dealing established by the arrest and
*1 your property, lind out
usted io tak» i•.*;
•vhctl. r he tuk*-s care of his own.
the cold weather, and the boat failed to make trial of the ringleaders of the armed White
Leagues. It Congress would pass a bill
:'ie
bii" oi < 'apt. <». i). Pendleton, of her regular trips in consequence.
\
them banditti they could be tried
declaring
V
woman
who
called for oysters tit one <d
born, di• *u while
ding with its parent*—
a military commission.
This banditti,
by
our saloons, took out her false teeth in order to
p.-cd in a lit. lr wa- Live months old.
who murdered men here on the 14th of
tew.
<>n goinj* f»w»y clto
iho
last September, also more recently at
ht' •ng:iie and •.■.»• •Ui.witli a -now plow »>ro|>orly onjov
lorgot them—but tin- way -lie catne back wrts a Vicksburg. Miss., should in justice to' law
• HT
c: the liolfast road
1 ill li.
and h Malicaution to railroads.
and order and the peace and prosperity of
truck from snow.
F. A. Foilett is making a dime- quality of tlii-. Southern part of tiie country bo punI he Adi rrli-'-i ainioum es that a clergyman I
eider from selected apples, that to those who ished.
ltispossiblethat.it the President
:v jw r
this
preach on the subject of ••Solwould issue a proclamation declaring them
understand
what
eider
fills
reevery
good
i-,
M"m
i:i"ii,s
Well, that sovereign had a
banditti, no further action need be taken
quirement. It is but little inferior to wine. A
■lioiee in some tilings.
rang*- *»i
that which would devolve upon
except
little ot it for Ihe stomach's sake i- excellentP. II. Sheridan,
me
n -\!
the regular «-«>urM» of lectures,
F.very evening at mail linn seventeen hoys Lieutenant General United States Army.
.*•
M. ii Chur. li, will be given Thursday
of tender years range themselves in the post1 aii. 14th.
lung.
Subject—•• The Ancient
New Orleans, Jan. 7.
to fill the air with
<
"J the tilobe.” by Proi
11. l-VniuM, of office lobby, and proceed
Several prominent people here have for
gigantic oath- and poison it with tobacco the
aMaine '■date College.
past levy days been passing resolutions
smoke. These youths are the hope of the eoun- and manuf
acturing sensational protests for
Mr. S\ W. < a-tle, who ha- been shooting in
ry in the future, it is said
Northern political consumption.
They
tv elite
be w. -t
sen:
home a large quantity
Mr. Critchett. of the Belfast Shoe Factory is •seem to be trying to make martyrs of
game to be distributed among his friends in
It cannctbe done at this late
in Boston where lie will purchase some new themselves.
W
:
it
turkey-,, quails and prairie
There, have been too many bleeding
and additional machines, with a view to in- day.
ek-ili iJ.lV been abundant on the tables of
and ostracised white citizens for
negroes
crease the working
of
that
institution.
capacity
ored one-.
’ir
their statements to be believed by fairnow employ about 105 hands, but
propose minded
lie u-vv postage i.ivv took eltccl with the last They
people. Bishop Wilmer protested
to increase the force sufficiently to manufacture
k1 issue of papers in this city. The amount
'.
against my telegram of the 4th inst., forlsOO pairs of shoes per day.
getting that on Saturday last iie testified
'pit*-, mailed to points outside of
Merged I'M
The smartest old man has again been heard under oath before the Congressional ComWaldo c oun y w ould amount for the year to
mittee that the condition of affairs here
je tbliow mg sumRepublican Journal, $175.- from. His name is Klislia Parsons: lie lives in
was .substantially us bad as reported by
He
is
00
of
has
7b
\g*
years
worked
P.eJthst
Searsport.
SbK.<o;
AdverlHage,
Prtygre--!'.
i will soon send you a statement of
me.
•r. 54.1b.
every day in the ship-yard, which is five miles
of murders committed in this
from ids home, and has travelled back and forth the number
As '•■•xtoi; !'->♦»:. v. ho is
large and heavy
State during the lari three or four years,
on foot, making the distance walked smile 000 I
man, was pursuing hi- evening walk along the
the perpetrators ot which are stiii unpunmiles.
jiidiide, a t-.-v on a sled knocked his heels
ished. 1 think that the number will startle
The sell, floral oudoii, ( apt. R.
( omlon,
-in under him, and landed his six Jeet of huyou. It will be up in the thousands. The
manity on tlit- youngster'> head. The sexton sailed from Boston in Nov ember for Boon Bay, city is perfectly quiet; no trouble is apNewfoundland, for a cargo of herring. A l it- prehended.
i ithen-l h:msc..; up and asked the youth “Are
1* 11 Sheridan, Lieutenant General.
‘ou killed?'
V." replied the hoy. “I'm ter from ( apt. Condon, dated at Kittle Gut of'
Canso, ,Ian Ltd, states that he had experienced
sorry.’* was the only comment.
New Orleans, Jan. 8.
dd Probability hits it about every time in very bad weather thus far on bis return—had
1 -hull -caul you this evening a report of
lost
boat
ami
and
one
man
washed over- allairs as
galley
,-redicting the weather. Last Saturday was a
they actually occurred here on
‘liild and thawy day, with every appearance of board from the wheel. The man was Charles the 4th inst.
My telegram to you of that
of Stockton.
date and those of the 5th and Gth inst. are
rs continuance.
The Lewiston Journal, re- Thompson,
The Penobscot Bay and Biver Railroad ( o.. so truthful of the condition of affairs in
el ved at 7.30, had a prediction of a north-west
rale. with v**ry cold weather. The paragraph held its annual meeting in tins city on Monday. tills section, and strike so near the waterdad scarcely been read before the w ind came The following directors were chosen—.John line that ministers of the Gospel and others
are appealed to to keep the ship from sinkaround with a h*-wi au.i a temperature like th«Bird of Rockland. P. J. Carleton and f. 0.
Human life has been held too cheapA re tic region-.
oft
'.'linden.
of
Knight
Henry McGilvcry
Belfast. ing.
in this State for many years.
ly
William McGilvcry of Searsport. Alexander
Masonic.
Vt iL- annual meeting of Timo1' IF Sheridan. Lieutenant General.
Black and B. M. Roberts of Stockton, T. .V.
u> k tins** Lodge of M.i-on-. on Thursday eveSnow
of
Daniel
of
Wintorport,
Crosby
Hamp- INDIGNATION MEETING AT NEW ORLEANS.
ning of l ist week, a large number wore in atden, James Dunning of Bangor and Gideon
-luiaio
a -''-nation was served at refreshflit; almost spontaneous meeting of
ment LinTin* otho-rs elected are—Geo. A. Mayo of Orono. Another meeting will lie held northern and western business men, now
on Saturday, at which the President will lie
in New Orleans, was an overcrowded afGuitnhv. W
M.; (t»*o. \V. Moddard, S. W.;
chosen. Hon. William McGilvcry will proba- fair. the rotunda, corridors and
uidrew L. < iurk.J. \\
IL
parlors
Forbes,
Henry
"It" and “F" of the St. Charles Hotel ber»*:is.
L-bert 1. Ghase, Secretary; J. G. bly till that position.
with
>
1
Mvin Hlodgett. J. ]».
Nicw AliVKKTisiccMicvis, Tin* new firm of ing literally packed
people. The
ownseud,
was a follows:
President.
Wadliu and Merrill calls attention to the fact organization
Rkadi.Ni t.s. It will be seen by the advertise\ Zabn of New York: secretaries. L. !
Mint they will continue the stove business ai the
ined tor their beds, and were

L’hey
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that

Mr.

J.

>.

Additon will lavor

our

itlzens with

day

an evening’s readings on ThursHis selections are from the most

n*-vt.

old stand, forinerly'oceupied bv J. B. Wadliu.
Mr. Merrill, a skilful workman, will preside
the working department, and George
over

popular Lnglisli and American writers, em’-raeing the best humorous and pathetic produetoils iii the language.
Mr. Addition appeared
w this city two winters ago. w ith marked sucWe regard him as a v cry talented gentlecess.
man, whose rendering of the favorite produc-

large and as usual, an excellent assortment of
eye glass, scissors. Ac. He always deals in the

tions

best articles.—S. K.

u

programme would do credit to any
\V‘ trust that lie may have a full

c»-i

tif

house.

1 Ik* iVu li.-.nd Brcis ol

Friday

has the lollovv-

Kverett will attend to the wants of customers.
They make a strong firm, and will lie found
courteous

and

obliging.—Uervi-y

advertises

a

Dodge, Brooks, has commenced the new year with ail unusually large
amount of vests to manufacture, and calls loudly for help.—The next course in Havener's Monat

day Kvening assemblies v\ ill occur next Monday
Belfast woman—
eve, the 18th.
Yesterday morning as a lady from Belfast
wi.i going on board tlie Belfast packet she
INTERrOKT.
Hi.; ollici r, elect ol Howard
slipped ironi the gangway and fell into the water, Lodge of Masons were publicly installed by
fhe captain ol the packet at once threw a plank
>verboard and seal a sailor to her rescue. The J). D. G. M. Geo. K. Wight, of Belfast. A large
woman clung to the plank.
The sailor, who crowd was present and remarks were made bv
went down tlie side of the vessel with a
rope, the District Deputy, T. II. Gushing, Ksq.. and
was w-ry clum-.v and
very much confused, and others. An excellent
supper was served, after
t«
ti
the
round
attempted
her leg.*' notrope
withstanding h«*r struggles and cry of “Do let i which daneing was indulged in. The officers
alone
You will drown’ me." The installed are—J. L. Norton, IV.
IU>
M.; J. Freeupturn took m the situation, called the sailor
back, went down himself, fastened the rope man, 9. W.; A. It. Fellows, J. \\\; J. Lord,
ound tin- woman's waist, and got her on board
Treas.; L. D Curtis, Sec’y.: K. II. Small,
he 'cess*d. where she was cared for.
She was Chaplain; A. B. Clark, S. D.: \V. Haiev. .f. I>.:
badly chilled, but mil otherwise injured
l'eter MeShay, Tyler.
ii

■

tj

m

accident to

u

George Young, formerly fireman on the lielf *et railroad, ami residing
upon tlie east side of
fhe river, same to his death Monday night tin-

SE.utspoKT. Geo. Merrill A Son manufactured last year about 100,000 IVet of spool limber into cotton, silk and thread spools,

lei circumstances that indicate accidental poisH' had been III some time with an absress in tie- throat that was very painful.
In

about 35,000 gross. They
blocks and sheaves for four

oning.

the absence of the

regular attending phvsieian,
lii.s brother, who is also a physician, admins—
f'red small doses of morphine in a liquid form,
to alleviate pain.
They were, however, can'lorted to keep the liquid beyond bis reach. On
•be evening in question, be was somewhat restes« ami
being annoyed by the noise of the
children, he locked himself within his
alone, and

room

time afterwards found in
a
dying condition, and expired before morning.
>u
(Hamining the bottle it wa> found that be
nad taken an ounce and a half of tlie mixture,
which undoubtedly caused his death. He leaves
a w iie and three
children.
was

some

L*C'f Ljqroi:. a curious case has
agitated
iue town uf Palermo for some
time past, and
ba> developed into a law suit which wiH lie
iried at the present term of the Supreme Court,
ii involves the jijjpearanee and disappearance
cl

four iiarrel- of New

England

rum.

Katie

King professed to give exhibitions of spirit
materialized, and clothed with a
Kody of flesh. This rum was a material spirit,
to speak, that vanished, melted
away and
disappeared.—hoops, staves, hung-hole and all.

that could be

fo .ume down to the hard
pan, the facts as We
them, are these : The town had run one
,.t tho-e sanctified rum mills
known as a town
learn

agency, whereof N (i. Bryant was the superintendent, with authority to purchase,
up to
vlay 1, PCI. lie had received regular supplies
triiLu Elder .Shaw's establishment at Portland.
Uter

Bryant's

term

expired,

and his accounts

settled, the selectmen were dunned by
shaw for a hill of *t!04, being the value of four
barrel of rum that had been forwarded, as he
claimed, in response to Bryant's order. Bryant
were

denied that he had ordered or received the
liquor. Shaw produced the written order,
purporting to he signed by Bryant, which the
town
tcoin

authorities were unable to distinguish
those acknowledged to be bis. But the

great question was, what had become of the
imnit was traced to the railroad station at

Augusta. Where. t,ke the Lost River of the
plains, it disappeared and left no trace. There
were whispers that it
reappeared in Palermo,
where its

perfume,

scented the
evening air and
warmed the cockles of sundry hearts that

kept
authorities thought they

it, secrets. The town
had reason to believe that one \V. \v.
Pullen
had written the order and received the
so

complaint

of

forgery

was

rum,
made against him.

Rut on examination before Justice
was
•

discharged. Then

oil

ere

arrested on

men

to de-

charge
conspiracy
fraud the town, viz.:
Pullen, Bryant, and
• harles
Newell, truckman of Augusta, who
was
supposed to have carted the liquor. On
examination they were held to bail; hut the
brand Jury declined to find a bill. Pullen now
tu lugs an action
against (Bidden for malicious
prosecution, which will he tried this week. All
a

are finishing up Unships and tour barks :
have done the sa wing, turning and scrolling for
the cabins; besides the scrolling and turning for
several new buildings. They employ twenty

men.

Black, Malliews A Go., are repairing their
engine, and getting ready to till a large contract
for doors, sashes and Minds. Last year they
did a large business. They have a force of fifteen men.
B. O. A IV.

having

a

Barney

arc

!m-_\ with eastings,

contract to till.

The Methodist and Orthodox societies combined

flowing

haring

series of meetings with overhouses and some revival interest.

are

Brooks,

a

the

Brooks

Dairy Company at
Saturday chose the following
board of officers for the ensuing year: 9. S.
Roberts, President; John D. Jones, George

their

meeting

on

Moulton, Isaiah Gould. Directors: M. s. Stiles,
Secretary; M. Chase, Treasurer. The affairs
ot the ( uinpanv are in good condition, and the
prospect now is that they will more than double
the amount of milk at the factory for the next
season.

at

Dr. C. IV. Davis of Belfast, has been stopping
the Rose House for the past week, and has

given the best of satisfaction in ihe^Dentistry
business.
Mnrsh River Lodge F. and A. M. will bold a
picnic supper and sociable at their next regular
communication, which occurs on Wednesday,

Jan. i!0. to which the fraternity and their ladies
are generally
invited._
This is the way in which some ol the
mouth-pieces ol the Republican party talk
about the Louisiana business—
1 h(‘
country is as 1 bO to one against us
in this matter, and unless some
prompt
measures are taken to correct the
mistake
that has been made in the Louisiana
question, the Republican party will suffer irreparable injury. [Vice President Wilson.
The mailt question to be tried there is,
by what authority or pretence of right the
army ol the United States was used to
break up the organization of the Louisiana
House of Representatives by expelling
certain members claiming scats therein.
This is not a party question, although
vast political consequences hang upon its
decision. It is a question of the supremacy
of the law, and a right decision is ol intinitely greater consequence than any party

triumph.

[Boston Advertiser.

Turner, he
The issue lies here : Shall the laws oi
complaint of J. s. the nation be overridden by the President,

Bidden, chairman of the selectmen, three

w

making

of

o! this trouble and
expense must be set down
as
ram's doings.”

and the rights of the
people be trampled
upon by the military in time of peace?
1 he question is one
that must be met and
decided, and now. [Boston Globe.
1 do not doubt the
legal right of the
President to send
troops into any State;
but I view with apprehension
any armed
interference by the executive even of a
State to disperse a legislative
body if it
has not, by violence towards other citizens, become a mob.
[Postmaster General Jewell.

NEW

C.

Keeyer

ol Cincinnati anti A

it. cvuik-

shank of New York ; committee on resolution-. New fork, K T. Martin; Boston,
I. G. ('use; Rhode Island, General Ilazzard: New Jersey, S. \V. White; Pennsylvania, J. N. Rhinney: Ohio, Leopold
Block : Maine, Amos Patten ; New Hampshire, Alfred A. Lewis; Vermont, L.
Spaulding; Indiana, L. Swamstead ; Iowa,
F. 1). Rust: West Virginia. G. W. Bodley ;
Wisconsin, T. M. One}’.
J. M. Pomeroy of New York stated that
lie was a soldier during the war, and the
last speech lie made was in lavor of the
second election of General Grant. lie
was impelled to speak
to-night because
civil liberty in this country was threatened, only to foster a horde of thieves and
for establishing the supremacy of the African race, thereby
placing a pyramid on its
apex and inverting nature. General Sheridan's despatches, lie asserted, contained
not one word of truth, and if he attempted to arrest him as a speaker in New York
he would be protected.
•lohn A thompson, colonel ol ;t volunteer New York regiment during the war,
said, among other things, “1 tell you that
it an outrage like lhat perpetrated here
yesterday occurred in New York, the
streets would run with blood.
It is not
Louisiana alone, that is attacked. This
tide may go on until some day it may
sweep over Massachusetts. 1 tell you if
this condition of things continues I have
lost my leg lbr nothing, and instead of
decorating the graves of our Union soldiers
with flowers, we should write the word
'tool' on each headboard." Speaking ol
Sheridan's despatch, Mr. Thompson added. “And yet he, as the old adage says,
‘tells a'lie, that by repeating it as he did
it might become the truth.”
Mr. CruiKshank said he was a member
ol tlie second Massachusetts regiment, and
fought side by side with Sheridan. ‘Y sav
that his despatches are simply lalse. I
have been through the streets of this city
anil made it my business to see whether
the lives ot citizens, even though they
were from the North, were safe.
I found
that I could trust my wife and family here
with as easy a heart as anywhere else.”
General G. llazzard, formerly of the
Union army, appeared and said: “1 am
pleased, gentlemen, that here in Louisiana
to-day there is evinced a cool determination to keep the peace as becomes brave
men.
The citizens act as cool and vigilant
men.
J have asked in the North how long
such a condition would last there, and invariably received but one answer, and that
was twenty-four hours would not
elapse
before a change would be effected."
LIX.ISLATIVE MEMORIAL.

New Orleans, Jan. 8. The memorial
ol tin: Conservative members of the Legislature to Congress has been forwarded
amt will be published to-morrow. It details the facts ot the organization of the
Legislature on the 4 th, and ot the Speaker
and a majority of the members being compelled to retire by United States troops,
and in that regard does not vary from the
statements made to the press on that day
The manifest concludes as follows: “if
we have dwelt thus somewhat at length
upon the details ot the military overthrow
ot a sovereign State and her reduction to
a province, it is that other States
may see
and know the process whereby the overthrow oi their own liberties may be accomplished. We solemnly warn the Apierican people
jealous ol their liberties that a
military power displacing the House of
Representatives in the State of Louisiana
may yet serve as a precedent to shackle
them and their
posterity, il in this hour
ol trial, standing as we do
to-day amid
the ruins ot Constitutional
liberty,
they
leave us to our fate.
MCF.NERV'S PROTEST.
Governor McEnery telegraphed the pillowing letter to the President:
To His excellency U. S. Grant, President
ot the United States:
In the name of liberty and ol all lovers
of liberty throughout the United States 1
do most solemnly protest against the action ol the military iorces of the United
States on yesterday, in the occupation ot
the Stato ilousc, in the forcible ejection
by troops of members of the Legislature
and the elected Speaker of the House, and
the subsequent organization of a House by
the direct forcible intervention of the

John MoEnf.ry.

prevalent

about town

.itist

now.

The following is the address of the citiof New Fork, signed by Win. Cullen
llryant, Wm. M. Evarte, Mayor Wick uni,
and other prominent men of both parties
of the great city calling upon the people
to assemble in and about Cooper Institute
on Monday night, to protest
against the
military outrages in Louisiana:
.Lyni ary 5th, 1 <S75.
TO THE CITIZENS OF NEW YORK

JL

To-day's Associated Tress despatches of
the events which took place'in uur sister
city ol New Orleans present the most!
marked attack upon the rights of Ameri- !
can citizenship which has been made since
the establishment ot our Government. A
Legislative body of a sister State, peaceably assembled, has been broken into and
dispersed by Federal troops acting under
orders Irom the President ol the United
States. To give expression to the outraged
feelings which every citizen of a free Commonwealth must experience at a crime,
happily in this country so unparalleled,
against the underlying principles of our
Government, we ask you to assemble irrespective of party ties, at the Cooper Institute, Monday evening, .Jan 11, 1375, at
8 o'clock.
Supreme Judicial Court.
JUDGE

DICKERSON,

PRESIDING

3ELFAS1

of that vote issued

suance

town order to one

a

Henry T. Trevett. The plf. says that his father
purchased that order of Trevett, and after the
death of his father it came into his possession;
that Mr. Vose as attorney for Mr. Abbott afterwards obtained a paper from Trevett releasing
all bis claim against the town and by virtue of
that paper collected the money for Abbott. He
now brings this action to recover the amount of
the order. Abbott says that Trevett ow ed him,
and considering the claim worthless, lie gave
it to Mr. Vose; that whatever Mr. Vose did
afterwards he did for himself and not

as

his

attorney, that he never has received any of the
money and never expects to. Verdict for deft.
Pearce, Williamson. MeI.elhin.
Ambrose If. Wyman -vs. Elliott II. lJauton.
From ]si;s to 1873, the deft, sawed from 150 to
175 M. of lumber for plf. The plf. brings this
action to recover the value of the slabs sawed
from that amount of lumber. Tlie deft, introduced some 45 witnesses, farmers and millmen,
who testified that the custom throughout Waldo
County had been for the millmun to retain the
He says that the usage had been of so

slabs.

long standing that the plf. must have known
what it was. IIo also introduced testimony
that the plf. said, while the log^ were lining
sawed, that it had always been the custom for
the millmen to hold the slabs. Plf. replies that
he did not know it was the custom for the millhold the slabs. He called some dozen
witnesses who testified to some instances where
men

to

the logmen had t he slabs. The court instructed
the jury that a valid usage must he certain,

uniform, general, known,

sonable,
law; and

rea

sistent with the rules of

and conthat the

usage set up by the deft, was reasonable and
consistent with the rules of law. Verdict for

Kuowlton.

deft.

McLellau.

State vs. A. J. Merithevv. Indicted for cheatfalse pretences. This is our old friend

ing by

Jack and his lump of gold, the story of which
has been told in these columns. Kuowlton of

Liberty

was

case was too

Jack

was

to

strong for

even

found

appeal

on

defence, but the
the ex-judge, and

on

complaint

of 15.

Tripp,

Advent meeting in Sears port,
from Ju-tiee Sawyer, was found

disturbing

an

guilty.
Jacob M.

Au-pland

vs.

E. M. Emerson and

wife, lleplev in of furniture.
tifl. Kunnels. Hubbard.
Elisha II. t enant
Defendants

u.

vs.

bought

Verdict

forplain-

The

new

trial.

following

Fogler.

Disease.

wonderful cures, in

where the patients have been given up to die. She 1ms restored them.' Hundreds of persons in the highest standing will testify to Mrs. Manchester’s
cases

wonderful skill. Every invalid should consult
her at once at the United Slates Hotel, Portland.
She can be consulted by letter.
Man’s greatest enemy is the
men’s the looking-glass'.

wine-glass;

wo-

Full directions for use accompany each bottle
of Adamson's Botanic Cough Balsam—the best
remedy in the world. F, \V. Kinsman, Propri-

etor, Augusta, Maine.
is a
cause she is

Monday Eve.,

and
is

the

FAMILY

r

remedy

Family

you

want

complaints

lovely young lady like
something to adore.

a

hinge? Be-

If we can benefit the readers of the Journal
any by recommendingParsons Purgative Pills to
be,the best anti-bilious medicine in the country,
we are willing to do so.
AVe have had about as j
good a chance to know as any one.
j
j
To make a broil: Leave a letter from one of
vourold sweethearts where vour wife can find

It.

A Millstone on the Neck is an ill-fitting collar.
This vexation may be avoided by purchasing
only the AVarwiuk.Hut.land or Elmwood Collars.
They are the best. Geo. M. Glazier, Boston.

Selling Agent.

‘•Who dat hit me? AVhnr ar’ ilat lantern?”
exelamed a darky, struck by the engine and
thrown a rod or two into the’diteh.

FATAL INFATUATION
Do not, as you value life, entertain the idea
that a cough is one of those casual local affections
which require but little attention. This species
of infatuation is fatal to thousands. A cough is
the first menace o f consumption, remember
that. Annihilate the danger by extinguishing
the complaint. The means await you at every
ding store. Hale’s Honey of Hokehocnd
and Tap. will, in every instance, effect a perfect cure of the threatening ailment without
causing nausea, for it is pleasant to the palate
as well as infallible.

Pike's Tooth-Ache Drops—Cure in
minute.

LINIMENT,

'Id bv all

an

Druggist'.

TO

steady employment

SHIP WIGHTS,

MEAT

GOOD CHECKED

sniim\*» fav\:el?
10o Pit Yard.

MARKET

GROCERY' STORE!

at

From 23 to 33 cents per

r.\I>MIJST(;xr.l) have purchased the stock y
jL and trade of the Meat and t.rocery Store toroccupied by SANBt )U.\ & S l A FLF.S i:i Tele (
graph building, corner of Main and High .streets (
win re they will k- ep every thing in the meat and i
vegetable line that the reason alfordt. Also gro- i

SHIPSMITHS,

j

eeries

WOOLENS

of all kinds.

-F O K-

purchased

of

us

at

any part of the

City

tfeuftiid Bovs* Wear!

Blockmakers,1 free

of Charge.
We invite our aid friends to call.
CALVIN J. (.HAY.
N. F. f'ATTLil>< »N
Iielfa.-t, Aug.‘20th, 1*74.-117

through ticket

on

t

We have

just

received another

assort-

ment of Woolens, selling
LOWER PRICES than

at

HOODS!!

CHRISTMAS

I

COTTONS!

NOW OPENING A

ASSORTMENT!

SPLENDID

FOB $7.25 !
i»uy

yard

A Team will deliver all article*

j

BELFAST TO NEW YORK

a

Flannel !

Skirting

merlv

and

Spar

37 1-2 cents.

O-REY MiyZJUlD

>
: Barton
Tills firm confidently assure the masters and ownof ships that they have the best of facilities for
executing every branch ol shipworks. for both wooden and iron ships, in a manner guaranteed to give
satisfaction.—tf.\ 1

We sell 42 in Bleached Cotton at 12c
p«r

Good

yd.

quality Brown Cot
yard wide lor So per
The best yard wide

ton over

—U F-

yd.

board

GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Steamer iKatalidm !

Brown Cotton madlOe per

-F O R-

yard

-AM)-

I
SAVE 25 CENTS! CHRISTMAS
Slipper

Scissors and Shears!
!!

& Ottoman

ROAAYI PRIYTS?

Patterns!

DOLLS, FANCY BOXES,

7o Pot Yard.

A Tiling; ef Beauty is a Joy Forever!” Handkerchiefs Mottoes, &c., &c.

a good pair of Scissors.
My list is large and
complete. In addition to these celebrated scissors I

So is

sold for years, I have

have

a

lull line of

B. F. \Y E I

all the low

THE

GREAT

L S.

Ladies Undervests!

tfS3

tf 28
grades and prices.
CALVIN HERVEY, Phemx Row.

er

In this city, Dec. 31st, Mr. Charles Mills and Mrs.
Barbara Mudgett, both of Belfast.
In this city, Dec. 30th, Charles II. Howard and
Miss Lucy A. Cummings, both ol Belfast.
In this city, Jan. oth, by Win. ii
Fogler, Es<p, Mr.
John 11. Adams and Miss Marv M. .'small, both of
Belfast.
in Revere, Jan. 13th, by Rev. L. K. Wa>hburn,
Mr. Wm. B.
Eaton]of Revere, Mass., and Adu M.
Mitchell of Belfast. Xo cards.
In San Francisco, Dec. gist, General A. 1..
Page,
ot Nevada, to Lou M. llanson,
daughter of Samuel
B. Hanson, of Belfast.
In Winterport, Cant. Henry
Sprowl and Miss
Mary A. Deane, both of Winterport.
Jan. 3d,
Willard W. Merrill and Miss Flavilla J. Dillawav,

quality,

Good

weight,

50 certs

each

A LARGE LOT

CAUSE

extra

<>l

HUMAN MISERY.
Published,

Just

in

a

Sealed

Envelope.

A Lecture on the Mature, Treatment,
aud Radical cure of Seminal Weakness, or
Spermatorrhoea, induced by Self-Abuse, Involuntary
Emissions, Impotency, Nervous Debility, and Impediments to Marriage generally; Consumption,
Epilepsy, and Fits; Mental and Physical Incapacity,
&c.—By ROBERT J. Cl EVERWELL, M. D., author of the “Green Book.” &e.
The world-renowed author, in this admirable Lecture, clearly proves from his own experience that
the awful consequences of Self-Abuse may be effectually removed without medicine, and without dangerous

rings,

—OF-—

|

G-oixtis*

Price 0 cents

EASY. Undershirts &

ROCKING.
—

a x n

BLACK ALPACAS!

surgical operations, bougies, instruments,
cordials; pointing out a mode of cure at

Do not fail to examine the quality of
the BLACK ALPACA, we sell for

certain and effectual, by which every sufferer,
matter what his condition may be, may cure himself
privately and radically.
9'$“ This Lecture it'ill prove a boon to thousands
and thousands.
ijent, under seal, In a plain envelope, to any address, on receipt of six cents,or two postage stamps.

once
no

cheaply,

I

Obituary notices, beyond trie Date, Xante and Aye
must be paid for.j
In Belmont, 2d inst., of lung fever, Mrs.
Abigail
II. Wetherbee, aged Os years and 8 months.
In Prospect, Dec. 8th, Mrs. bally Crockett, widow
of the late Daniel Crockett, aged 85 years, 8 months.
In Stockton, Jan. 2d, Ashley Harris,
son^of Ashley Harris, aged about Hi years.
In Xorthport, Jan. 10th, Capt, David McFarland,

native of Waterville, aged 85 years.
In Swanville, Jan. loth, Mrs. Abby West, wife of
Joshua West, aged 80 years.
In Camden, Jan. 7th, Mr. Alphonso M. Prince,
aged 50 years.
In Kockland, Jan. 4th, AltonII., only son of Elijah
H. and Louisa E. Hall,aged 8 years and 2 months.
In Kockland, Jan. 5th, Bertha K. Weymouth of
Deer Isle, aged 10 years and 4 months.
In Kockland, Jan. 4th, Mrs. Jane M., wife of II.
T. llewett, aged 01 years, 5 months ond 4
days.
In Ellsworth, 2d inst., Clara Bodvvell, daughter of
L. T. and the late liev. A. A. Phelps, aged 27 years
and 5 moat hs.
a

I'2?
1 vr-.J

CO.,

Bowery, lew L ori.:
Post Office Box, -&.LSG

IS IS TO GIVI: NOTICE, That on the 5th day
of .January, A. I). 1875, a warrant in Bankruptcy
issued against the estate of Joseph B. Vickery
of Trov, in the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
who has been adjudged a Bankrupt on his own
Petition, filed Dec. 18th, 1874. That the payment of
any debts and delivery of any goods belonging to such
Bankrupt, to hint, or for his use, and the transfer of
any property by him are forbidden by law. That a
meeting of the creditors of the said Bankrupt, to
prove their debts, and to choose one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at. a Court of Bauk
ruptcy, to be holden at Belfast Custom House, before
Charles Hamlin, Esq., Register, on the 4th day of
11. A. HEAD,
Feb. A. D. 1875, at V-l o’clock, M.
*>w28
Deputy U. tv Marshal as Messenger.
r

H

was

SAILED.

I

FURNITURE !

I

session at the Assessors’ Office,Saturday afterfor a few weeks for the transaction of any
business properly coming before them.

OAKES ANGIER,
>
GEORGE WOODS,
[ Assessors
NOAH M. MATHEWS, >
Jan. 0, 1875.—3w28

81.00 and $1.25 per yard

Holiday Gifts ! I
-A

I

Belfast.

POPLINS !

SILK

We would

announce to the Public that
stock of (foods is very much larger
than heretofore, and have marked thorn
down to such a small margin of Profit,
that it would be well lor the Ladies to eali

: our

J. C. THOMPSON’S.

and

see

their

purchases.

our

assortment

Indore

making

PRICES LOW.
G. W. Burkett & Co.

4w»4.

noons

To-.-

LYON’b

ST' IT ABLE FOR

Assessors’ Notice.
rrUIE Assessors of the city of.Belfast will be in

.Mary Lymeburuer,Coombs, I, incol nvllh-;
Mary Farrow Foss, IJoston. Florida,
(jilniore, Kockport.
j

60c, former price

gt

—

BANKRUPT NOTICE.

SHIP NEWS.
PORT OF BELFAST.

And Other Articles

Address the Publishers,

_DIED._

0rawers,

From 33c to $1.0u

or

CHAS. J. C. KLINE &

•Ian. lo.

only

Iyr26
M. P WOODCOCK & SOR\

prices.

ers

MAURI E D.

after his sis-

IIECKED sIHRTING ELAXNEL.
extra heavy, *5 1-2 oz. to the yd.

1

OFF,CE:MV,rt.M,L|
Street.
WORKS

both of Winterport.
In Montvllle, Jan. 3d, Mr. Alphonse A. Thompson
and Miss Emma J. Sylvester, both of Freedom.
In Ellsworth, 1st hist., by Rev. Dr.
Tenney, Mr.
Clifton Woodward and Miss Hattie E. Jordan, both
of Ellsworth.
In Rockport, Jan. 3d, Mr. Nathaniel Gardner and
Mrs. L. G. Whiting, both of Cumdon.
In Rockland. Dec, i!flt.h, Mr. Alden Crockett and
Miss Mary J. Cogan, both of Rockland.
In Rockland, Dec. 31st, Mr. W. II. Coombs and
Elvira A. Sherer, both of Rockland,
In.South Thomaston. Mr. Frank Graves and Mrs.
Arietta Hurd, all of South Thomaston.

FLANNELS !

>

JOINERS. cV<-.

:

have beer,

Work!

HERR1MAN. WARMINGTON & CO
Mast.

they

and
bo convinced that they are a.-*
hkapek
than any you evn r «a'.v, and if you want one we are
bound rV» ski.a» vve shall let n-> onk touch u> in

a

TRAVELERS.
of'earriuge

am! wherever

mer

Id by usis fully warranted and
Instrument
satisfaction guaranteed to the pure'laser.
The tuning and n pairing of an Organ should be 1
itone by a person, that by constant practice and eon- I
nection with Organs, understands them perfectly.!
nku from the fac- i
Consequently we shall have a
tory visit us regularly and keep our Organs in j
Tl NK and KEI’AlIt.
f omo and examine these t irgans for yourself and

Brooks, .Jau. II, 1870.—ti’2a
When you visit or leave the < .iy of NEW YORK,
?are annoyance and expense
hire and
stop at the t«B&A\l» 1*10? HOTEL op<J
the
RAND
CENTRAL
DEPOT.
It has over
posite
350 elegantly furnished rooms and is fitted up at an
expense of $900,0O0. Elevator, steam and all modern improvements.
European Plan. The HENTA.Uift.4?TS*. Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms
are supplied with the best the markets can furni.-h.
T he enislin' i- unsurpassed.
Rooms tor a single person, $1,50 and $2 per day; rich suites for families
proportionately low, so that visitors to the city and
travelers can live more luxuriously, for less money
at the GRAND UNION, than at any other first-class
Hotel in the city.
Stages and Cars pass the Hotel
G. E. & W.
every minute for all parts of the ( ity.
D. GARRISON, Managers
lyrsph-

s.

for

selling at 12
price is cent'

Just arrived,

people.
Kvery

VKST FACTORY A 1 P>R< '<>KS

IMPORTANT

in<T Ki. Ml vi

i,ass

CRASH !

RUSSIA

arc

introduced, they have, by their merit alone, wor
their way into the adiniraiion and confidence of the

MAKERS!

find

One

DODG-E’sj HpilK

La.

3.

qualities of nur
Napkins, just purchased at

fKLKliRAIKD

built from the best material, In the most
thorough manner, and it is generally conceded that
they possess all the ouaiitb -of lone, Action, L>e
sign, Finish ami Durability which constitute m.si
<

VEST

I'HK

ORGANS!

j

100 GOOD EXPERIENCED

sp3~

one

“Now, Tommy,’’ said his uncle,
ter’s marriage,
you are a brother-in-law.”
“Yes,” said Tom, with his hands buried in his
pockets, *‘i(nd mu says, by-and-by I'll be an
uncle, as you is.’’

7.30

BIFOCAL CLASSES !

thousands
of cases.
There is no
mi take about it. Try It

lorm 17 to GOo

NAPKINS !

SMALL & KNIGHT

Which enable a person to Heejthe finest print, and
objects) al a distumo with the smuk sjieetueli*.-

In

Upon

qualities

LOW PRICES

it one of the largest and most complete to be
found in this section ol' the State.
My Glus-es are
•> all
selected with cure, and adapt* d
age.- and conditions of the eves.

for

50 DOZEN

j

Linen

SPECTACLES & EYEGLASSES !

Internal and external use.
It has cured the above

low

extremely

Pleaso look at the

to my stock of

Work!

are

40 DOZEN

Of different

for the Blind!

Work!

T

ORGANS! LINEN TOWELS!

Th«*v

|

Hoods

12 1-2 CENTS EACH

Making

ol‘ail others

assortment oi

Hack and Damask Towels!

Don't Fail to Cal!

TICKETS.35 Cts:

Hur SKTiuL])

QUICK.

F BOSTON

constantly adding

our

Keeping

Our prices

0 ALL

ORGANS!

Thursday Eve,, Jan, 14,1875,

am

as-

j IN

ORGANS!

hall I

Rheumatism, NVuCramps in the
<»lassos of all kinds fitted to old bows. Give me
limbs or stomcah, lillion*
tfv.'s
| call and you cannot fail to he suited.
< olie, Fain In the
back, !
CALVIN HERVEY, P ho nix How.
bowels or side, we would j

I.inimen

j

v\l» KYaMIM;

i

House

ADDITION,

< >

Eyes

We call attention W

fcf27

—u v—

S.

We still continue to keep a good
sortment of these goods.snd gua*
:mtee prices and quality

j

Cheap as the Cheapest!
DiAJilES SELLING AT COST;

1-00

—

SHAWLS !

PAISLEY

STOCK AND

BIG

READINGS !
J.

—A X 1>

f GOODS in any DRUG STORE
in the County

MISCELLANEOUS

lalgia,

Till.

Medicines
see.

SACQUES

INDIA

STRIPED

$3.00 j

-.-

Iayford

Will You
Suffer ?
all persons suflering

Panacea

FOLLETT,

Jan. 18, 75! Pii’soaai Attention given to Prescriptions

Tickets for tin- remainder of the Course.

LADIES’

just arrived, selling at 2o per cent
less than former prices

W. (). POOR & SON |

Earner’s Band I
Assembly,

Another lot ot

have just received the LARGEST, BEST
and most COMPLETE VARIETY

NEXT

\

Manv times Women call upon their family
physicians, one with dyspepsia, another with
palpitation, another with (rouble of the breast,
another with pain here and there, and in iliis
way they alt present alike to themselves and
their easy-going doctors, separate and distinct
diseases,'for which he prescribes his pills and
potions, assuming them to be such, when, in
reality, they are all symptoms caused by some
uterine disorder; and while they are thus only CONSUMPTIVES. TAKE NOTICE.
able perhaps to palliate for a time, they are
Every moment of delay mak* your cure more
ignorant of the cause, and encourage their hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice
practice until large bills are made, when the of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of
suffering patients are no better in the end, hut Dr. Schenck's Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for conill tiiat can be brought to
probably worse for the delay, treatment, and sumption,thelar exceeds of
pretentious
any rher medicine. See
other complications made, ail’d which a proper support
Dr.
Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates
medicine directed to the cause would have enof many persons of the highest respectability, who
tirely removed, thereby instituting health and have been restored to health, after being pronounced
comfort instead of prolonged misery.
incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.
From .Miss Lorinua E. St. Clair, Shade, Athens Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone lias cured manv. as
these evidences will show ; but the cure is often proCo., Ohio:
Y. Your Fa- moted by the employment of two other remedies
••Dr. K. V. Pierce, Buffalo,
vorite Prescription is working almost like a which Dr. Sehenck provides for the purpose. Tnese
additional remedies are Schenck's Sea Weed Tonic
miracle on me. I am better already than r have
and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these
been for over two years.”
medicines, according to direct ions, Dr. Sehenck cerFrom Ella A. Schafer, Zanesville, iud :
tifies that most any case of Consumption may be
"Dr. Pierce—I received the medicine yon sent cured.
As a reDr. Sehenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
me and began using it immediately.
sult of th.e treatment I feel better than I have on the following Wednesdays, from ‘J to 3 o’clock
.Ian. 13th and 27th, Feb. loth and 21th, and March
for three years.”
j 10th and 24th. Consultations free; but for ft thorough
From Mrs. John K. Ilamilin, Odell, I'd.
examination of the lungs, with the Respiromelor,
"Dr. Pierce—The Favorite Prescription has the
price is $5.
done me good, which l am very thankful for.”
Dr. Sehenck is professionally at his principal ofDr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is sold hy fice, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
dealers in medicines.
every Monday, where all letters of advice must he
addressed.
Pills, Potions and Pungencies,
Mrs. M YXCHESTEii. The celebrated Clarivovant and Electric physician baa been making

A.

come and

PEIRCE’S HALL!

from

'■dr.

LADIES SACQUES!

will

Sold lower than ever before.
If you don't believe it

ASSEMBLIES !

Why

Charles y. Curtis

Wrong

MERRILL-

W. W

E. WADLIN

MONDAY MIGHT

recud envelope.
Sufferers nre in\ i!< i

>

that

80 Main Street.

i*. S. J. 15. Wadlin will be found at tin <»ld stand
for a short time, where all those who have unsettled accounts will please call and settle the same.
J. B. WADLIN
Per Order
Cmo3.28

NOTICES.

divorces have been decreed

Treating the

F.

WADLIN & MERRILL. Patent

l*i;it;.i.siiKi> as a wAUNiX'i and for the benefit of
Yui nd Mkn and omens who suffer from N Eli
VUES DEBILITY. LOSS OF MAMCiOD, < te.,
supplying the 7/ieans of Self-Cure. Written by one
who cured himself after undergoing considerable
quackery, ami sent free on recehing a post paid di-

M

Cigars!

prices

ut

REMEMBER THE PEACE,

Tin Roofing Made a Speciality!

READINGS BEGIN AT

\

accordingly

defy competition

O.

and will be sold

count

and

Confectionery

Repairing STOVES, TIN & IRON' WARE, LEAD
PIPE & PI MPS, with neatness and dispatch.

LUGS—Fresh Eastern -mil at 35 and Western
eggs sell at 31a33c; limed eggs are dull and almost
whollv unsalable.
POE LTBY—We quote Western Turkeys at 13al4c
for choice and Halo for fine lots; Chickens sell at 8
allcfor common and 12 i-2aloc for choice ; Ducks are
selling at 10 l-2al3e, and Geese at 8a 12 1-2 0; Com
mon turkeys at 10a lie.
Beans—We quote Wettern pea beans at $2 25a240,
and choice Northern pea beans at $2 50 per bush.
There are very few yellow e>es in market and we
quote a- $5 ner bush.
VEGETABLES—l'he market Is firm tor Potatoes
at 80as5c per bush for prime Jacksou Whites and
Early Pose. Onions are selling at $2 50a2 7.5 per bbl.
f 111 IT—We quote Western apples at $1 75a2
per
bbl, aud New England at $1 25a 1 50 per bbl. Cranberries are dull at $5 U0a7 00 per bbl.
HAY—There is a fair demand for fine hav at SIGa
18 per ton; medium luiy sells at &19a20, arid coarse,
hay at $22a23 per ton. New York .Straw at lcal9
per ton.

u

Buy GoecL

G/OBm*-

Wholesale and Retail,

lb.

1

Mulls, Boas, Children's Capes
Caps, &c., these good3 were
bought for cash at a great disas

ALSO, A LARGK LOT OF CHOICE

SUCH AS

DONE TO ORDER.

CHKE.>E—We quote factory at 15al5 3-4c per lh.
with now and then something fancy at 10c; good
cheese sells at Haloe, ami common and medium at

10-p

new-

and

Cheap.
-*•

JOB WORK

One

Mcl.ellan.

George II. Robinson is under arrest at Rockland, for tiring a revolver at a negro named |
j
Horace Parker.

Fruit

ALL KINDS OF

quotations.

pressed

Col. Forney, who is working enthusiastically
abroad in the interests of the centennial, writes
very hopefully, almost positively, of the recognition of the great exhibition by the government of Great Britain, which means a participation in the demonstration even greater. Col.
Forney thinks, than the marvellous English display at Vienna hist year.

Now is your time to

any House In the State

As

Carlton, Norwood and

Moody from Samuel Moody:
from Mary E. Curtis.

Why

LOWFIGURES

BOSTON MARKET.

Clara L. Carlton from Geo. If. Carlton; Eliza
A. Larrabee from Taylor Larrabee; Ely a A.

some

Such

Monday. Jan. 11.
BE 1 l l.lt
We quote choice butter at 38ail per lb.
with now and then something strictly fine at a little
in advance; good and prime lots at 32a30c; medium
and common at 25a30c, and bakers’ at 23a25
per lb.
Jobbers’ prices are two or three cents above these

to address the author
NATHANIEL MAY FA IB.
P. O. Box 153, Brooklyn, \

entire

ar

stock of

AS-

supply,

SPECIAL

just purchased

SPLENDID NEW YORK

—AND AT

quality

12ai3cper

Have

as

PRICE CURRENT.

G.
At market for the current week—Cattle 2372; Sht t
p
and Lambs 5151; Swine 5,800; number oi Western
Cattle 2003. Northern Cattle and
WorkingOxen and
Milch Cows, 225 Eastern Cattle, 84.
Trices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs. live weight. Extra quality $7 60a8 00; first
$0 75a? 25;
second quality $6 25a0 50; third quality $5 25a6 00;
poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c., $3 75ao 00.
Brighton Hides—OaOc per lb. Brighton Tallow
5 l-2a6c per lb.
Country Hides-8 l-2c per lb. Country Tallow
5 1-2C per Hi.
Calf Skins—14al5c per lb. Sheep and Lamb Skins
$ la 1.50 each.
Working Oxen—Wo quote sales of 1 pr, gth 7 It
live weight 3100 lbs, $185; 1 pr, 7 ft. 3200 lbs, $105,
1 pr. G ft, 8 in., 2700 lb.-, $!G0; 1
pr 6 ft. G in., 2000
ibs. $140; 1 pr, G ft. 4 in, 2450, $125.
Store Cattle—Yearlings $lla!5; two year olds $15
a2>7 ; three year olds $25a45 per head.
Milch Cows—We quote extra at $55al5; ordinary
$25a50 per head. Store Cows $18a45 per head.
Sheep and Lambs—From the West there was a
all owned by butchers, costing, landed
light
at Brighton from 0 l-2a7c
per lb. From the North
the supply was light, prices ranging from 5a7c
per
lb.
Swine—No Store Tigs in market.
Fat Hogs 5800
at market; prices he per lb. live weight.

ratio

certain lots of

lOO Bills.

GOOD AN ARTICLE APPLES. Ladies’ & Misses’ Furs,

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
Wednesday, Jan.

hay of various parties for shipment from Uoekoori. Among those furnishing was the plaiutitf.
lie furnished it 1o tDo order of one George II.
Carlton, who has -ince absconded, w it bout paving for it, l’ltfl'. claims that the absconder was
agent for the defendants, and that they are
bound to pav.
Verdict for pi aintitl'. $210. Motion for

with

guilty.

Cyrus 11. Norris,
for

bis

appointed

F. A. FOLLETT’S

Together with the Tools and Machinery, are now
prepairing ourselves to furnish ALL the old customers, and AS MANY NEW ONES as are pleased to
give us a call, with all kinds of goods in our liue,

Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
Belfast, Wednesday, .Tan. la. ibTO.
I luur,
10a 11
s7.O0alU.00| Kouinl Hog,
Corn Meal,
Sl.OjaOOj Clear Salt Pork, $26a27
7a8
Kye Meal,
il.noaool Mutton per lb..
OalO
al.asaOOl Lamb per lb.,
Kye,
Com,
lb..
12al6
l.OUaOO; Turkey per
sOaOO1 Chicken per lb
10al6
Barley,
Beans,
I0al4
n.25an.75i Duck per lb.,
Marrowfat 1’t-a-, 1.00al.35j (ieese per lb.,
lOaM
Oats,
(SOaOn Hay per ton,
$12alti
floatin' Lime,
Potatoes,
81.20aQ.C0
Dried Apples,
43a 00
7asj Washed Wool,
MaOO L'nwashed Wool,
33a00
Cooking Apples.
Butter,
13aC 5
XtaOO1 Pulled Wool,
Cheese,
17alS! Hides,
7a0U
14a00
Eggs,
:,0aU0| Calfskins,
I.ard,
lyals1 Sheep Skins,
£1.00*1.75
Beef,
7a 10 Hard Wood,
£5.0Ca.(k0
Baldwin A;,pi,
'5a.00 SoftWood,
£4.00aC.(0
Veal,
7al> Dry Pollock,
4: 5
Dry Cod.
7a0 Straw
$8.C0h9

John \V. Sprout vs. Cbas. Abbott. In lsbo
lb« town of Frankfort voted to pay any man
who should be mustered Into the U. S. service
on their quota, u bounty ol $300, and in pur-

-A T-

Tin, and Iron Ware &<:•.

*

Philadelphia, Proprietor-.

lyrlii

JUST RECEIVED

STOVES,

Stop that eougli! No mi" who has ever used
Dr. Morris syrup of Tar Wild Cherry and
Iloarhound will he without it. As a remedy
for all throat and lung diseases, cure for Croup
and preventive of eun-umption it lias no equal.
Relieves hoarseness, and takes away all Ihe
distress of whooping cough. Contains no opium
and is pleasant to the taste. Trial bottles 10
rents—Wm. O. I’OOIt A Sox sole ageifls for
Belfast. Ai.kked Hooper, agent for Searsport; A. J. Jordon, agent for Orland. John
tV. Perkins A Co., Portland, General Agents.
Morris A Heritage.

:

having become successors to .J.
WADLJN, bv the purchase of Ids stock of

FURS!

--

subscribers

TptHE
15.

A flirt is a fool, who delights in fooling fools:
and the fool who is fooled hv such a fool is the
foolishest kind of a fool.

YORK MEETING.

-#«•-

—

zens

I

■

ment

this free country.

I New Firm! APPLES!

yy

By

a

ANTED?
an

intelligent and well educated widow lady,
as housekeeper, or companion and nurse

hayford block,

situution

invalid. A good home more desired than
F. L. M
Kockland Post Office
wages. Address
Rockland, Jan. 9,

to

an

|

BELFAST, MAINE,

Brown,

William
BY

A

of Oregon.

Tliev eallr.l him Bill, the hired man.
And ‘‘he they called her Man Jane,
And lovers often drew a rein
To eiiat and sigh as lovrrs can
Across tIk gale in snatch and catch;
And women winked across their tea.
And said. a»ul truly so thought he,
Tuat she would make u splendid match.
Tliis hired man had loved her long,
Had loved her best and first and las?
H r very garm nts as she passed
I’or him had symphony and song.
S'1 when one
day, with brow a-frown
She called him Bill, he raided his head.
He caught her eye. then faltering said :
*T love you, and my name is Bro\vn.r

She-fairh waltzed with rage; she wept;
You would have thought the house a-fir**;
She toid h r sire, the portly squire,
Then smelt her smelling salt' and slept.
Poor William did what could h done—
He swung a pistol on each hip.
He gathered up a great ox-whip
Anu drove towards the setting sun

He crossed the great backbone of earth.
He saw the snowy mountains rolled
Like mightv billows, saw the gold
Of awful sunsets, saw the birth
Of sudden dawn upon the plain.
And every eve would 'William Brown
Lat pork and beans, and then lie down
And dream sweet dreams of Mary Jane.
The
The
The
The
Her

hoard of life goes up,
board of life goes down.
sweetest face must learn to frown :
biggest dog lias been a pup.
lovers passed. Wolves hunt in pack-.
They sought for bigger game: somehow
They «eemed to see about her brow
The forky sign of turkey tracks.
t' ter
teter

O maidens, pluck not nt the air!
The sweeten flowers I have found
Grow rather close unto the ground,
And higher nlae.es are most bare.
Win you had bet;- r win the grace
Of one poor eu-xd African
Than win the eves of every man
In love alone with hi- own face.
ia-t «he nursed a new desire;
she sighed, she wept t o- William Brown.
She watened the splendid -un go down
Idke some great sailing ship a fire;
Then rose and cheeked h: r trunks right on
And in the «n> >he Iuin-h- d and lunched.
And had her ticket punched and punched,
Until she came to Oregon.
Yt

She wore blue specs upon her nose.
She reached the limit uf the lines,
And then set out to reu< h the mine-,
in rather short and man!;, clothe*
Her ight hand lad*i a para'Oi,
Her packet held a te-iamont.
And thus <»|uipprd igl.t on she went.
Went waterproof and waterfall.
•She asked
Mow

a ini nr caring down,
►lining something with a spoon,

To tell her true and tell her soon
What had become of William Brown.
He looked M'kanee beneath her spec.-,
Then stirred lib cock-tail round and round.
Then raised his head and -igiied profound,
And said. •‘He hand* d in his cheeks."
Then .■are fed on h r damaged cheek.
And she grew faint did Marv Jane,
And smelt her smelling -alts in vain.
Yet wand i<* I on wayworn and weak.
Until at last *h»- -at her •!«»\vii
Upon a sloping hill alone ;
And flier*-. g,..»d gracion-! good a stone.
And lo! that stone non! William Brown.
“O William Broun! <> William Brown!
And hen* von rest at last.” she said.
With this lone stone above your head.
And forty miles from any town.
I will plant cypress trees, 1 will,
And I will build a fence around,
And I will fertilize the ground
With tears enough to turn a mill.
She went and got a lured man.
She brought him forty miles from town ;
Then in tin tall grass site sat down.
And bade him build u> she should plan:
But digger herders with their bands
Thev saw and hurriedly thev ran
And told a beard d eat tie-man
That some one budded on Ids landlb' took a rifle from the rack,
He girt him in his battle pelt,
JI2 thrust two pistols in his belt.
Then mounted on his charger’s back.
And plunged ahead. But when they shewed
A woman there, about hi** eyes
He pulled his hat, and he likewise
Pulled at his beard, and chewed and chewed
At last ho got him down and spoke
“O lady dear, what do you here?”
‘*1 build a tomb unto my dear;
I plant some flowers for his sake.’'
The bearded man threw his two hands
Above hi- head, then brought them down
And Tied,‘ O. I am William Brown.
And this the corner of my lands.”
Her specs n il off, her head fell back,
Some like a lifted teapot lid:
See screamed—this ancient maiden did—
Then, fainting, spilt herself, al:n k!
Right in the neard of William Brown.
Then all the diggers were amazed,
They thought the ionely maiden crazed.
And, circling there, they squatted down.

*-»*#»**

The preacher rode a spotted mare.
He galloped lort\ miles or more;
He svsore he never had before
Seen bride or bridegroom half so fair,
And all the miners, they came down,
And feasted :t- the nigir advanced:
And all the diggers drank and danced.
And cried, ’’Big Injm. William Brown.”
The
I

pledge

Beaker.

tli^e this golden cup-.
Filled with m> !iD''s red wine;
Drain if thou wilt the generous draught,
For everv drop is thine.
to

•Look down into its sparkling depths,
And watch tin- bubbles bright
out its ruby heart
And break in loamy light

Story

of Domestic

Bliss.

nothing

more

that was

worthy

ot

yes

9

f3

—The choicest in the world —Import

&

Wca-staple artirae—pleases
Agent s want ed
continually increasing
tiuu—
everywhere—best inducements—don’t waste
\
.St.,
se.nd for < irculur to Kobf.ht Wi;i.i.s, 43
N. V.. 1*. o. Box TJS7.

New and Fresh Stock!!

esey

-»

FELLOWS1 HYPOPHOSPHITE S.

Having returned

to this city, and purchased the C.
D. Field Furniture Store and Stock, would announce
t<» the public that he intends to sustain the past favorable reputation of the establishment by keeping
constantly on hand a new and nice assortment of

ASSISTANT TO THE TOILING STUDENT

THE

RELIEVES

IT

THE

PALPITATING,GRIEF-STRICKEN HEART,

such articles

tiIVKS

AND

BUOYANCY TO THU TIRED BRAIN
IIARRASSED MAN

Or THE

OF

j
j

Now do tell me some of my faults;
1 know 1 have many—ten times as many
as you ever had or ever will have.
Let
me hear them.”
“Indeed, husband, it is as I tell you;
vou have not a single fault that I can see.
Whatever you do seems right in my eyes;
and now that I know what a good-fornothing little wretch J am, 1 shall at once
begin the work of reform and will try to
make myself worthy ol you.”
“Nonsense, my dear, you know sometime:- 1 go away and leave you without
any wood cut; 1 stay up town when I
ought to be at home: I spend ray money
lor drinks and cigars when I oughtto bring
it home to you-”
“No. you don't,’ cried his wife, "you
do nothing of the kind. 1 like to see you
enjoy yourself; I should be unhappy were
you to do otherwise than just exactly as
you do.”
“God bless you little wife!” cried the

I now

thoroughly

subjugated

husband;

“from this moment you have not a fault
in the world! Indeed, you never had a
fault; 1 was but joking—don’t remember
word I said!” and he kissed away the
tears that still trembled in the little woman's eyes
Never again did the husband scrutinize
the tin ware nor examine the dish rag—
never so much as mention one of the faults
ho had enumerated; but soon after neigh
bor women were wont to say
“It is wonderful how neat

usually fouiurin

will sell

!

Burial

Same

now

gusta, Me.

in sizes only 28, 28, and 30, for 81.00 each,
the wholesale price of those goods are $1.50; also,
the same numbers in cheaper quality at 80 and 45
cents.

AT MOODY’S

The above prices are OilLAI’LR than
fore offered in this city.
4JSy*Call early raid secure a good trade

Main

17

^

addition to my

always

Drugs,

Russia Leather Wallets,

Can be found al! the

BEY
and

CALL

following

the round of the press: Captain
Then take the euj J pledge to thee.
Spicer, of tlie New London whaling bark
Filled wit.i
Nile, recently returned to that pott, says
draught divine;
My sou lie* trembling on the brim.
timt in the scalp-bone of a two hundred
And every drop is thine :
barrel whale, struck by his boat's crew,
1* t bn- to take or to reject;
was found the head of a Scotch
gun harBut if reject thou must,
poon Each whaling vessel’s harpoons are
Tor-s t the winds the worthies* wine.
marked so as to be distinguished from
And rush the cup to dust!
those ol other vessels, and upon the harin
[Kate Hillard,
Harper's Magazine
poon head taken from this whale was
found the name of the Scotch whaler True
and the date 1861. The True Love
According to the Newbaryport Herald Love,
has not. made a voyage during the past
the Xcwburv silver mines that have lately
iglH or ten years, and this lact, taken in
awakened such a furore in Essex county
connection with the date stamped in the
area discovery of the last century, when,
harpoon, would indicate that the whale
according to tradition, shafts were dug had
been carrying this ugly piece oi iron
and smelting furnaces erected, but witharound for a long time—not less than
out any substantial results.
Ever since
this venture there have been vague ru- eight years, and perhaps twelve or thirteen.
Tho whale was captured In the
mors afloat that Newbury rested on a bed
Nile in Cumberland Inlet, while tin; True
>ut it has been reserved for
of silver.
Love's station was in Bailln’s Bax. so that
Messrs Kelley and Shaw, who are now
lie was something of a traveler. 'The harworking the mines, to profit by them. A
head weighed between four and five
Boston correspondent of the Tribune writes poon
that in the shaft now opened the ore grows pounds.
richer as the shaft goes deeper, the proA correspondent of the Boston Journal
portion of silver remains the same. About writes:
Paralysis is becoming a prime
ten tons are taken out every forty-eight
disease. It is not confined to the fleshy,
hours, keeping four men constantly at
the plethoric, nor to the aged
The fast
work The ore as mined at present yields
life of our business young men tells on
$90of silver, #70ol lead, and $11 of gold, them. It
is a very common tiling to see
The eostol smelting and
a total of $171.
is $20 a ton, so that the profit men of thirty and thirty-live bald-headed,
separating
and walking about with
is about $110 a ton. Even if the hopes ol feeble-gaited,
their underpinning knocked out,
the miners are fallacious, $1000 a day canes,
with other signs of premature age. These
profit is worth looking after. This is from
signs ol early weakness develops in para single shaft only twenty-live leet deep
Sudden deaths from this cause are
and without operating the drifts or the alysis.
common.
Several have occurred in
lateral veins. About 12b tons have been very
railroad trains; the vibration seeming to
taken from another shaft near by. and exto the disease.
Not
tensive preparations are making for fur- predispose persons
long since a gentleman died in one of our
ther prospecting in the Spring
Smelting churches.
He was interested in a ease of
houses will be erected on one ol the Newdiscipline. He made a report to the church
buryport wharves, and the Boston and on
the case, sat down, laid his head on the
Maine Railroad Company will lay a spur
back of the seat and instantly expired.
track to convey the ore trom the mine to
In another case a man not accustomed to
the work.
public speaking arose to relate his religious experience,
lie was so excited that
The Raii.hoai.is axd the Fakmeks.
he could scarcely speak. In the midst of
it
The western railroad laws,
they accom- his remarks
he was seized with
plished nothing else, were supposed at and carried to his home. Our paralysis,
men
least to favor the agricultural interests, will havo to tone down their young
style of livand benefit the farmers. They were enit they amount to anything.
acted under Granger influence, and gave ing
to
the
and
definite shape
expression
genJuvenile Recklessness
A wee bit
eral complaints of extortionate rates of
in Cusco, Wisconsin, while at the
transportation. Recently, however, the girl
a
lew mornings since,
Minnesota State Grange has formerly de- breakfast-table
clared that the existing State law for the made loud and repeated calls lor buttered
toast. After disposing of a liberal quantity
regulation of railroads is expensive and
uselesB to the people and vexatious to the ol that nourishing article, she was told
roads, and its repeal is accordingly de- that too much toast would make her sick.
In its place, a law is asked for Looking wistfully at the dish for a momanded
which shall guarantee cheap transporta- ment. she thought she saw a way out of
tion for the products of the farm, especial- her difficulty, and exclaimed, “Well, give
send for the doctor.
ly wheat. It is a little curious that the me anuzzer pieco and
in Harper’s Magazine
very framers of this law, and those who [Editor’s Drawer,
for January.
were most clamorous for its passage, havo
come at length to see that it is ill-devised
Sirius, the brightest of the fixed stars,
and impracticable, and works injustice all
and particularly noticeable in the evening
one.
without
The
round,
benefiting any
at this season in the southeastern heavens,
Grangers do not yet understand just what derives it name from Siris, the
Egyptian
it is they want, and the Legislature is
word for the rising of the Nile. It is so
therefore*left to bungle away at it again, far
distant that the light which strikes the
without any new light or information to
law which the Grangers eye now left it twenty-two years ago, and
The
them.
help
has travelled across the
intervening space
now repudiate was closely modeled after
at the rate of lbl,QUO miles each second.
the Illinois statutes.

going

even

lower

BEFORE

at

Brass

lou

a-

A darkey preacher
from memory, said:

lining

out

a

livnin

A woman called on a lawyer to consult
him about getting a divorco. “On what
Plunged in a gulf of dark despair.
Ye wretched sinners—Come out
grounds?” he asked. “On the grounds ol
of dart
false pretences—I was led into marriage by
A
Western poet, who had expressed a wish
false pretences,” said the lady. “False pretences!” exclaimed the lawjmf.
“Why to die “amid the grand solitude of the etermadam, do you pretend their was ever a nal mountain top,” was recently killed by
the explosion of a pint of ten cent kerosene.
marriage founded on anything else?”

LIN’S
Don

LESS MONEY.

t

selecting
Don't

Organ,

when

CASHMERES,
and Boys’ wear, constantly

buy

ORGANS

of

PURCHASING !

OinostT

parties that cannot Tunntal «#>.
I hi BEST and CHEAPEST
bought of
w. O. TUTTLE,

IHack Silks,
Maltese Laces.
131 a ok Cashmores,
and Mohairs,
MUCH under price

EXTRA BARGAINS IN

1

N/V o o
\\ 111

be

examine the newest
and best store in the world.

W ORK

Belfast, Oct. 15th,

Order ! Belfast
TIIE—

to.

1874.—trio.

F. CLARK.

dollar Sewing Machines, some won/-,
K00 1 order for twenty dollars. Worth
11 few
of those nice

^ixEv

Light Company.

meeting of the Stockholders of above
-L Company will be held at t he office of the Treasat Belfast, on Monday, January 18, 1875, at 4
o’clock, I*. M-, for choice of Corporation officers for
the ensuing year, and to transact such other business
as may legally come before said meeting.
Per order,
JOHN H QITMIiV. Sec's
Belfast,

ALL

MEN

Jan. 4, 1>75.~

Belfast

Savings

Bank.

IMMENSE SAEE

Notice l
BANK !

parties

OOD VEST Makers can gel Plenty of
Work
T at our store in Belfast, and those living
Monroe can gel work from our Stoke at
Mon-

C'l

'K'^r

Boon Bovs’ Sen Makers, and Pani
Finishwill hud a plenty of work at our .store in
Bel'Vu
he/jaa work in our Machine Room
u nere we
shall -manufacture Boys Suits, Co a is
and Rants, und want a
large number of Girin

received

terms as liberal andl'avororable to depositors as any Savings Bank in
the State, and dividend declared on same the first
of May and (November. Office hours from Oto 12 A.
M. and ! to 4 P. M.
JA>- G- PENDLETON, President,
fill AS F. (jOUDON, Treasurer
tlmosirt.

DEPOSITS

They Do Say

Suits & Pants!

I at

on

it Beats the World.

$5000 Gold for

a

Better Article

MISS

*OTE &

t d\~ dug.

in

a

expressly

St

Ilxlonsiori

tlaymarkcl Square, Boston,

JUST RECEIVED A LARGE IX.
Charcoal l'ic Iron, calculated

Fittings.
of iron

Shoes made from this brand
are infinitely
superior (o those made of pot metal, and cost no

Otvlug
Trade,
iug of

to

wo

the

general depression

hare accumulated

a

of the Wholesale
heavy stork, consist

more.

We have

large list

of patterns and as we ca*it
from three to tour times per week, can till orders
upon short notice and low prices.
Jf&STLeave orders at
a

A. C. BURGESS', Main St.

,vnd other

Pile and Humor Cure.

T1IE ONLY MEDICINE that is warranted a per.
ect cure for all the worst forms ofV ilks, Leprosy,
Scrofula, Ring-Worm, Salt Rheum, Cancer,
Catarrh, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Asthma.
Dyspepsia, Kidneys, and all distaste of the Skin
and Blood. Entirely
vegetable. Sent by express,
und money returned in all cases of failure. II. l>.
FOWLE, Chemist, 71 Prince Street, Boston. Sold
everywhere. $1 a bottle. Send for Circular.
3mosl2eow.

Unfailing Remedy for
Cougha, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness of
the Throat, Ghost, and Lungs,
And all Disease! leading to Consumption.
I*, is prepared from Vegetable Extracts and Barks,
of wonderful healing
properties, and tills Balsam is
highly recommended b.v phvsirinus, clergymen and

frlass.

FURNITURE,
Which

FOWLE’S

l-lr»t-Cla.«>

we

take this method to

dispose

of.

1

<E*rSample Bottle

Circular Fret JP&
F. W. KI ASM Alt, Proprietor.
145 Water Street, Augusta, IHe,

OK SALE

RV ALL

4P3P-Those desiring TURN ITl’KE will find it great,
ly to their advantage to inspect these goods before

making

a

purchase.— 3ino?’l

Blow Handles! Blow Beams!
I am prepared to furnish at short notice, any
style
of Handle that may be wanted, from the best'of
Connecticut Ouk ; workmanship, first-class; furnished in any quantity, at bottom prices.
1 RED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.
tfM
Gen’l Ag’t Higganum Mfg. Co.

and

DRUGGISTS

ljeowll.

Wanted!
WOMAN BETWEEN THIRTY AND FIFTY
year! oi uge to do general housework in a
small family in the country; or, one who would like
a situation to work their bonrd and
enjoy the comforts ot u good homo. Please address
M. H. L.

A

u

yjIn

Searsport, jle

ONEY roUN D!
my

Four

jut Wc4,

Tri|»s

n,.'

Freight Taken

store

The

owner can

on

Belfast, Dec., 1874.-3w26*

liave it bv railing
*
A D (.Hasp
ASi

at Fair Rates !

iiruiirli
Sarsfi,nivill« ami Srds
'•lid by Stair*-.

stiif

,M>

1.

"• er

;>■
.->• dirwn-k
in > urgent vllle) for
BrookM-dle 'in .Moiuia\ and I Lursday at i) o'clock A
M. connecting
Itrou-'. *.\ it !i Uo«tv,i Boats return
i'!- -nine day from Br .ok-vilb- at I 1*. M. Al*.
-1' lca\
t>edg .vick in Wedncsdn. and Saturday
.t! V» A. M.. returning iVotn !’ ook.-vii’].- a;
M
at’
riving !tf Sedirivic!. about •j.RO l\ M
i>l<- and sedgwick pacwimer* cun on Mon
tin
rin i-sdiiy?
ree hours time in
Bcltii't and return to Sedgwi *k at about t o’clock o!
>

saw

a

o

-.

1

dir..
>'?u. leave- !>•., i
Stage leaves W.J
>unie

Tills .s to certify that I have use.! remedie*
pur
chased of Dr. Teh g Staph nf this its for the la-t
six years in the Island ot < tiba. am!
all .-u.,
a p j,
the best results, curing in every ca
where he ren.<
dies
bv the regular Tiiysiciuu* were u-e
b.---.- and of no avail. 1 am sati.-tied that hi- rm-.ii
vines are far superior to any other class of im-dicim «
I have been troubled no eifwith a noise
w hatever.
in my left ear for a number ot year*, which has |„
tr..uble-ome
at time-, and have been
very
perfect!'
cured bv Dr. Staple- reimdido UN .M.tKl.DKN, I .ugine- r mid Mm hi :i
liekrs to Mr. < been Llden v th-- ]•.-•d <

"Vv

Basses,

Stau-d Envelop :, priee *5 rent*
A JL4*ctur«* on the \ <at«ir«*. Trtauiueut,
and Biadkiil cure of Seminal Weakness, or
by Self-Abuse, Involuntary
Spermatorrhoea, induced.Nervous
Emissions, Impotency,
Debility, and Ini
a

pediments

Epilepsy,

oiisumption,

<
to Marriage
and 1 Its; Mental and Physical

generally;

&e.—By ROBERT

Cl'LMIKWEEL,

Incapacity,

M
1).. author of the “Green Book.” &c.
The world-reno wed author in this admirable Eocture, clearly proves from his own experience that
the awful consequrnees of m*I1’ Abu
may b< effectually removed without medicine, ami without dangerous surgical operations, bougies. Instruments,
out it mode of cure at
rings, or cordials;
once certain and elfeetual. by which evtrv sutler*
no matter what his condition nmv b» nm
mwhimseif
privately and radieiilh
HSf- This Lectiu c will prove a boon (<> thousands
and thousands.
bent, under seal, inn plain envej.q..- to add re-s,
on receipt of six cents or two
postage -tanq.Address to Publishers,
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ARABIAN

OINTMENT

1

>nn:n ills or

merits

A.>

•N"'

p.rliV,*o M<

%g-«»nr.
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mom

i;-

!i'-

PATENT*

H. SBD¥

PATENTS
or
Iksigns.

No. 76 State St., opposite Kilby St., Boston
extensive practice of upwards of .10
years, continues to secure Patents iu the I'nited
States; also iu Great Britain, France, and other for
elgn countries. Caveats, Specltications, V--loU
nients, and ail papers for Patents executed on reasonable terms, with despatch. Researches made to
determine the validity and utility of Patents of
inecn.
tions, and legal and other advice rendered in a'l
matters touching the same.
Copies of the claim. r,<
any patent furnished by remitting r»nc- dollar
\
signments recorded in Washington.
Xo Agency in the United Stat .<
possesses superior

AATER

an

facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the
J ,ne
patentability of inventions.
All necessity of a
to Washington to tiro
journey
cure a
Patent, and the usual great del.iV the re
here saved inventors.

P-™.
m

>mall Poit

;.

j

1

JOHN TAGGART.”
Iyr27.
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0 tears
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She

Portland.

Nov.*. 1471.

mature

man,

r;

earn,

young and

particular. ::•••• pages, bound iu
illustrated, price only Si.

for

l’v<*ry

Civilian.

m.xi ai. i ll vstoj <x, v of
woman,
AND Hi.;;
I i. A SI.
If
.ded ../ J‘hy
ctoi
i\
.iii;
in iu-alth unddlsonsr*
’!/(■■ oUl
pHgts,bound 'in beau
t
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prescriptions

^

EvenluMh

:l,u:" ha- also just
pulllshed a
S
ous AND
MKNI VT. MSF.ANI.S, more than two
hundred
total m'lato pages,
twenty elegant engravings,
hound ill Mib'tantial muslin.
price s'.
hither ol t ,o li'oovo books are -m; bv mail tc
uuj
t
Oi the- Woi ill. closely .'.ruled,
l-ai
po>tugt* paid, OD
receipt of juice. «>i aJi three book' ^ent to one ad
1
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ts Of

pnpulat medical
t ital
importance

**-DiarI. :op.-n formatting

iu mintl 11

U •h"“1,1

a' thegreat Medici
...
IHe.Hca,
■aiillute.
abliahed with
'**,und* for
'oU' Purp-te of
doing good.
beyond all contpai -on. the

*h"

bv tbe

m0«t extra

ordinary work.Physiology ex or published.
rhere
noth,ng whatever that the .Worrit,/or
tingle oj
u“

For two years I have been afflicted with ga.-ti... j
Ilheumatism and heart disease. Four months agu 1 i u l,K
called on I>r. Staples. 1 now consider mv-elf w e)I
most
lvennebunk Me.
I>. \\ liKjllJ.i.K.
About 4 years ago my

perpetuate.

o rtve.,.; -d'
drte at tin -ante til*.only j t. Il» n
i' ulTered ovir * Ifiht hundn-ii and
flfty page* of the
"ted aud bound
ablest ami >■■■-:

rho, pain. In
Mioiit
this condition 1 commenced Inking
Iw
ldt-milf Medicine-. At first it drove on', a
itHriui humor till over nn-. In a few
days tin- hum
oe^iin to subside, and the ulcer i. now he ah if ami !
.eel like -t new
hein.tr.
KLIZABKTH CHAMBFRI.AI.N

■

*

!. >•!«»: ti.

IfttMkl*

ft
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•.

bonk bn

a

■

‘‘T,ygf0

H'-aHupon ma.n
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1

■

ii

in-n■ «-d.

Inaintind I

Mil.

<i-<»obl«a W illi <,.r. ,!
w’rc»'v '*;ar’ 1 bav* bcPn
11 fearful ulcer bvok*
out on
rovlL^Tw)
A
m.ou,,ls ngo It hail extended from !:■■•
,'.rt ™rS
tb''

;u

1

.iii

of

cure

-i

1mon, (without expecting a cure;,
but-hopluu n
i.-mporury relict, I cniplorcd l»r >ti,pie.
|,,
ihun Is hours after apt
the Am,punctura;ur. I
lying
ouhl brentn and walk with
ease
perfect
am now
perfectly IV. e from the above m.'miuned
-M IS.' K A Ilf

■

»•

•*

.swollen-

lumber'.und Mills. Mur. 6th. Wi

I !« V it

v

K\j;al»iel> \ atility, Im
poiimy, l’r<‘mature ln-clim- in Man, Spermator
rlnca, or •-*'in.n.u I.n•
o.icnsriiaL and diurnal
r
■’
lly pochondria.
'•
.M
rul I «|ii ssion, L08S Ot
g
1
ii
nfusiou ot Mind
and J.oss of alem-.r;.
Impure State of the Blood,
all di ••a.'*
rising from tin i;rroi;sor YOl’TH.

!li:!

•r"uljl<

i’U!.>r.K

v

.>

te"urM,,r

reasonable charges.
Boston. Jan T 1S75.

HAVMA 4 CO
Court St.. Boston

1

A Sock for Every Man,
publi-ht d by ? la- l‘. .d>od} M> dicallnstitut*-,
tiiu-w ed:tn>nof ihe celebrate.I medical worked

)l

1

tillering from the elfects of Lung and Pleurisy fi ver
was -u emaciated and feeble we
had but little
hopes of her reoovery. The Doctor* could give no
Com’s’r of Patents.”
; encouragement. 1 npplied to Dr. Staples. Under
his treatment she soon began to
"I have no hesitation in
improve. In
assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more competent and trust- months she was able to go to school and has since
and
of
more
their
putting
worthy
capable
applications in a form to secure for them an early and
favorN"l.aivrem e it.
able consideration ai the Patent Office.

ALL inventors to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may be sure ot having the most faithful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at verv

In

•!

title

i-or -weral ;.ear- I have bet n troubled u ith< a
tarrh and Scrofula. About two month.'
ago
head was a continual ru-t ot pain
M, throat
1«“K» w badly ll, cu d tlm, I could .care. Iv l,r,
w,th ii continual
_Mv limb, badl'v
My rigid knee ua- twice us largo as the 1, ft
!
could scarcely move or bear
any weight on ir.
M
pliysicii.il.- said tin y could run help no- !,, this

TESTIMONIALS.

EDMUND BURKE, late ComVr of Patents.”
"Mr. R. II. El>py has made for me over THIRTY
applications for Patents, having been .successful In
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on his part leads raeto recommend

oi

wGivlANHGOD AND
NERVOUS DISEASES.

!

Mail

__

1 regard Mr. Eddy as one
of the most capable and
suewssful practitioners with whom I have
had ofncial intercourse.
( HARI.ES MASON,

part*

Muse-ttl

~

|
j

AKTHlRA.iillldA

*"■

cough.

FOREIGN

-t

disorder
! ttie head re
iv
‘t lair
prepara
bismuth
or other
minerui -ubstuuee equally
1 hat tin- n»e «if these pre
poison.u
ouratlotis is always attended with dan
is an until'puri*d fact, they are
gi
dye*
Mild 1 11 Id 1. h 11 Cl .4 4'rv 4
♦
hair.
What h.t- "tig h. i-n needed i- a preparation
like Kayoline, which is not a restorer or aye, eon
oiin- n» it!m
h-ad. sulphur, bismuth or any mineral
-lib. lance whatever.
it Is a pure ami harmless haii
dressing. k« eps tli hair from falling out. promotes
it
dandrurr, cleanses the scalp,
grow tli, t-radiea;
-lie..
i- not gteasv
•!•>.,*
iot soil and always
111 *' 1 auI. :e-s and ,‘oml'ort attained
b>
no other preparation: for it- Intended
purpos*?* it
ha- ne\' r !-• -aj eijualted
i.l.\ 1 I<>\\ i;u J r
f'repan-.
Hoi-ton
Sold
v
evu-ywlfidruggist >M nts a bottle Ow eowH
f

.,

Prepared By

&«>n<>ral

:i'v

which has long been
needed.
day we hear of »ome case ol
paralysis, softening' of tin- brain or

1 O,- tueiitN year.' ! haw sufi'ered
i:h Sen fula
and Sail Kheum. Mv bead, back and
leg- u,.n. (1V
ered with cculiness ol'the skin
Have paid out him
urcds ol noil jus to first class
pln.-ieians without
benefit. About four years ago, 1
put nr. self imlri
treatment < f the I’niversitv Mt dieim •« and ivii- wre,!
in one month, and there ha- h.-en no irtn.timi si
SI 1.P1IKN ( ..Ml VSJ’Y. Miilmak' r.
No.
f'ommercial Wharf, hou
i;.
Portland. No\ 10, !>?';.

■
•*

OTHERS.

and Apothecary
3mosl2

1-

ibc-

kSo.'.iethmg

k

EMERY SAWYER, I’m’p,
SEAItSPOUT, ME.

reasonable price*

-a. e

I

Mty Medicines about two months ami the bunch
have all vanished ami Jut eves are as well as

Vrop.

soldier-.
1 ht- lx*.t
la fact a(l musical
’»e be-t material.

■?

■.i■,11
•

-J

7,li'
certify that my little girl, live wars
.i;
ullil0U‘‘:l " ilh xcroluhi
swellings on them-ek. and
iniiummaticm hmthalma) of the' eye. and m-ariv
olniLi. >he could not bear the
light wit hoi, t gr-o
.She bus been under treatment of the fmv.
pain

ANIMALS.

1*. M. Moody, Horst i miner,
s. j- Dean.
of Livery Stab
Rockland
Eben W.Seavey. Hotel Keeper, No >ear-'H,;-*l
Robert G. Ames, Teamster,
.1 \V. Black, Deputy Sheriff.
J. M. Hale & (.'o.. Stage Drops.. Kllsworih,
VV. L. Cleaves, Drop of J-iv. Stalin -..ckton.

’-«<}.

iii,i1. y.iC!

...

cause

SOUI> ON ALi.

A.MJ

t«‘ii

ears

..

nam<

extraordinary

tnjjoi

V

ago I contract*
ih,i.t be:
f and ague
tr iug on oral physicians and
no
bmp I w
getting
obliged to give up mv vessel an l stopped some lime
*n
to
to
all
Philadelphia
no benefit
doctor,
i then
Portland and put m>self undei treat no
Lo-. staples.
!n-Is hours my disease was broken
up
In one week 1 was as well as
r.
N:*I 11 1
lh-YVIS. Knight-* :'!e
:

HORSE-FLESH!

its

l‘rice* from >\V> to i *Ou.
b.r t:.i•

player-?.

•

I1'iiis i

su

_r.il

SCRATCHES

A. Hay ford, Esq., lx .Mayor.
Israel ( ox, Gen’l Ins. Agent
Harrison Hayl'oid, Farmer,

Doubla

instrument*

itiAhriUQij.

CURES

to

•'*'

"|*

--

1*2? 53own-v, !t>« \»rk'.
tV'-v
Post oMe* Box, 41**4*

4KJ“WitHess the

\ s< !■•

?

1

M

*•;

11

Ten veal's
ago. 1 ftUttld tnvs*
greatly unit-.red
with tatarrh.
for seven yearn it grew wor-i and
dually untitted me for business. Its'ravage- extendetl to mv lung* so that I was
continually Coughing
and raising from a half
pint to a pint of eonsiunptiv< matter daily.
1 was emaciated, mv
appetite
go tie, ai ul my physicians told me they could do no
more tor me.
1 <-onsidered my ca.-e about
hopeb
win n I heard of -ome of the wonderful
cures
the
l niversii v Medicines.
1 called at the branch office
and the doctor told me mv case was not
Impel. --,
and i went under his treatment and in three
weeks
l was a well man.
.My vigor and strength speedily
returned, and in lhr«‘»* months I had pained tiftv
noutnls in weight.
fhree years have elapsed and i
have not had the least touch of the di-ease -iuo
ni“
i:
Any one doubting tin's .-tatemeht can addr*
-:n .-r. Fortland, Maim-.
my residence 11'.' < .mpr.
\
Nov 10.
M. M< MF \ \

CHAS. J. C. KLINE & CO.,

DOMESTIC

.olonceilos,

'tilling front tin-

cheaply,

AND

V

vie

-i

some ih

pointing

and

Hand Instrument*..

y

Violas,

Splendid Large Msisic Boxes.

ro o r; ii v
imt I
tiered with bcruftila on m.
leg for in.1 lmve used almost all kinds of medicine
1 could think of and employed our best
physiciun-all to no benefit. The doctor- said tluv could do m.
more. I pot discouraged and
thought I'mo should
s^et cured, but at lu-t i heard of vour l mver-it.
Medicine. Fast Fall 1 sent to you anil g..t it.and at;.
using only four bottles of the < lauoei Plant, w ith tiu
May Apple Fills and Far Ointment to go with it.
1 now consider myself entirely eared. \ think tl:<
medicine is all that it is recommended to be and the
best ever before the public.
I would udvi.-- tii
.•
fering with .Scrofula to use the l niv.-rsitv .Medlcim
An
one wishing any turther
ol:
the
i--n.
;it
proof
that I have received from your me !i< iac 1 -da-ibd !,«
happy to answer all questions.
^ ours respectfully.
-'IKS M >A V » ',1:11. :
Blueloll Falls. Maine. ’March g«! ! -. t.

have
eight

t o v o r x a m 1: x.
Juot Published, in

'lie

An-

Violins.

..rk

>

.it •» A. M
eut villa. at

CASTLE. Agent, Soiia-it.

!

i.>]•:.

s.-dgw U k

BARICGRNETi,
ALTOS,
TONES, BASSES,

From bu t!. I have been alieco d wirli Sa.t Uk. .m.
Afier employing several physician-, 1 .-:.;h d ..u F-:
Staples aud cured. 1 hree years have elapsed u d
hav.. con
irn ol
In
\ mptoin since
dull \ 11 \\ ,'«
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employed

For Inventions. Trade Mario

othere, testimonial! from whum 1 can furnish without number.
LARUE BOTTLE. 35 CENTS.
Don't fail to try it.
It is pleasant to take. See
that the name of F. XV. Kinsman iS blown in the

CHAMBER,
PARLOR,

Office of Company, ]0 Phoenix Row, or at the
\\ orks, Hcnu of Tide.
25
BELFAST FOUNDRY CO.

I

tlir Foiite

on

■

••

SOLICITOR OF
An

\\ bite

Sled Shoos and

Two Mailin'}

,...

RICHARD M. MOODY

AVf<

HAVE

AURAMitSKM S Foil THE StASLA' OF 1S74.

and throat sore, ami my head felt a- if I b o-,
mill in it.
I could not' have believed that
three weeks could have wrought such a chan
.n
I am now free trom the ub-.-ve trout.e
me.
1
would say to those that are afflicted, give the lm-ui
cine a trial and not be scared by the erv of bumbo
received more benefit from ft in one" week t!...
i
ever did from all the doctors umi
apothecurv medi.
ci ue, In my life.
Dll AULFS '"AV.Y 1-K. ( omnii-sion Merchant
lb'd Commercial .street, i'ortiaiul.
Vug- 1. In'
my

tloOtliei :1 >
It i l.
J'Of
Ltwo separate articles
puis rue most bail
bm a single
|dycs\
combination: and experienced V-'l'.oli? fde
<Iriiffsis[«. v. ho li:iv;n: i-.'-m'
uanuiea an tne various dyes, pronoun--*
single preparation for changing Me <•- l-u f the hair
which has ever been brought r<- their muiop.
PRICE 50 CENTS. SatiM'.-ietion
amide. -i in
v.-ry
t;
vV
case, or the tnonev refur -led
Prepare l*-n!\
THOMPSON. Rockland, Me. S«-ld by all d- a.-

It
Washington

LOWELL.

\\i>

]-

FIlair and Whiskey.
Changes light
< r
gray hair to a jet
black, dark brown. or
auburn color. J ci niaiu- no Sulphur or
Lead, orotln-r deleterious ingredient.
it
requires lmt a -ingle
application to ciiert
kits I

AMERICAN

Farmers <& Mechanics

WEvoiceforol

BOSTON

[JJ

HAIR OR WHISKER DYE,

iJruj/gifd

QUIMjp.

ATTENTION !

FOR--

BEECHER’S

,arr-

ltT,

<'oM.MUs, Superintendent.

A.

|

Henry Dunbar, Jr., ha- leu^'.it
the stable fu merly oo«’n1 by ! ivijhin
bull, on Washington Mo-rt, neur l’erkin*Brother'’ Carriaaro Shon. ui. :■ he ln,>
opened a livery stable, Stocked with
First-Class Horaos, New Carriages,
Harnesses, <2:a.
Teams furnished for all occasion* and nr nil rimes,
flood and capable driver*? furnished win n re-Milred.
tf^-Glve u.e a call and trv mv teams.
H. DUNBAR, Jr.
1 .'74.
Belfast, Julv
t(4

cost of production.

m<s

Belfast, Dec. 9,

w.

uml

Mat

■

TO CONSUMERS,

f.

Mri-

___

SEARSPQRT SAVINGS

Help! Help! Help!
ON

aim

I

OF

at a distance to call and
3. M. ROBERTS.
s-tocktun, Doc. 21, 1874.—4wt!4

Rockland for Bath and
W«v*t, at 10 a. M. and
due in Boston ai

p

Hath ««»r l;i. klund at
m. and 3.20 V- M
Arrive at lfo( klun.l at 11.-lu A. m. and 5.56 k. >1.
A
mixed train 1* av*
•*>..'>«!
\. M. Reiurniii/t
dockland it
leiivi
Ratli at 11..,.
in Kockiaud ttt
arriving
I. i:» r m.

».

ft

H

601

Vests, Boys1

I !
|

2w*27

AVE REMOVED to their lew Banking Room
in Custom House Square, ure prepared to re
ceive deposits, placing the same on interest on the
first days of June, July. August and September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, the first Mondays of June
and December.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,; from 0 to 12 A. M.f and 2 to 4 1*. M.
Saturdays Bank closes at 12, noon
John II. Quimby, Treat*.
ASA FA[ N< E, Brest,
tf
Belfast, June 8th 1874.

mailing

in
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PE LEG

--

DEATH TO

Is mre if thoy be sufferers from Youthful Indiscretion <*r Excess. II e cause and cure of all Nervous
Debilitv, spermatorrhoea, Loss of Vitality and Power, and caus es whi :h unlit for marriage, with the
symptom? which designate Self Abuse, with its attendant evil?, are tally explained in our book of
Lectures: and every young or old man should have
a copy.
Sent free upon the receipt of : slumps for
« self-: ridressed
envelope. Published
b\ authority of the MASS- MED. ENSTITE IE, 163
Court, St., Boston.
3mosl7
N B. i Ids class of Disease** u specialty.

MacUinksTeft

will [lav for

Gas

riMIE annual

Belfast. Nov. 11, l.s7-i—Hi

r.<

all i»• »intri..:o i*

••

NEW

urer

© m. js

given.

e 111 O V a

Work!**

People who contemplate purchasing stoves
and tin ware will do well by calling on me before goelsewhere.
Having had large experience in tlie
ing
business am satisfied that I can give satisfaction.

WHICH HE WILL AIA X UF ACT IRE

Commoneiug Monday,A.ug. 17, 1874.
Tiro 77 rfiuijh Trains to Boston, Daily.

KATAHDIN, C Am BRIDGE,

•.

Of all description promptly attended

SUITINGS!

the Stock.

W ill be sold

PI

“AXTRil'AlflANY’ Llo>; 5'A
llostun, Mass.

.'O

JOB

—IN

tfid

by addressing,

specialty. Come and

a

Kidney
Neuralgia.
Dyspepsia.

--

artificial teeth.

pair? of old fash-

<Of the best manufacture. Also Furnace
Tin Ware, Lamps, Oil, &c.

a

Furnituro, Crockery, Hardware,Groceries,
Boots and Shoos, Hats and
Caps, and
Pry Goods in large variety constitute

,,,

two

STOYES

IT air* of the late tirni of ROBERTS
i & UKTIBOBN, the entire stock of Good* of
.-aid firm will be sold for cash at
great reduction is
prices.

HP"'}

©no or

High Street, Belfast.

settle the

^

having

OVERCOATINGS The WYOMING STOVE

To

prefer,

hand.

ROBERT E. CLARK

vou

CLOSING OUT!
rpo

on

Help Those Who Try to Help
Themselves."

Made

••

»

Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
Particular attention given to mrildng andin^-rting

CLOCK, BRASS WORKS ! j
"x

MASON & 11 Ail

be

can

ed in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons
lie bus the country right for the use of

This !

Forget

customer

a

1000

<

in

eluding
MORRISON'S CENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process is rendered much less painful
aud tedious than by the old methods.
]'<•••! li insert-

FLANNELS,

Having recently purchased the stock and trade of S.
keep constantly on hand a largo

Organ.

ail

AND

8. HEK8EY, will
assortment oi

buy of parties that know nothing about

of

Dr. Moore, corner of Church and
lie- all tC. latest
Soring St....

Improved instruments for operas ing upon

Andirons, Brass Fenders,

HALL
Can End

A FLESH SUPPLY OF FIXE

a little third rate
one of WOOD’S or

1

can

!

OR A CORNU'

prices.

Belfast, Me.

buy
I40N
J
get
for

are

—

GOODS \SY

One Word is Sufficient for tie wise i

is

we

at much less
Just marked down i

person purchasing $5.00 worth of goods
the above prices will receive 4 yards oi
or Sheeting tree of charge.

20if

f

O R CAN S !

fish story

store,

our

goods

els. each.

person
ioued

Advertised in this ] aper,

(I iAXOM OF TIM K.

Disease*

'duplicate.

G-. P. LOMBARD,

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May 'till be found at the old -fund

Old Andirons l

MOODY,
High Sts.,

enlarged

to sell our
before otfered.

3mosl5

The inoil Interesting feature of all is the very low
at which I am offering my good*.
We’shall
be pleaded to show our Woods to all who wish to
examine
Please call

and

ROOM! DR.

A. ANDREWS.

NO 5, Phoenix Row,

••

gi:C>

DENTISTRY!

OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE.

I

Vases and Toilet Sets,
<

at

100O

vi'etimpure

—

Boston Clothing Store, No. 1 Hayt'ord Blk.

I have taken particular pains to make such n sclection as will be desirable, ornamental and
useful to the purchaser. My stock con
«iists in part of an elegant line of

Delis, Cutlerv, Perfumery
all kinds, Children’s Tea
■SoPs, Toilet Soap,
B rushes, & c.

us

Flannel

Fancy Goods, fie,!

E. H.

A Fise Storv. The

oo

Don’t

an

Patent Medicines,

Manufactured.

inann.

10.

\ l>OZ. UNDER SHIRTS & DRAWERS, only

To aii}

being

FIELD

sold by

I>0Z. PLUSH CAPS, only 50 cts. each.

for Men

ot

goods and
large stock of

were

WOOLENS,
-THAT AT-

line of

a*

MENS’ CHINCHILLA REAPERS, all wool,
warranted, only $7.25 each.
BOYS OVERCOATS, only $3.00 each.

TH
a new

j

each.

b)A

Dropsy.
Southern Fever.

500

The University Medicines cure disease* tlmi
p;IV*
minus cannot cure and consequently pronounce cii." m
incurable. Catarrh (the mother oi
consumption.
>tTolula, Salt Kiieuui, uud mam otiier ui>eao
hitherto considered incurable, .vudlP, v u-id miner
treatment ot the University Medicines, '.'onm ot rgre..te*t Curt s are of a nature Unit will mu perm::
> n, v.ura
certiticate* to be made public. -such ns >per.mitm
rlia-a, the greatest uestroyer of humanity ou the face
of ltie giohe.
How many he wail the loss of
precious
it alii y
without iltlV lug « lie leu.ni lUeu .,1 llieeiume.
!*
*
Kv'i\
“t'1- u
apt. J r. JOPNSOA,
lhelr uninnood is daily vanishing, and they are -.'Iniill 1* itv •• iblla-t i* <r lb -ton every MUJNDAl
iug into u stage of hopeie.ss decay. Its
U l.l'.M >1) W
l iUK-DA'i
au> 1 > A i'LTtDAV
among all ages, sexe* and statious. It is dragging
at
o'clock l' M.
millions yearly to insanity ami pr> mature
lift ui niiiL. "ill if.
hi.
>n rv. r.
MONDAY
Moiheis oe caretul whom you lei v our children as
1 L’KSIJ \'t
lilt K>L>A V Sc J I'll)A \ at fi 1--' 1' li
sociate and sleep with, lest the viper commence the :
work of destruction before you are aware ul it-> u,-;ulFARE TO BOSTON.
82 50
iy sting. \ou cannot exercise too mu. Ii cue : I
LOWELL.
3 65
guard against this horrid evil. 1 here is not one i All t'«■••! a net be accompanied
by Bill of Lading
lamiJy iu ten exempt from it. Any one can have a
in
\I1 nigbi bills must be paid ou
book treating on tne malady by enclosing a
stamp tleliv t-j y ul good.*
and
tiding to me lor it. 1 ictitious names can b-•
WKI.I.S AS'-lit
1 have cured ^uno cases uf tin
used If preferable.
Bt-lf-i*'
\ j ri!
life ami soul destroy ing malady within tliree .ears
iu the.New England Male* and Panada. 1 have invariably found tiiat the foundation ot destruction
was laid b«lbre the victim was old
enough to know
of its evils. Do not let false modesty stand in the
ot
treatment
before
the
constitution
way
i,iuimd.
1 ue bioou is uk! me, and all chronic diseases come
from impure blood, either hereditary ur euutract-. il.
I heii how wor e tiiau useless it i>
1
ip;
Wiil run until fur:her no
without removing the cause, by
purifying uie biood.
"ii
and alter Monday.
N ;i
if females aillieted with disease peculiar to tin ir
I
! If!) ;« t'-iloW'
I.ouv
will understand this natural law, they will never
Kro<»k-v illt-, Wjnson’.s Whan.
subject themselve» t*> the use .T uie speculum or to
1
liellast "ii Mouduv. fuecrustic or drastic injection.*.
Ail ulcer should be
11■ ir■>11a\ all.I t rnluv at s
\ 31
treated by keeping the partsoiean amlcutting oil tiek *: v 4 s* * ■ •% 4m
lountaiu head ot the disease b>
purityiug the blood,
in
and it cannot be cured in uu.v other w n
i*♦ 11:t-: fur Brook-viile on .Moiuluy nn.l
il an.
i hnrsdav at 1 ."I* 'f ami on
ladies aillieted with this disease will add
b\
Wednesday aiid Sat
letter or personally I will put them ui a wav to treat
\. M., or on the arrival of the Boston
at
urday
themselves successfully.
ILmts. tonehinjr a. ('usiine and Iv'esboro’ each yva>
Three bottle- of the f,\.
1 omn
tract oft aiicer Thun will
etii:u •!. UruoksviUe'1 with Muire for-Sargent
purify the hlco-1 more
than all the apothecaries and patent tm dcin*
vi!!e anil :■»* Igwi !< on Wedne'duv and Saturday at
in
lh 31.
existence.
Tor the want ot room I can present but
compaiatively lew cerulicutes. Any one wanting more :•
timony can have il by sending for circular and boo
leill that Mother of Doiisumptioii
hy curing
Catarrh, which, with the right treatment i- a- cum
i*i
ble as any other disease, the opinion of all the «!•-.
tors in the world to the
contrary notwithstanding.
In addition to hundreds ol testimonials of mn
in.
following is from one ol the oldest and mo-t reliable
FARE:
citizens ol i’ortland.
:• »’lii o«i).•
!!< r<. Hi iJ’uM.
>iMlg\v •!.
h;’...o
For two years my health has bc**n tbilin-r. and a:
-v :J1. :<• !••
Brook
r.i-.-.
ter trying the ditl'« rent remedies and don nr*
without
( MSfirn;
bencht, three weeks ago 1 called at the l niver-itv
I*ranch, k\>u Congres-. -treet. I be Doctor tol-t m'.- ( iisrino to ]<!<•;.o-...
ihat Catarrh was the chiet cause of mv trouble-, ami
iiro?»k>‘. ltit-.
/jj
he c-mld cure a..
limbs were
and bh-.u,

Noti eo!

IX

Street.

Knox and Lincoln Railroad.

can be treated by letter.
Adv,
irt.
Agents wanted in every town.
Staples’ Compound Tar Ointment cures Pih ia :J
hours, cures chilblains, chapped hands s-a ii>,
sore uose ; good for all kinds of sores.
Price :,j
per package. The money will be refunded when- ;t
fails to give satisfaction.

<P1Hh l.N 1 )K RSI« \ KD hereby /i\r- notice u* .ill
1_ parties having unsettled accounts with the late
firm of KOBKlilS & HI* HlhHiX, to present them
lor adjustment.
Larly attention to this is respectI; M JptbKKIX'
fully requested.
Stockton, Dec. ‘Jl, 1 71. i*.v ;X

MENS’ BLACK BE AVER,CLOTH COATS,
ONLY $0.50 each.
BLACK BEAVER OVERCOATS ONLY
fj $8.50 EACH.
BLACK BEAVER OYER*)X 1U'U,‘: AND
*md*J
COATS, all wool, warranted, only $14.50

be-

2(XK)

Private. Disease-.
Scrofula.
Salt Rheum.

v

YOUTHS FROCK CO ATS $4.05 EACH.

Xi

This

.Artificial IVhIi
lrj

VESTS AT 90 CTS. EACH.

tj

--

teeth.

,Tc«*th iiih-d in the b«-t

day

B. F. WELLS,
23ti

Mrs.keeps everything about her house. Her price
tinware is always as bright as a new dollar. and I do believe sho not only washes
but irons her dish rag!"
And the neighbor men were wont to
Corner of Main
say;
■What a steady fellow il- had got
to be of late; he don't spend a dime now
where he used to spend dollars, and can
never be kept from home half ar. hour
when he is not at work.
He seems !o almost worship that wile ol his."

That rise from

ever

Under Vests,

ever

OHloe ht Gordon Block, Main St.
SEARSPOST, ME.
Special attention paid to extracting

COITIAS!

MATHEWS.

recently
HAVING
prepured
than

this

The Best Selected Stock g!

patterns

price

••

*’

“■

MOHR

_

Merino

stock of

70 Main Street, Belfast Me.
A. B. MATHEWS.

STotie©

3000

Cases

Maine.

M. L M A O 0 0 N

tGTREMEMBER THE PLACE.J£%
h i:

CLOSING OUT SALi. 01-

A WEEK guaranteed to Male, and
Female Agents, in their locality.
Costs NOTHING to try it. Particulars Free. P. O. VICKERY, Au-

10,000

Dominion.

Office over Furl:er & Bean's store. Residence on
Church street. oueosite the Journal Office.
rii

Metalic Burial Cases !

jtiADlES!

home. Terms free. Address

Spermatorrhea.

STAPLES, WO
PoiiTj.AXD, Maim:,
General Agent for the .New England

FLETCHER, M.D.,

-ALSO-

it) nn

vi-O Geo. Stinson & to., Portland, Me.

Piles.

3000

*•

OX

j

iiOSF. WOOD

10, 1 *7 F— .'imosi'j

I

at Law!

Belfast,

purchase.

LOCKE.

ARRANGEMENTS.

AN1> ATT LB Monday, fcoy. 17, Trains \vil»
leave Belfast for Boston, Portland, Augusta and
intermediate stations * A. M. and :t: d,U) I*. Af.
l or Panville Junciion, Lewiston and Skowheg.m.
$ A. M.
J>e\ter. Bangor and St. Jolm>, U. :'/> P. Al.
Trains are due at Belfast 1.' M and 7 .'io I*. Af.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.

roach all cases that arc curable.
thousands after their physicians hud
given them up. It has cured more chronic case*
than all other medicines and doctors combined. It
is not a patent medicine, but
prepared by the ino-t
skilllul physicians iu flic world. Hundreds of certill cates oi cures of citizens of Portland and
vicinity
can be had.
!
Also, a book free, explaining di-eas<
with the necessury remedies by
writing to

WALLACE,

possibly

despatch,

WINTER

It has cured

PHYSICIAN & SURGEON,

To tho-e who have to
1 would -.ay I have
them all grades, from the lowest price that they can
be sold for, to the nicest WALNUT and

mid nietalic of nny style, muJ CO 1 PINS
on hand, or readily obtained.
MR. H. 1>. Hankeraon an experienced cabinet maker and first-rate uphol-terer is
always on hand
where work in his line i- required to be done with
neatness and
for lie is one who well understands all the details of the business.
K A ’Remember the place and number. Old Stand
of C. L>. Field, No il Rh-.-uix Row, Belfast

Special

J. M.

nice assortment of

k

Female Diseases.

'WO

BEDSTEADS,BUREAUS, Ac.. Ac.

our

Pulmouary Coqsumption.

2000

DP.

ALL KINDS OF

to

1000

1000

A9*A11 business entrusted f<> him will receive
rompt attention.

CONSTANTLY ON HAND

a

States and ran.fd?*

2000

•!

11AEADEX BLOCK. Belfast, Sr.

AND PAINTED SETTS !

Also

paper, but positively cured in 11>r*

••

,

at Law!

Attorney

GOODS !

CASKETS

Both wood

Nov.

GEO- E.

living prices

I

Caskets !

J L

>vor

•'

firing Beds, Mattresses and Feathers! DEIST1ST !
would call special attention

constantly

For Tickets, or infroination, address
1 Ho. E. Bit A.Ml ETTK, Agent and Manager,
Louisville, Ky., or I'HOS. il. IIAYS & CO., 609
Broadway, N. Y.

-♦

the lowest

which he

CHAMBER & PARLOR SUITS.PARLOR
TABLES MARBLE & WOOD TOP.
IIATTREES. WHATNOTS, WRITING DESKS. WORK TABLES
and LOOKING GLASSES.
EX TENS1 O N TA B I. ES
& SIDE BOARDS.

Best thing in Market of the'Kinri.
Brackets, Picture Frames, Tables of all
Kinds, 4c., 4c.

Tickets, $50. Halves, $‘J5. Tenth, or each
Coupon. £5. Eleven Whole Tickets, $603

day at

"SUITS

Wire Net Mattress!1

Whole

per

at

to the stock

(evtral r. r.

It will

—sucii as—

NATIONAL

...

COf5

making large additions

And is

What-Nots, Mirrors, Bedsteads. Spring i ASH
Beds of Various Kinds, Mattresses,
;
including the

INVEST A FEW DOLLARS, WITH POSSIBLE RETURNS OF THOUSANDS, IS OFFERED
BY THE POSTPONEMENT OF PUBLIC LI.
URARY OF KY. TO THE 27th OF FEBRUARY,
NEXT, OF THEIR FIFTH AND LAST CONCERT
AND DRAWING. THE MANAGEMENT ARE
PLEDGED TO THE RETURN OF THE MONEY
IF THE DRAWING SHOULD NOT COME OFF
AT THE DAY NOW APPOINTED
ONE GRAND CASH GIl'T. 8250,000
(INK GRAND CASH GIFT.100,0(0
75,000
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT.
00,0 0
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT.
25,0.10
o Ciub Gifts, $20,000 each.
100,000
Hi < nail Gifts,
140,000
14,000 each,
15 Cash Gifts. 10,000 each.
160,000
2ii Cash Gifts,
0,000 each,. 100,000
20 Cash Gifts,
4,000 each,. 100,000
HO Cash Gifts,
00,100
S,000 each,.
50 Cash Gifts,
2.000 each. 100,000
loo Cash Gifts,
1,000 each.. 100,000
100 each,
240 Cash Gilts,
120,000
100 each..
600 Cash Gifts,
50,000
60 each,
OOO.OOo
17,000 Cash Gilts,
TO

<>C C
s/xj h

E. J O H NS O E

on

England

within three year*.
2000 cases of Rheumatism.
3000
Catarrh.
*•
1000
Deafness and E\o DUcy--

U MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by K. K. Boyle.

70 MAIN STREET.

Chamber Sets in Chestnut, Ash and Pine, with
rich ornamentation, or plain, as may be d^
sired; Sofas, of various patterns and
srUes of upholstering, Chairs of all
kinds, Walnut Sideboards, &e.

OPPORTUNITY

Conn.

G.

BLODGETT & CO.’S

A

Walnut Chamber Sets WALNUT

ANOTHER

|

a

CRASS

PARLOR

New

Belfast, Dec. 21, ISM.—mo

HAS BOUGHT OUT

rich

Frj

\GENTS W A\TED iminediate 1 v, to sei 1 verv
dvl'd,-sirable XEW PATENT articles for housekeepers and others. G. J. Capewell, Cheshire,

OF TilE FILM OF

FIELD & MATHEWS’

Among the many articles that may be mentioned,
to which special attention is called are new, nice and

nut

Have cured not

,,

REASONABLE RATES.

AT

sample bottle of Adamson’*
nr
Itoianir Halsain at till <lrupri-ts'
Pleasant, and an unfailing remedy for
A-tiima, Coughs, Colds, Lung Complaints, &c.
Large bottles, to ct>. Dr. F. \\’. Kinsman., Proprietor, Augusta, Maine. $5000 for a cast- it will not
cure' Try it. SOLDtiyall Mrufgitn.

cnn

LATE

Furniture Store I STOCK OF FURNITURE! Attorney

i gone and found all manner oi tnult with

I you.

as are

FIRST

BUSINESS.

No Charges for obtaining
Patents unless successful.
Pamphlet free. C. A. Shaw,
110 Ticmont Street, Boston.

TO INVENTORS

<!*-

ra mi;

UNIVERSITY iililUClNES

where.
The stable has shaved the
genoial improvement,
and with experienced and careful hostler-; no
pains
will be spared in taking care of horses.
He has some line IJVW;V >TO</K, for the acemu
modation of those* desiring good teams.
1*. 11 .MTU III,I.L.

HLaa X.iiQols.e A. B, MATHEWS

s

THE MENTAL RENOVATOR.

said the husband, his

reddening and his voice growing
husky with emotion, “just think ; 1 have

—WITH A-

—

THE NEW YORK

HOUSE!

The subscriber, having recently assumed
proprietorship of the above well known
House, and made extensive improvements
in the same, informs the public that lie is
now ready for business.
The.old friends of
the house will find increased comlorts, and now ones
will be welcome to as good fare as can be laid un\-

OLD STORE!

in Ameri
^ers prices—Largest companyeverybody
iU. f*l

3

“Now,

my uear,

a&a

—Trade

tion.

lace

PHENIX

-OF AN-

men-

said he. “my dear, you begin
and tell me all the taults you have observ: ed in mo since we have been married
The young housewife sat in silence; her
iace flushed to the temples, and a great
j
; lump came in her throat, which she soem! ed to be
striving hard to swallow.
;
“Proceed, my dear; tell me all the faults
I you have observed in me, .sparing none."
Arising suddenly from her seat, the little
I wife burst into tears and throwing both
| her arms about her husband’s neck, cried ;
“My dear husband, you have not a fault
If you have even one, my
in the world
aves have been so blinded by my love for
you that as long as we have been married
1 have never once observed it. In my
eyes you are perfect, and all that you do
seems to me to be done in the best manI ner and just what should be done.”

OPENING

NEW

JJcto -Jbbcrtiscmcnts.

After having been married some weeks,
it came to the head of a
young husband
in a neighboring city, one Sunday, when
he had but little to occupy his mind, to
suggest to his wile that they should plainly and honestly state the faults that each
had discovered in the other since they
had been man and wile. After some hesitation the wile agreed lo the proposition,
but stipulated that the rehearsal should be
made in all sincerity and with an honest
view to the bettering of each other, as j
otherwise it would be of no use to speak
oi the faults to which marriage had opened
their eyes. The husband was of the same
mind, and his wife asked him to begin
with her faults. He was somewhat reluctant. but his wife insisted that he was the
first to propose the matter, and as he i
was at the head of the house it was his i
place to take the lead. Thus urged, he
began the recital. He said:
‘•.My deal, one ol the tn-st t-uuts l noservcd in you after we began keeping
house was that you a good deal neglected
tiie tin-ware. You didn't keep it scoured
as bright as it should be.
My mother always took great pride in her tinware, and |
kept it as bright its a dollar
1 am glad you have mentioned it. i
dear,-’ said the wile, blushing a little: 1
“hereafter you shall see no speck on cup i
or pan.
Pray proceed.”
■1 have olten observed, said the husband. “that you use dish rags a long time
without washing them, and then dually
throw them away. Now when at home, 1
remember that rav mother always used to
wash out her dish rags when she was
done using them, and then hung them up
where they could dry, ready for the next
time slie would need Ihem.”
Blushing as before, tiie young wile promised to amend this lault.
The husband continued with a most
formidable list of similar taults, many
more than we have space to enumerate,
w hen he declared that lie could think of

JOAQVIN MIIXEJt,

1

1

*'*'

1

biire

or

wish to know, but

‘'xpluined, and many matters ol'the
important and interesting character are intio.
■

daced, to which uo allusion even can be found in
any
other works in our
language. Ail the A>;e Z)iic,yj
erics ot the
author, whose experience is such as prob
ablv never before fell to the lot of
any man, are given
in full. N0
person should be .without these valua
hie book-. Tite pr. .-■ throughout the
country, the
clergy and the medical fiu ulty generally highly extol
these extraordinary and useful work||ie mo..
fastidious may road tht m.

Address the Peabody Mki.ical Ix-rirt
ri \
Bultlnch St.,opposite tteverc
House), Boston, Mu*
rhe author and
N
consulting physicians can be
consul,ed on all the above
named
,

R. H

MOODY, Agt. for Belfast.

HILL\KD il. GRIFFIN, Agl.
3mos20

lur

Stocliku,

diseases

requiring XKIL, A\„

diseases,

EXPEHttsci

anSL

ly,8

tearui»i.

sSHKaSP-

